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HIGHLIGHTS
OIL SHALE
The Oil Shale Venture
In what may prove to be the most important single event
in the history of U. S. oil shale development, Standard Oil
Company of Ohio announced plans to join forces with two other
companies to build a commercial oil shale plant in Western
Colorado. The other participants are The Oil Shale Corporation
and Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company. Plant size or construction
timetable were not announced, but rumors indicate a 50,000
barrel-per-day plant costing about $100 million and taking
about three years for achievement of first production. Core-
drilling activities are already well underway on some 7,500
acres of oil shale land optioned from Dow Chemical Company.
Lease Regulations
The Interior Department has received over 200 responses
to its request for suggestions on oil shale development.
Copies of the more significant letters are reproduced in the
Appendix. Current thinking in the Interior Department is
that a complete replacement of existing oil shale lease
regulations is necessary before the 1930 Executive Order
withdrawing all oil shale lands from leasing can be rescinded
Interior believes that there is no need for urgency since
about 30 percent of the Piceance Basin land area is privately
held.
Unpatented Mining Claims
After more than two years of delay, the solicitor of the
Interior Department rejected patent applications for 257
unpatented mining claims on the Colorado Plateau. The principle
of res judicata was applied charging that the claimants failed
M
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Unpatented Mining Claims (Continued)
to appeal in due time from erroneous Government actions back
in the early 1930's. Attorneys for the applicants maintain
that the Government has reversed its previous position under
which some 70,000 acres of placer claims, identically charged
more than 30 years ago with failure to perform annual assess
ment work, had been clear listed for patent. If this decision
prevails, it would cast a title cloud on the 70,000 acres of
patented land.
Secretary Udall, simultaneously with the above decision,
instructed the Director of the Bureau of Land Management to
identify and determine the status of all remaining unpatented
oil shale mining claims in Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah. These
instructions indicate that the Government will resist strongly
attempts to patent all other unpatented claims.
Depletion Allowance
Legislation was introduced to allow retorting or sub
stantially equivalent treatment of oil shale to be considered
as a mining process under the application of percentage deple
tion allowance. The effect of this bill would be to allow
the full 15 percent depletion allowance for crude shale oil.
Proponents of the measure hope to get it incorporated into
the Income Tax Rate Extension Act of 1964.
Rifle Plant Lease
After more than a year of negotiations, the Department
of the Interior signed a lease with a private industry group
for use of the Government's facilities at the Oil Shale
Demonstration Plant near Rifle, Colorado. Socony Mobil Oil
Company will be the project manager for the experimental work
to be conducted during a five-year lease period. The first
three years of the lease term have been planned in two stages
Stage 1 will consist of small-scale studies with the 6 and 25-
ton-
per-day retorts and is estimated to cost $2 million.
Stage 2 consists of experiments on a larger scale involving
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Rifle Plant Lease (Continued)
either construction of a new retort or modification of the
existing 150-ton-per-day unit. Stage 2 is estimated to cost
$3 million. Plans for the final two years have not yet been
announced .
In addition to Socony, the Humble Oil and Refining
Company is a participant in the lease. Other companies have
a six-month period in which to join the group. The Colorado
School of Mines Research Foundation will be the administra
tive head of the plant. About 80 employees are planned and a
target date of August 15, 1964, has been established for




Three papers on oil shale were presented at the American
Chemical Society Meeting in Philadelphia held in early April,
1964. The most important of these was the presentation of
data for hydrogasif ication of oil shale in a continuous flow
reactor. Institute of Gas Technology researchers discovered
that the high gas yields obtained in a batch unit could not
be duplicated in a moving bed or free fall continuous flow
retort with gas-to-solids heat transfer. The oil shale work
has been discontinued and plans are now being made to use the
equipment to test coal hydrogasif ication.
A two-day symposium on oil shale was held at the
Colorado School of Mines and is summarized herein. The 13
papers presented at the symposium will be published in July,
1964.
Ted P. Stockmar, Denver attorney, gave a paper on oil
shale at the May 5 meeting of the Independent Petroleum
Association of America in New Orleans. This paper traces
the historical background of mining law as applied to oil
shale placer claims and reviews the political background of
oil shale legislation. Stockmar concluded that both shale
oil and increased imports will be required to fill a widen
ing gap between domestic production and overall demand.
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Meetings and Conferences (Continued)
However, it is unlikely that production of shale oil could
exceed 2 million barrels per day by 1984 out of a projected
demand of 18 million barrels per day.
Union Oil Company Patent
Attention is invited to Patent No. 3,133,010 which
has just been issued to Union Oil Company of California
revealing some details of oil recovery and retorting rates
for the Union Oil retort.
Sodium Prospecting Permits
A total of nine sodium prospecting permits covering
some 45,000 acres has been applied for near the center of
the Piceance Creek Basin in Rio Blanco County, Colorado.
Five of the permits have been issued by the Bureau of Land
Management and three of them have been protested by Humble
Oil and Refining Company.
COAL AND LIGNITE
U. S. Bureau of Mines
The Bureau reported success in efforts to produce
mixtures of primary alcohols from
low- temperature Texas
lignite coal tar. About 20 pounds of alcohols in the
range now used for plasticizer and detergent production,
having a market price of about $0.15 per pound, can be
produced per ton of moisture and ash- free Texas lignite.
OTHER DEPOSITS
Athabasca Oil Sands
The Alberta Government gave final approval to the $191
million project by Great Canadian oil sands to produce 45,000
M
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Athabasca Oil Sands (Continued)
barrels per day of sweet synthetic crude oil. Recent publi
cation of data indicates a hydrogen consumption of about
1,300 cubic feet per barrel of synthetic crude for the Great
Canadian plant.
Utah Bituminous Sandstones
An application has been made to withdraw 33 cubic feet
of water per second from the Green River to be used for
injection of steam into bituminous sands in Carbon County,
Utah. The applicants state that this operation will result
in the recovery of 100,000 barrels of oil per day, but admit
that plans are very preliminary. The first step is to obtain
backers and proceed with an evaluation of reserves.
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The Oil Shale Venture
Substantiating the rumors reported in the previous
quarterly report, President C. E. Spahr announced on April 15
that Standard Oil Company of Ohio had joined forces with two
other companies to develop a commercial oil shale plant in
Western Colorado. Ownership in The Oil Shale Venture (probably
a temporary name) will be split 40 percent to Sohio, 30 percent
to The Oil Shale Corporation and 30 percent to Cleveland-Cliffs
Iron Company.
The companies have been working together for about a
year in a study of the commercial prospects of shale oil. The
deal jelled when Dow Chemical Company optioned its Colorado
oil shale holdings near Grand Valley, Colorado, to Sohio
Petroleum Company, producing subsidiary of Sohio. President
H. D. Doan of Dow said the land was optioned for a large
cash payment plus continuing payments when the property goes
into production.
The announcement gave no details concerning the plant
size or construction timetable. Previous rumors indicate a
plant producing 50,000 barrels per day with a pipeline to
Rangely, Colorado, total cost about $100 million. President
Hein Koolsbergen of Tosco recently stated the venture expects
to be producing shale oil by 1967.
Edward F. Morrill, Vice President in charge of Chemicals
and Plastics for Sohio, has been appointed to head the joint
operation to mine and process oil shale. He has announced
plans to begin immediately staffing The Oil Shale Venture
with experienced personnel chosen mostly from the ranks of
the three participating companies. He will remain in Cleveland
for the time being but is expected to relocate in about a year.
A core drilling program supervised by engineers from
the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company was started in early May.
An extensive drilling program is planned to d'elineate the ore
body and allow charting of a mining scheme for economical
c M
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extraction of the shale. The program calls for 10 coreholes
during the summer of 1964. Two holes have already been
completed and the next two are underway. Assays and physical
properties tests are being made by the Colorado School of
Mines Research Foundation.
Dow Chemical Company Property
Most of the shale acreage owned by Dow was proved up and
patented in the 1920 's by Columbia Oil Shale Company. Dow's
purchase of 7,500 acres from Columbia was recorded in 1955
and according to revenue stamps, the price paid was about
$1.9 million or $250 per acre. Dow purchased most of the stock
in Columbia for cash, but it is known that a few stockholders
accepted an alternative offer of cash plus a royalty. Dow
has since obtained 640 acres of adjoining oil shale land and
just recently traded 320 acres with Union to fill in an enclave
The resultant 8,140 acre tract on upper Parachute Creek is
shown on Plate 1. The oil shale land is about 15 miles north
of Grand Valley along Parachute Creek.
In addition to the oil shale land, the deal includes
about 500 acres of non-shale land about three miles east
of Grand Valley near the Colorado River. Plate 1 also shows
land owned or under option to Tosco. Sohio and Cleveland-
Cliffs are not known to own any oil shale property.
The oil shale is exposed in steep cliff faces in narrow
valleys caused by erosion from the East Middle Fork, Middle
Fork and Davis Gulch branches of Parachute Creek, plus numerous
unnamed side canyons thus lending itself to horizontal entries
or adits for the mines. This property is not far from the
Naval Oil Shale Reserve and Union Oil Company properties where
room-and-pillar mines were opened with horizontal adits.
At these mines, it was discovered that weathering had
occurred some distance in from the cliff face, causing cracks
and poor shale. The Bureau of Mines concluded that
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Dow Chemical Company Property (Continued)
room-and-pillar mining should not be practiced closer
than 200 feet from the cliff face at the Anvil Points mine.
Union Oil Company drove an adit in 400 feet before starting
the first room at their mine on nearby East Parachute Creek.
There has been no reported data on assays of coreholes
on the Dow property. The latest report of the U. S. Geological
Survey published in 1961 (3) indicates the Dow property to
contain rich amounts of Mahogany Zone oil shale.
The thickness of shale of selected grades is tabulated
below:





The shale grades tabulated above are for continuous
thickness in the Mahogany Zone. The 25 gpt isopachs by the
U.S.G.S. are shown on Plate 1. The isopachs are based on
coreholes on surrounding property. Little has been reported
on oil shales below the Mahogany Zone in this area.
The reserve of oil shale in place must be reduced by
the mining recovery factor. The amount of raw crude oil
produced depends on retorting recovery compared to the Fischer
Assay. Final yield depends on the process used to convert
raw crude to pipeline oil. Based on U.S.G.S. data and 75
percent mining recovery of unweathered oil shale, the property
could produce about 2.5 billion tons of Mahogany Zone oil
shale averaging 25 gpt Fischer assay oil content. The factor
for calculation of gallons of pipeline oil produced per ton
of oil shale depends on processes used.
An interesting calculation shows that the spent shale
from 2.5 billion tons of raw shale would cover the 800 acres
of disposal area to an average depth of about 1,100 feet.
M
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Columbia Oil Shale Company and Dow had both commenced
survey work for industrial water systems on the property
utilizing Parachute Creek water flow. Dow also had started
proceedings to obtain water from the Colorado River. The
subject of water rights is very complex, and it is planned
to have a report on water plans for an oil shale industry
in a forthcoming report.
Standard Oil Company of Ohio
Sohio has about 10,500 employees and reported a net
income of $33.9 million for 1963. Total assets are $468.5
million and 5,422,844 shares of common stock are outstanding.
The stock was quoted on the NYSE on June 1, 1964 at $89-5/8.
The company is primarily a refiner and marketer rather than
an oil producer.
The company sells about one-third of all gasoline in
the State of Ohio through a products pipeline system and
also markets in surrounding states. Sohio has three refineries
totaling about 165,000 BPD capacity. The Toledo refinery
includes a 7,500 BPD Isomax hydrocracker .
Sohio
'
s decision to build a shale oil plant was no doubt
influenced by a chronic and severe crude oil deficiency.
Figure 1 shows that total hydrocarbon liquids produced have
fallen from 30.4 percent of petroleum products sold in 1960
to 26.6 percent for 1963. Sohio 's production sufficiency is
the lowest of any major United States oil company as shown
on Table 1 .
The Oil Shale Corporation
The nine-year-old Oil Shale Corporation has spent more
than $4 million on oil shale research and development and
land acquisition since its founding. The capital needed for
operations has been raised through sale of stock, convertible
debentures and by loans from stockholders. The company has
spent about $1.25 million with Denver Research Institute to
10
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The Oil Shale Corporation (Continued)
develop the Tosco retorting process and has also expended
considerable sums for evaluation studies and other reports
by engineering companies and consultants. Based on the latest
annual report, total expenditures through December 31, 1963,
were $4,328,528.
Tosco has recently been actively recruiting personnel
and now has about 20 employees. There are about 670 stock
holders of the approximately 2.6 million shares of common
stock presently outstanding. The stock is traded
over-the-
counter and recent quotation is $8 bid and $8-5/8 ask.
About 1 million shares are reserved for conversion of employee
stock options and debentures and 1 million are optioned for
purchase during the- next 3 years, leaving about 2.4 million
shares of the authorized 7 million shares unissued. One
million shares of preferred stock are authorized, but none
has been issued to date.
The company was incorporated in Nevada on September 16,
1955. The principal activity of the company has been the
development of a process for the production of shale oil.
The process was originally known as the Aspeco retorting
process, but due to developmental changes made by the company
during the course of its investigations, it is now called
the Tosco retorting process.
Tosco owns several blocs of oil shale land as shown on
Plate 1. The mineral rights to eight patented placer mining
claims covering 1280 acres on Carr Creek in Garfield County
were acquired in September 1957 for $92,000. The seller
retained a five percent overriding royalty. The company
has 50 percent interest in an option to purchase the Reagle
Ranch of 480 acres, a homestead on a tributary of Piceance
Creek underlain with rich oil shale beneath the Mahogany Zone.
The company has options to purchase unpatented mining claims
amounting to some 17,600 acres. The latter options require
purchase only after the claimants secure clear title. (See
"U. S.
Government"
page 29 for a discussion of unpatented
mining claims) . Tosco has recently been trying to obtain
options on more unpatented mining claims and has just made
a deal for the
"Watson"
patented property owned by Skyline
Oil Company in Utah.
13
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Tosco was organized by H. E. H. Linden of Beverly Hills,
California, in 1955. Huntington Hartford has been a principal
financial backer of the company and presently is chairman of
the board. The firm of Stroock, Stroock and Lavan of New
York City has been general counsel for the firm since its
beginning. Linden acquired over 300,000 shares of common for
his services in organizing the company, but prior to his retire
ment and death in 1961, he had sold most of it to other stock
owners .
Hein Koolsbergen has been president of Tosco since the
middle of 1961. He is considered very capable and his
dynamic leadership has been instrumental in moving Tosco to
their goal of a commercial oil shale plant. The officers
and directors are shown on Table 2.
The principal owners of Tosco stock are listed in Table 3
based on the assumption that all convertible debentures and
options will be exercised. On this assumption, Sohio will
own 1 million shares, or approximately 21 percent, although
Sohio 's actual purchases to date are only 80,000 shares.
In April 1963, Tosco entered into an agreement with
Southern Natural Gas Company of Birmingham, Alabama which
provided that Southern would purchase $100,000 worth of
convertible debentures each month for 46 months. The total
purchase of $4.6 million would have provided Southern with
51 percent of Tosco stock. However, Southern elected to stop
the purchases after making a $600,000 investment. Southern
sold half of its investment to Lehman Brothers on March 6,
1964, for $787,500- The conversion price at time of sale
was about $5.25 per share. Previously Lehman Brothers had
purchased 260,000 shares at $2.50 per share directly from
Tosco on June 20, 1963. Lehman purchased this stock for the
accounts of others as shown on Table 4.
In February of 1964, Sohio agreed to loan $450,000 to
Tosco secured by a short-term mortgage due September 1, 1964,
on
Tosco'
s options to purchase the unpatented claims and the
Reagle Ranch as shown on Plate 1 . In addition, Standard Oil
of Ohio agreed to purchase 400,000 shares of Tosco stock accord














* A. M. Stroock
* S. H. Elliott
A. E. Wolf
* J. W. Glanville
J. P. Lacroix
* G - Rutman
Principal Occupation
Huntington Hartford Enterprises
(Financing and development of various
business ventures) . Chairman of the
Board of Tosco
President of Tosco and Chairman of
Executive Committee
Financial and Investment Advisor;
Vice Chairman of the Board and
Treasurer of Tosco
Assistant Secretary of Tosco
Executive Director, Tri-institutional
Facilities Program, Philadelphia, Pa.
Senior Partner, Stroock, Stroock,
and Lavan, Secretary of Tosco
Senior Partner, Stroock, Stroock
and Lavan.
Senior Vice President, Standard
Oil Company of Ohio
Senior Vice President, Standard Oil
Company of Ohio
Senior Partner, Lehman Brothers
Vice President of Regie Autonome des
Petroles
President of Aquitaine Oil Corporation






PRINCIPAL OWNERS OF TOSCO
Basis: Conversion of all outstanding debentures and
exercising of all outstanding options, March 18,
1964.
Name No. of Shares Percent
Sohio 1,000,000 20.8
H. Hartford
Enterprises 450,000 (1) 9.4
Skyline Oil Co. 340,000 (1) 7.1
Auxirap 250,000 (1) 5.2
Aquitaine 250,000 (1) 5.2
Southern Natural Gas 185,000 (1) 3.8
Lehman Brothers 17 5,029 3.6
H. Ittleson, Jr. 140,000 (1) 2.9






List of Accounts for Whom Lehman Brothers Purchased Tosco













John B. Carter, Jr.
Paul M. Mazur
Robert Lehman
Robert Lehman Special #2 Account
Marvin Levey
Marcel A. Palmaro
William H. Osborn, Jr.
Lyon Terry
Orin Lehman
Lammot D. Cope land







Laird, Bissell & Meeds for the account of
Gould-Harrison
G. P. Bissell Company
Laird Bissell & Meeds (Partners Spec. Acct) 10,000
Wilmington Trust Company, as Trustee for
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These purchases were contingent upon Tosco making a settle
ment with Southern Natural Gas for conversion of their deben
tures to no more than 283,000 shares of stock. Since it was
agreed to convert Southern Natural's $600,000 worth of deben
tures to 350,058 shares of stock, Sohio
'
s price was reduced
from $2.50 to $2.45 per share and a condition imposed which
allows further price reduction if more unissued stock is sold
after the date of their agreement.
Sohio has options to purchase an additional 600,000 shares










January 1, 196 5
January 1, 1966
January 1, 1967
The total Sohio investment will be slightly less than
$4 million if all options are exercised.
On March 18, 1964, sale of 406,000 shares of Tosco stock
was made to two French government-controlled oil concerns,
Auxirap Corp. of America and Aquitaine Oil Corp. for $2,233,000
or $5.50 per share.
Auxirap is a wholly owned subsidiary of Regie Autonome des
Petroles (RAP) whose principal production is in the Sahara
Desert. RAP is entirely owned by the French Government. Aquitaine
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Societe Nationale des Petroles
d 'Aquitaine (SNPA) whose principal operations are production
and sale of natural gas and sulphur from the Lacq field in south
west France. SNPA is 51 percent owned by the French Government
Bureau of Petroleum Research.
18
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The entry of Aquitaine and Auxirap into oil shale is
part of an effort to find new sources of oil. This objective
is coupled with a desire to diversify investments; for example,
Aquitaine announced at the same time that it had acquired a
substantial interest in Banff Oil Company of Canada. This
was a purchase of 1.4 million shares at $2.50 per share which
gives Aquitaine 39 percent of Banff stock.
Work on the Tosco retorting process as originally
patented was begun under contract with Denver Research Institute
in November, 1955. Actually at that time, it was named the
Aspeco process after Olaf Aspegren, the Swedish inventor. The
invention had not been reduced to practice by Aspegren; con
sequently, DRI had to begin its work with an investigation of
the fundamentals of the process. Initial retorting studies
were made with a laboratory scale unit one foot diameter by
two feet long. Sufficient data were obtained to permit design
of a 24-ton-per-day pilot plant.
The pilot plant unit was completed in April, 1957, and
was operated intermittently until December, 1957, with both
counter and parallel flow of balls and shale. A series of
laboratory studies was conducted on fluidized combustion of
spent shale and on the use of heated balls for coking shale
oil vapors. The results of these experiments were translated
to the pilot plant, which was revised during late 1958 and
early 1959 to include a fluidized spent shale combustion
unit and a ball coking unit. In addition, a scrubber to remove
dust from the shale oil vapors was added. The pilot plant, as
modified, includes all major elements of the complete Tosco
process. Figure 2 is a photograph of the pilot plant taken
in 1959.
The revised plant was placed in service again in July,
1959, and has been operated intermittently since that time.
Research is still in progress but recent developments
relating to the process have not been released by Tosco.
Two retorts, in addition to the Tosco process, have been
investigated extensively for Colorado oil shale, i.e., the
19
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Union retort of the Union Oil Company of California and the
Gas Combustion process developed by the staff of the U. S.
Bureau of Mines Oil Shale Experiment Station of Rifle,
Colorado. Flow diagrams of each process are shown by
Figures 3, 4 and 5.
Referring to Figure 3, the heart of the Tosco process is
a horizontal rotating retort in which hot ceramic or refractory
balls are brought into contact with finely crushed oil shale.
As a result of the solid-to-solid contact, the shale is heated
to retorting temperature, releasing shale oil vapors which are
withdrawn and condensed. There is also discharged from the
retort, a mixture of spent shale and partially cooled balls.
The balls and spent shale are separated mechanically.
As the shale-oil vapors are withdrawn from the kiln,
they are passed through the partially cooled balls (or alter
nately through the incoming heated balls) before being sent
through the dust scrubber to a condenser. This second con
tact with the hot balls effects added coking of the oil vapors,
thus reducing the
pour-point of the product oil.
In order to reheat the partially cooled balls, the spent
shale is fed to a fludized bed where it is burned with air.
The resulting hot flue gases enter the ball heater along with
the balls from the ball coker.
The retort gases contain LPG which can be removed by
compression and cooling. The retort gas with LPG removed has
a heating value of about 850 Btu per cubic foot which can be
upgraded to near 1,000 Btu per cubic foot by scrubbing out
carbon dioxide. Tosco reports that none of the gas will be
needed to furnish heat for the retort and that it can be sold
or used for other purposes .
The 24- ton-per-day pilot plant located at Denver includes
all the major equipment which would be required in a commercial
retorting plant. The retort drum is two feet in diameter and
five feet in length. The hot balls and crushed shale enter
and leave the drum through a system of pipes packed with shale
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end of the retort and drawn through a coker which consists
of a moving bed of balls. Contact with this moving bed serves
to reduce the pour- point of the oil and to remove dust from
the vapors.
Raw shale is fed to the retort from a four- ton storage
bin by means of a belt feeder and screw conveyor. Heated
balls enter the retort through a rotary plate feeder. Spent
shale and cooled balls are separated at the exit of the retort
by a rotating screen. The spent shale is fed via an elevator
to the spent shale combuster, while the balls pass through the
moving bed ball coker to a ball elevator, which returns them
to the ball reheating unit.
Denver Research Institute feels that the technical oper-
ability of the integrated process has been amply demonstrated.
The pilot plant has been operated for runs of more than 120
hours continuous duration and more than 75 runs have been
made on the unit. The full design capacity of
one-ton-per-
hour of oil shale has been achieved. Shale oil with pour-
point as low as 30F has been produced.
The commercial plant will require a retort unit in the
order of 100 times the capacity of the one-ton-per-hour pilot
unit.
The company owns 16 U. S. patents and numerous other
patent applications have been made. The patents are shown on
Table 5.
The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company
The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company is an old line iron
mining company that in 1963 was operating eight
open-
pit and
five underground iron mines in Michigan and Minnesota. Two
of the mines were closed at the end of 1963. Company and
partnership mines account for around 10 percent of Lake
Superior district iron ore volume. Production in 1963 was
6.6 million tons. The company pioneered the production of
iron ore pellets and is a leading producer. Production was
3.6 million tons in 1963 (included in the 6.6 million tons
25
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(3) 3,058,903 Oct. 16, 1962
(2) 3,127,455 March 31, 1964
Destructive Distillation Process
Embodying Counterflow of Solid
Heating Medium.
Rotary Heat Exchanger.
Method of Pyrolysis of Fuel.
Heat-Treatment of Piece-
Shaped Material.
Method for the Reduction of
Oxides .
Method of Pyrolysis of Fuel
(Reissue of 2,788,313).
Method and Apparatus for
Stripping Oil from Oil Shale.
Calcining of Gypsum.
Cooling of Cement Clinker.
Method and Apparatus for
Producing Oil from Solids.
Plant and Process for Pro
duction of Low Temperature
Pumpable Oil from Oil Shale
and the Like.
Plant and Process for the
Production of Oil.




Method for the Treatment of
Oil Shale.
Plant and Process for Produc
tion of Low Temperature Pump-
able Oil from Oil Shale and
the Like.
Plant and Process for the
Production of Oil from Oil
Shale and the Like.
Method for Making Cement.
(1) By O. E. A. Aspegren, Swedish originator of process
(2) By D. R. I. personnel
(3) By Tosco personnel
(4) By Edwin Johansson
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total production) and 5 million tons of pellets are projected
for 1964. The pellets are beneficiated iron ore of about
63 percent iron content made from low-grade ores. Cliffs
has a fleet of 13 iron ore carriers operating in the Great
Lakes and operates a large lumbering business, cutting 31.6
million board feet in 1963.
In 1963, the company had a net income of $9,826,000 and
employed 2,600 people. Total assets are about $154 million,
including steel company stocks at cost of $24 million. The
current market value of the steel company securities is about
$83 million and dividends supply about
one- third of earnings.
The steel companies are Inland, (4 percent of that company's
outstanding stock) ; Republic (2 percent) ; Youngs town (5 per
cent) ; Jones and Laughlin (2 percent) and Wheeling (5 percent) .
The company has 2,079,121 shares of common stock outstanding,
22 percent of which is owned by Detroit Steel Corporation.
The NYSE price was $62 on June 1, 1964.
H. S. Harrison, president, has announced that Cliffs
wants to diversify its mining interests. Per share earnings
declined from $5.34 in 1956 to $2.43 in 1959, reflecting a
decline in U. S. steel production and competition from cheap
foreign iron ore. Due primarily to the company's pelletizing
efforts, earnings have improved since 1959, but the company is
anxious to achieve stability through participation in a
different industry.
Production of 50,000 barrels of synthetic crude shale
oil per day may require mining up to 100,000 tons of oil shale
per day depending on grade. On an overall tonnage basis,
this means the Cleveland-Cliffs oil shale mining operation
could be about 6 times larger than iron ore mining, but since
oil shale is lighter in weight, it might be about 12 times
larger on a volume basis. The oil shale may be produced from
3 or 4 mines, whereas the iron ore came from 13 mines, so about
50 times more volume may be handled in the individual oil
shale mine.
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Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall has received
over 200 responses to his request of November 4, 1963 for sug
gestions on oil shale development. Government spokesmen have
stated that they intend to go slow in removing the 1930
Presidential Order withdrawing all Federal oil shale land
from leasing applications. The Department believes that a
complete replacement of existing oil shale lease regulations
is necessary before the order can be safely rescinded. First
of all, the ownership of unpatented oil shale placer claims
would be settled. The new regulations should provide solu
tions for such problems as multiple use, (a large portion of
the deposits is under oil and gas leases) , surface damage
from strip mining, water needs, conservation, proration,
method of awarding leases, etc.
The speech given by Assistant Secretary John M. Kelly
at The Colorado School of Mines Oil Shale Symposium on April 30,




Government's go-slow policy and his belief that private
industry owns a significant portion of the oil shale deposits
and should have no need to wait for Government leasing regu
lations in order to go ahead with an industry if technological
and economical factors will so allow.
Interior says that 380,000 out of 1.3 million acres of
oil shale lands in the Piceance Basin area of Western Colorado
are privately owned, thus placing about 30 percent of the oil
shale in private hands. However, 30 percent of the land area
does not correspond to 30 percent of the reserves. This is
because the private lands are generally near the edge of the
basin where the deposits are thinner and leaner. Although
exact calculations have not been made, it is estimated that
private holdings amount to less than 15 percent of the total
oil shale.
An examination of the responses to Secretary Udall leads
to the conclusion that only a few of the suggestions are of
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significance. Many represent private individual views not
really bearing on the problem and a large number consist of
a meaningless form letter. Fourteen of the most sincere
proposals are reproduced in the Appendix. Some of the latest
responses were not available at time of writing and these
will
be added later if found to be of interest. As might be expected
there is no unanimity of thought on this complex
subject.
Unpatented Mining Claims
On April 17, Secretary of the Interior, Stewart L. Udall,
acted on two matters relating to unpatented oil shale mining
claims .
A. Issued a legal opinion by Solicitor Frank Barry which
rejected patent applications for 257 oil shale mining
claims of the Colorado Plateau.
B. Instructed the Director of the Bureau of Land Manage
ment to identify and determine the status of all
unpatented oil shale mining claims in Colorado, Wyoming
and Utah.
The location and acreage of the 257 mining claims and names
of the claimants are shown on Plate 2. Union Oil Company of
California was involved in 114 of the claims totalling 18,600
acres. Some of the claimants, such as John Savage and Tell
Ertl, are claimants to other unpatented mining claims not in
volved in this contest.
The Secretary requested Barry to give an opinion on May 8,
1962. Almost two years from that date, April 17, 1964 the opinion
was issued. The appellants had previously been rejected on
February 16, 1962 by the Colorado Director of the Bureau of Land
Management. According to the claimants, several years were
required to obtain the February 16 decision. Solicitor Barry
rejected the claims because they were declared null and void
by the Government between 1930 and 1933 on the charge of failure
to perform annual assessment work and the owners did not appeal
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was erroneous but contends that since no appeal was made the
principle of res judicata applies and the decisions cannot now
be challenged.
Barry ruled final rejection for 30 of the claims whose
owners had participated in the 1930 contest proceedings.
Barry gave the appellants of the remaining 227 claims 60 days
in which to submit evidence that the owners back in the 1930's
did not receive due notice of the contest proceedings. This
requirement to show proof of due process by the party served
is said by an attorney involved in the contest to be contrary
to established law. It would be difficult to prove non receipt
of notice.
The claimants state that the Government rulings were
found to be in error in two cases, one taken to the Supreme
Court in 1930, the other in 1935. As a result the Commissioner
and other officials of the Land Office wrote letters to various
people notifying them that the action taken by the Government
was erroneous and without effect. During the intervening years
the Government has granted patent applications for hundreds of
claims totalling about 70,000 acres which were subjected to
identical contests wherein the owners had not appealed the
ruling.
The rejection of the mining claims on the basis of one
legal technicality was attacked vigorously by the Colorado
Congressional Delegation. The Congressmen had been led to
believe that the Department of Interior would state all objec
tions in one action in order that the applications could be
finally acted upon in one court action. Instead, the Department
restricted itself to the claim of res judicata or finality of
administrative action taken 30 years ago and not objected to
heretofore. This means apparently that if the appellants obtain
a favorable court decision in regard to this one principle,
Interior may bring up another rejection based on, say lack of
discovery or abandonment. The applicants are thus facing
continued years of delay and heavy expense.
Senator Allott of Colorado has introduced a Bill, S. 2809
(copy in Appendix) which is an act to amend Section 37 of the
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Mineral Lands Leasing Act of February 25, 1920, so that for
any valid oil shale placer claim existent on February 25, 1920,
neither failure to perform annual assessment work, nor the
lack of any economically or commercially feasible method of
extraction and production of oil from oil shale shall constitute
a basis for the Secretary of the Interior to hold such claims
invalid. The owner or owners of such claims would have until
July 1, 1966, in which to make application for patent. After
that date the claim may be canceled by the Secretary of the
Interior on the basis of abandonment. Co- sponsors of the
Bill are Senators Dominick of Colorado, Bennett of Utah and
Simpson of Wyoming.
Senator Allott is currently revising the language of his
bill since the decision by Barry rejecting the 257 oil shale
claims was not based on the admittedly invalid challenge of
failure to do annual assessment work, but on the allegation
that the claimants had failed to appeal this invalid challenge
made against their claims thirty years ago. In effect, Barry
said that the claimants have "slept on their
rights"
for
three decades and they cannot now attack the departmental
decision of 30
years'
standing because of the principle of
res judicata .
Congressman Aspinall of Colorado says that he plans to
introduce legislation which would require the Government to
challenge oil shale claims on all grounds in one legal action
and not on one at a time.
Allott and Aspinall both say that there is no chance
that action will be taken on any legislation this year affecting
oil shale lands. They are now in the process of discussing
the legal and legislative problems thoroughly with Interior
Department officials. They are also checking with the legal
experts on the Colorado Oil Shale Development Advisory
Committee. Plans are to introduce carefully drafted bills
this year and ask for reports on them from the Interior
Department. Interior Department career men would then have
an opportunity to review the legislation before new bills
would be introduced next January.
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Equity Oil Company has announced they will go to the courts
and fight the April 17 ruling disallowing their application for
patents. Equity says that they have been trying for eight years
to get the Interior Department to issue patented titles and they
have no intention of accepting the rejection decision.
If the claimants pursue their case in court, it will be
interesting to see what the courts will rule in regard to the
apparent application of the principle of estoppel against the
Government by the claimants in view of the Government's previous
correspondence both internally and with other claimants admitting
the original contests were erroneous and the granting of patents
to others who occupied the same position of failure to appeal
from the Government's erroneous rulings.
Simultaneously with the rejection of the 257 oil shale
placer claims on April 17, 1964, Secretary Udall issued a
memorandum to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management
requesting determination of rights to all outstanding oil shale
placer mining claims. This memorandum was published in the
Congressional Record and a copy is reproduced in the Appendix.
The memorandum lists nine instructions concerning the
manner in which the Director shall carry out the determination
of outstanding rights to all oil shale mining claims in the
States of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah. The Director is instructed
to identify unpatented claims and to begin proceedings in each
case in which it appears that the claim may be invalid.
Senator Dominick of Colorado has attacked the Secretary's
memorandum quite strongly. His remarks were placed in the
Congressional Record and are reproduced in the Appendix. Senator
Dominick suggests that the Interior Department is trying to
amend the mining laws without benefit of Congressional action.
In a recent case of the United States vs. Elvis S. Denison,
et al . , decided April 24, (A-29884) surprising language is used
by the Deputy Solicitor in denying the validity of certain mining
claims located for manganese. "There is no reasonable prospect
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of a future market, the need for manganese being supplied by
higher-grade imported manganese. It is admitted that manganese
was sold from some of the claims and from other claims in the
vicinity during World War II and the post war period when a
Government buying program was in
existence."
This decision regarding invalidity by the Interior Depart
ment is all the more surprising in view of the fact that hearing
examiners had previously ruled that the claims were valid. The
Forest Service appealed to the Secretary of the Interior and
the Deputy Solicitor has rendered an opinion which no doubt
will arouse prompt action by those interested in maintaining
basic mining law, lest the rights to enter mining claims on the
public domain be lost.
The decision also apparently means that the Government is
considering present economic conditions in determining whether
the mineral deposits are valuable. A further quotation from the
decision is clear in this respect. "It must be concluded that
the contestant claims are null and void for lack of a present
discovery of valuable mineral deposits due to changed economic
conditions."
Under this definition the Climax Molybdenum mine
at Climax, Colorado, the largest mining operation in Colorado,
would not have qualified for patent. At the time Climax was
claimed there was no known economic method to remove the molyb
denum from its ore. It is doubtful if the research leading to a
successful process would have been done if the patent application
had been rejected due to lack of an economic discovery. It is
difficult to overstate the importance of the molybdenum from
Climax during World War II when it furnished 85 percent of the
Western World's requirements and today it still is the largest
single source of this important mineral.
For other comments on unpatented mining claims, see the
summary of the paper by Richard Schmidt under "Meetings and
Conferences,"
page 62 ; the section on the Governor's Oil Shale
Advisory Committee, page 43 ; and the Public Land Law Review
Commission, page 41 .
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Congressman Aspinall of Colorado has introduced HR 10869,
a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code so as to allow
retorting or substantially equivalent treatment of oil shale
to be considered as a mining process under the application of
percentage depletion allowance. A copy of this bill is
reproduced in the Appendix.
HR 10869 would have the effect of allowing the full
15 percent depletion allowance based on the value of crude shale
oil. At the present time the Internal Revenue Service has
interpreted the Internal Revenue Act so as to include only
mining and crushing as processes considered as mining. Therefore,
the value added by retorting cannot be considered when calcu
lating the depletion allowance.
The Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association endorsed HR 10869
during the mid-year meeting in May at Salt Lake City. Aspinall
hopes that enough support will be generated to get HR 10869
incorporated into the Income Tax Rate Extension Act.
The effect of this bill is shown by the following example
which is based on the assumption that mining and crushing costs
are $1.00 per barrel and retorting cost is $0.50 per barrel and
that the selling price of crude shale oil is $2.00 per barrel:
A. Present percentage depletion allowance:
$2.00 x 0.15 x 1.00 = $0.20 per barrel
1.50
B. Net income limitation is 50 percent of $0.50 or
$0.25 per barrel so all of present percent depletion
is allowable.
C. Percentage depletion under HR 10869:
$2.00 x 0.15 = $0.30 per barrel which is $0.05
above 50 percent of net limit. The price must
increase to about $2.15 per barrel to get full
benefit of HR 10869.
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The new Colorado state percentage depletion allowance is
27-1/2 percent based on the value of the crude oil. In this
case, the selling price of the oil would have to be increased
to about $3.35 per barrel before the 50 percent of net profit
limitation no longer applies as a limiting factor.
A paper on depletion allowance for oil shale was given
by John Tweedy, see page 61 under "Meetings and
Conferences."
Rifle Plant Lease
On May 1, 1964, Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall
announced signing of an agreement under which the Colorado
School of Mines Research Foundation, Incorporated, acquired
a five-year lease to the Government's experimental oil shale
plant at Anvil Points near Rifle, Colorado. The Foundation,
in turn, has contracted with Socony Mobil Oil Company,
Incorporated, to perform research at Anvil Points for Socony
and Humble Oil and Refining Company. Socony and Humble have
entered into a cooperative research agreement and both firms
announced that they will welcome additional participants in the
program. It is planned to include studies in mining and
crushing of oil shale as well as pilot and large scale experi
ments in retorting.
The parties have been conducting negotiations for over a
year and the main stumbling block has been agreement on
patenting and licensing procedures. The leasing agreement
provides that the Government can have observers on the site at
all times and will be given access to all data developed under
the agreement. In addition, the Government receives the right
to use, and to disclose three years after termination of the
research program, any patentable developments in oil shale mining,
crushing and retorting. The parties also agreed to grant licenses
on such patents to responsible applicants at reasonable fees.
The word retorting is carefully defined in the agreement
as follows: "Retorting shall mean the process and apparatus
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for recovering oil from oil shale which has been removed from
the earth in which oil shale moves downwardly as a compact bed
or compact stream through a vessel and is directly heated in
the bed or stream by a flowing gaseous material in order to
decompose kerogen in the oil shale, thereby forming shale oil.
In retorting, at least a portion of the heat is supplied to the
gaseous material by combustion, in the bed or stream, of kerogen
or kerogen-derived
materials."
The initial program has been planned to consist of two
stages, each of 18 months duration. The first stage is esti
mated to cost $2 million and the second stage $3 million.
Stage I will be comprised of relatively small scale studies
with the 6- ton and 25- ton-per-day retorts used by the Bureau
of Mines in its earlier research. The detailed program is
given below.
1. Activate the Anvil Points Facilities as needed for
Stage I.
A. Establish Anvil Points stafx.
B. Modify, as necessary, existing No. 1 (6 T/D) or
No. 2 (25 T/D) pilot retorts, or both, to operate
over the range of conditions necessary for
Stage I investigation, and rehabilitate support
ing facilities.
C. Crush and screen shale as needed.
2. Perform small scale pilot plant studies of retorting
to investigate its operability and to better define
the importance of several potential operating and
scale-
up problems.
A. Conduct studies with No. 1 or No. 2 pilot retort,
or both, to :
(1) Investigate the criticality of uniform gas
distribution and particle size segregation.
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(2) Investigate criticality of shale clinkering
as it relates to shale richness and operating
conditions .
(3) Investigate effect of shale particle size
and size range.
(4) Make process variable investigation to
interrelate effects of shale rate, gas rate,
air rate, dilution gas rate, particle size and
particle size range.
(5) Investigate advantages for pre-heating air and
dilution gas.
(6) Investigate the problem of dust carryover in
oil product.
(7) Investigate effect of cooling rate and
nucleating agents on oil mist formation and
recovery.
(8) Investigate recovery of oil from oil mist.
(9) Investigate air distribution designs.
(10) Investigate such other problems as may be
indicated or desirable.
(11) Establish the operating conditions for larger
scale retort to be used in Stage II.
B. Build and operate mechanical models as needed to
provide design information for retort scale-up,
for example , to :
(1) Investigate effects of shale feed system
design on particle size segregation.
(2) Investigate effects of gas distributor design
on shale flow.
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(3) Investigate effect of gas distributor
designs on gas flow distribution.
(4) Investigate effect of shale draw-off system
on shale flow.
3. Make engineering and economic evaluations as needed
to support development work.
4 . Mining :
A. Review existing mining facilities; repair equip
ment as required, screen and select new or
improved equipment for mine.
B. Plan operation of mine as needed for Stage II.
C. Mine small quantities of shale if and as needed
for Stage I.
Stage II, with an estimated cost of $3 million, will be under
taken only if an evaluation of Stage I work indicates that it
is warranted. The second stage encompasses large scale experi
ments in retorting and possibly some mining research. The
detailed program for Stage II is given below.
1. Build new large retort or modify No. 3 pilot retort
(presently rated at 150 T/D) as indicated desirable from
results of Stage I. Conduct retort studies as needed to
A. Investigate operating variables.
B. Investigate shale feed and draw-off systems.
C. Investigate gas and air distributor systems.
D. Investigate oil mist recovery systems.
E. Investigate such other problems as may be
indicated or desirable.
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2. Continue small scale retorting studies as needed to
support large pilot retort development.
3. Continue mechanical model studies as and if needed.
4. Continue engineering and economic evaluations as
needed .
5. Purchase new equipment, if needed, and operate mine
to supply shale for large retort.
6. Conduct mining research program, to include:
A. Investigate new and advanced equipment for
drilling, loading, etc.
B. Experiment with new explosives like ammonium
nitrate to determine fragmentation, throw, safety,
etc .
7. Investigate, as needed, methods and equipment for
crushing and screening oil shale.
Although work has not been programmed for the last two years
of the initial five-year lease, the Foundation would be able to
contract for additional studies with the same firms or with
others, provided that such contract were in accord with the terms
of the leasing agreement. The leasing agreement also contains
an option for a five-year extension, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Interior.
Staff for the operation will be employees of the Colorado
School of Mines Research Foundation except for technical
personnel furnished by the participating parties. Socony Mobil
Oil Company is designated as project manager and in such capacity
shall have full control of the program to be conducted. Socony
and Humble will each make available for service at the Anvil
Points facilities at least six technical personnel. Additional
participating parties who execute an agreement within 60 days
will share equally in providing such additional technical
personnel as may be required provided that any such party shall
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not be required to provide more than six such personnel. If no
other parties execute an agreement within 60 days, then Socony
and Humble will equally provide all of the technical personnel
as in the opinion of the project manager will be required to
accomplish the program objectives.
Other parties wishing to participate in the research agree
ment have six months in which to share equally in the financing
of the project, but as explained above, have only two months in
which they can supply technical personnel. All participating
parties have the right to station as many observers at the pro
ject as they wish. Such representatives shall abide by the rules
and regulations established for visitors to the Anvil Points
facility, which rules and regulations shall be designed so as
to prevent interference with the operations. Representatives
of the parties shall also have access at reasonable times to the
project manager's books and records of operations conducted.
Salaries and expenses of such representatives shall not be
charged to the research program.
Edwin H. Crabtree, Director of the Colorado School of Mines
Research Foundation, has announced that approximately 80 men
will be employed in the work at Rifle. The Research Foundation
began work immediately on the rehabilitation program for restoring
the Anvil Points equipment to operating conditions and are pre
sently estimating a start-up date of August 15, 1964.
Public Land Law Review Commission
Congressman Aspinall 's Bill (HR 8070, discussed in the
previous quarterly report) to establish a Public Land Law Review
Commission passed the House of Representatives on March 12, by
a vote of 339 to 29.
Congressman Aspinall feels that the rejection of appli
cations for patents for unpatented oil shale placer claims proves
the absolute necessity of establishing in this Congress a Public
Land Law Review Commission. Otherwise the Department will
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continue to stop patents on public lands and thus hold up develop
ment of mineral resources by private enterprise. However, it
would take the commission several years to make a study, come up
with recommendations and get them approved in Congress. So,
although the long-range effect of the Public Lands Law Review
Commission bill might aid the oil shale claimants, it will
provide no immediate relief.
No action has been taken by the Senate due to the Civil
Rights debate.
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Governor's Oil Shale Advisory Committee
Organization of the Governor's Oil Shale Advisory
Committee was reported in the previous quarterly report. The
Subcommittee on Leasing drafted Governor Love's response to
Secretary Udall giving the State's recommendations on leasing
and this 12-page letter was mailed on March 27, 1964. A copy
of the letter is reproduced in the Appendix along with 13
other letters deemed significant to the leasing question as
discussed under "U. S.
Government"
beginning on page 28 .
Several members of the committee accompanied Governor
Love to Washington to present the suggestions to Secretary
Udall. The Governor's program of leasing by stages appeared
to interest Secretary Udall and other officials in the Depart
ment of the Interior, but the department was cool toward
immediate leasing of the oil shale lands.
The Unpatented Mining Claims Subcommittee prepared a
draft of its findings which is reproduced in the Appendix. The
subcommittee concludes that the Department of the Interior has
been guilty of extreme delay in processing oil shale patent
applications, but no solution to the problem was offered.
Meetings are now being planned with members of the
Colorado Congressional delegation in an effort to devise a
legislative program acceptable to everyone. Some members of
the Governor's committee feel that any legislation, no matter
how carefully drafted, which leaves the problem of oil shale
unpatented claims in the hands of the Interior Department for
administrative action, will not really solve the problem now
being encountered and which has been encountered for over 40
years, namely that the Interior Department resists to the
utmost of its ability to clear list their claims for patent.
An alternative course of action, favored by some members of
the committee, is to seek a bill which would grant immunity
for all claimants to sue the Government to quiet title. This
would bypass the inherent troubles of administrative delays by
providing direct access to the courts by the claimants.
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Another segment of the Governor's Committee believes
that the best plan to put forward at this time is to recommend
the appointment of a Presidential Review Commission composed
of disinterested parties who would be charged with making a
fair and impartial review of the unpatented oil shale claims.
Tax Laws Affecting Oil Shale
Several newspapers have reported that bills on oil shale
depletion allowance and severance tax that were introduced in
the last session of the Colorado State legislature failed to
get out of committee. It was reported in the last quarterly
report that these provisions were enacted into law. Actually,
there is no contradiction because there was a two-pronged
attack, one consisting of the separate bills referred to by
the newspapers (that were not passed) and the other consisting
of amendments to the new income tax law (that were enacted) .
The intent was that if the new income tax law was defeated,
separate bills relating to shale oil would be brought out of
committee .
The items enacted were amendments to the Colorado Income
Tax Act of 1964. This is House Bill Number 1003. The item
referring to depletion allowance will be found on page 10 of
that bill under item 138-1-10 (3)(h). This amendment, quoting
from the bill, is worded as follows: "There shall be subtrac
ted from Federal adjusted gross income:
An amount equal to the difference between the
depletion allowance permitted under the Internal
Revenue Code for oil shale and an amount which
would be permitted as the depletion allowance
for oil shale if: (i) the percentage depletion
rate were 27.5% and (ii) the crushing, retorting,
condensing, and other processes by which oil,
gas, or both oil and gas are removed from oil
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The item freeing oil shale from the State's oil
severance tax will be found on page 29 of House Bill Number
1003 item 138-1-60- (1 ) (a ) , quoted as follows:
"In addition to any other tax imposed by this
article there shall be levied, collected, and
paid for each taxable year ending on or after
December 31, 1964 upon that portion of the
gross income of every person which is derived
from the production or extraction of crude oil,
natural gas, or both crude oil or natural gas
from petroleum deposits located with this state
and taxed at the following rates:
Under 2 5,000
25,000 and under 100,000






In no event shall the tax imposed by this sub
section nor any other provision of this section
be construed to apply to income derived from the
production or extraction of oil, gas, or both
oil and gas, from oil
shale."





U. S. PATENTS ISSUED
iA 1 5, 3,112,255 Process for Recovering Hydrocarbons From Solid
Materials
This patent granted to F. E. Campion was assigned to Pan
American Petroleum Corporation. The invention combines retort
ing and shale oil coking in one operation. Shale ash is
treated with water to remove harmful alkaline impurities which
might be leached out from spent shale piles and contaminate
streams .
Retorting is carried out by a concurrent flow of air and
shale. Oil vapors from the retorting zone pass through a
combustion zone and are coked by prolonged contact with hot
shale ash. The coke in the shale ash is burned in a separate
vessel. The hot ash from the separate combustion vessel is
cooled in a water exchanger to make steam and is then washed
with water to remove water soluble materials.
Uncondensed gases from the retort are scrubbed with water
and may be recycled to the retort for control purposes.
\A^ 3,127,935 Method of In Situ Heating of Subsurface Preferably
Fuel Containing Deposits
The inventor was M. 0. Eurenius who assigned rights to
Svenska Skifferolje Aktiebolaget (Swedish Shale Oil Company)
of Orebro, Sweden. This invention describes a method of
heating a borehole by suspending therein a tubular burner
opened at its lower end. Combustion gases from said burner
percolate through a suspension of granules of an inert solid
material in the annular space between the tubular burner and
the walls of the borehole. The object of the invention is
to maintain an even temperature along a vertical distance
of the borehole by means of the suspended granular heat
carriers and also to promote the heat transfer rate to the
surrounding formation.
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^,3 3,127,935 In Situ Combustion for Oil Recovery in Tar Sands,
Oil Shales, and Conventional Petroleum Reservoirs
The inventors are F. H. Poettmann, D. K. Larkin, H. W.
Milton, Jr., and J. C. Bixel who assigned rights to Marathon
Oil Company.
This invention relates to improvements on the existing
art of utilizing reverse combustion to effect in situ recovery
of tar sands, oil shale and heavy petroleum reservoirs. The
improvement consists of a two-pass treatment wherein the
initial combustion front is maintained under temperature
control to produce distillation temperatures within a
non-
coking temperature range and the movement of the front through
the shale effectively increases permeability. A reservoir
of heat is built up within the pyrolyzed formation which is
later used by reversing the gas flow and injecting a catalyst.
The second combustion front is primarily gas combustion with
temperatures maintained sufficiently low that no appreciable
amount of valuable constituent is consumed. Only a small
amount of combustion is needed because of the heat reservoir
in the formation from the initial front. The catalyst is
injected along with the gas that is used to initiate the
second front. An inert gas may be injected initially to reduce
temperature to a predetermined value and at a predetermined
rate for holding the desired heat. Combustion for the second
front is initiated when oxygen containing gas is injected
and both frontal temperature and velocity are controlled by
varying total gas velocity, gas composition and catalyst. It
is desirable to have a high frontal velocity in this state,
and the inventors have found by proper control in conjunction
with catalyst used, front velocities may be increased as much
as two and one-half times normal velocity.
Another feature of this invention as applied to oil shale,
is the recognition that until the temperature of about 1100F
is obtained, there is no carbon dioxide evolved from the
carbonate minerals of the deposits. Therefore, it is possible
to utilize a first front pass to develop the main oil shale
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Oil Shales, and Conventional Petroleum Reservoirs (Continued)
extraction with distillation temperatures maintained after
passage at the front so as to obtain an essentially complete
extraction before arrival of a second higher temperature
front. The second combustion front will be controlled to
develop temperatures about 1500F so as to obtain carbon
dioxide extraction for process use.
psM^l^'
t|v$> 3,129,164 Method of Treating and Pipelining of Crude Shale
Oil-Coal Slurries
The inventor was Russell J. Cameron who assigned rights
to Cameron and Jones . This invention provides a method of
treating crude shale oil and coal mixtures to render same
suitable for pipeline service and to provide a more economical
means of transporting coal. Finely divided coal is slurried
with crude shale oil and the slurry is subjected to a pyrolysis
step to visbreak the shale oil and at the same time release




(Av S 3,130,132 Apparatus for Recovering Oil from Qil-Bearing
Minerals
The inventor was F. J. Sanders who assigned rights to
the Standard Oil Company of Ohio. This invention describes
retorting apparatus for carrying out reverse combustion in a
moving bed retort.
/
(,(^/ 3,133,010 Feed Segregation in Oil Shale Retorting
The inventors were G. E. Irish and R. F. Deering who
assigned rights to Union Oil Company of California. This
invention provides an integrated retorting process in which
the raw oil shale is divided into a rich assay fraction and
a lean assay fraction. The rich fraction is fed to an
internal combustion retort which provides low Btu gas to fire
a gas-to-gas heat exchanger. Make gas from the lean oil
shale retort is recycled through the gas-to-gas heat exchanger
and thereby picks up enough heat to retort the lean oil shale.
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Figure 2 of the patent shows volume percent of Fischer
assay oil recovery for the Union retort. This data has not
heretofore been released by the Union Oil Company. Volume
percent recovery for the internal combustion retort varies
from 70 percent of F.A. for 25 gpt to 80 percent for 40 gpt
shale. For the non- combustion or hot gas retort the oil
recovery is about 95 percent of Fischer assay for oil shale
varying between 30 and 40 gpt.
Another further development of this invention entails
combustion retorting of a portion of the total shale feed just
sufficient to produce enough low Btu gas which, when burned,
provides the heat required for retorting the remaining feed
by hot gas circulation retorting.
The patent discloses that oil shale with a Fischer assay
of 32 gpt fed to a hot gas recirculation retort at the rate
of 907 tons per day will produce 771,000 standard cubic feet
per day of high Btu gas. This high Btu (986 Btu
'
s per cubic



















The gas production rate is about 850 scf per ton of 32 gpt
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Data are also given for the production of shale oil by
one combustion retort and two recycle retorts operating on
feed averaging 34.9 gallons per ton. The oil shale is
separated into rich and lean feeds of about 40 gpt and 32 gpt
respectively, with rich shale to the internal combustion
retort and lean shale to the two recycle retorts. The overall
yield is given as 2,133 barrels per day from 2,872 tons per
day of oil shale. This is an average percent Fischer assay
recovery of about 89 percent.
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American Chemical Society
Three papers concerning oil shale were presented at the
April 5-10, 1964, meeting of the American Chemical Society in
Philadelphia. These papers were presented at the symposium on
Gas Generation and preprints can be obtained from the Division
of Fuel Chemistry.
7 && i
Hydrogasif ication of Oil Shale In a Continuous /Flow Reactor
s
This paper by the Institute of Gas Technology was the
\^^^mt^^^^l I MMinl WH




first presentation of results from a continuous oil shale
hydrogasif ier . The conversion of organic carbon to gas was
found to be significantly lower than in a previously reported
batch test. The best result obtained in the continuous reactor
on Green River oil shale was approximately 65 percent conversion of
organic carbon to gas whereas the batch tests had resulted in
conversions as high as 90 percent.
The IGT investigators concluded that the cause was high
rate of particle heating. Particles are heated about 400F
per second in the continuous reactor which was about 40 times
faster than the batch tests. The researchers concluded that
the higher heating rate caused kerogen to undergo retorting
reactions before being contacted by hydrogen. A portion of
the kerogen is converted to carbonaceous residue resistant
to hydrogenation. The shale particle residence time was varied
from 90 minutes in a moving bed to about 3 seconds in a free
fall. The rate of particle heating was controlled by the gas
flow rate and by radiation from the reactor walls so that the
rate of particle heating was about the same in all tests.
Variation in particle size within limits of -10 +50 mesh and
-50 +200 mesh had no effect on organic conversion. The workers
conclude that it will be necessary to devise a method of heating
the particles at a slower rate in order to increase the yield
of gas .
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The work at IGT was sponsored by the American Gas
Association and it has been discontinued. The continuous reactor
will be converted to use on coal-hydrogasif ication, under joint
sponsorship of the AGA and the Office of Coal Research.
Ignition e-f- Colorado Oil Shale
This paper was presented by v____n__ Ajlr-^d^^+ Marathon Oil
Company. The ignition temperature of oil shale was detected
both by temperature rise and by simultaneous release of carbon
dioxide. The self- ignition temperature of Colorado oil shale
was determined to vary with oxygen concentration from 630F at
atmospheric conditions to 3603F at oxygen partial pressure of 500
psi .
Isolation of Porphyrins From Shale Oil and Oil Shale
The paper was presented by J . R. Morandi of the United
States Bureau of Mines Oil Shale Research Station at Laramie,
Wyoming. The present work was undertaken to discover if
porphyrins survived the retorting step and were present in
shale oil. Porphyrins were discovered in the shale oil although
they were changed in type and their average molecular weight
was lower than in the raw oil shale. About 150 parts per
million of porphyrins were found in shale oil with a molecular
weight of about 440. The metal in the porphyrin molecule was
found to be mostly iron.
Oil Shale Symposium - UJt^j!*^*!.*^
y^r.-^.-**
The Colorado School of Mines held a two-day Oil Shale
Symposium on April 30 - May 1 which was attended by some 325
people representing most companies and governmental agencies
with an interest in oil shale. Attendance would no doubt have
been increased if larger facilities had been available.
The papers presented at the symposium will be published
in the Colorado School of Mines Quarterly Bulletin in July,
1964. Each registrant at the symposium will receive a copy.
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We have obtained a complete set of the papers presented, amount
ing to about 200 sheets and a complete list of registrants.
Copies will be furnished upon request at cost of reproduction.
The meeting was opened on April 30, 1964, by Colorado
Governor John Love who stated that there are three problems which
are holding up the development of oil shale:
1. Technical problems which can be overcome and which
do not concern him.
2. Stability of title on both fee lands and unpatented
mining claims.
3. The establishment of a leasing program for the
public domain which is fair and will allow progress
to be made in the development of the oil shale.
The meeting was then addressed by Dr. Orlo E. Childs,
president of the Colorado School of Mines, who welcomed every
one and stated that the School of Mines hopes to hold the
symposium as an annual event, a sort of review of the state of
the art in the oil shale industry.
John M. Kelly, Assistant Secretary,
United States Department of the Interior
Kelly said that he was reporting events rather than editing
them. The Assistant Secretary emphasized several times during
his talk that the Department of the Interior wished to establish
an orderly program of conservation and development of the oil
shale lands and that the Department would pursue this objective
with all sensible and proper speed.
Kelly did not define what he meant by "sensible and proper
speed"
and resisted efforts during the discussion period to
establish a timetable for the Government to resolve the major
problems of straightening out the unpatented mining claims title
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and establishing leasing procedures for the public domain oil
shale lands. On the contrary, he argued that there was no need
to be in any hurry to lease the Federal oil shale land because
there were substantial holdings of private lands amounting to
about 30 percent of the Piceance Basin. Therefore, it is
technical and economic factors that have held up the establish
ment of an oil shale industry on these private lands and the
Government is not to be blamed .
In regard to the suggestions received from the public on
the oil shale leasing problem, Kelly said that there was no
unaminity on a proper course of action for the Interior Depart
ment to take. He also said that the rescinding of Executive
Order 5327, which withdrew the oil shale lands from leasing
activities in 1930, would create more problems than it would
solve. He left the impression that it will be necessary for
the Interior Department to study and promulgate new regulations
for leasing the oil shale lands before they will rescind the
executive order. New legislation may even be required.
Kelly said that none of the suggestions received touched
on two important problems in regard to oil shale leasing, these
are: a) that the oil shale cannot be viewed separately from
other fuels and that there may be a need to regulate the
production of shale oil so that it does not upset other elements
of our economy, and b) the Department has come to view the
North American continent as a major potential source of energy
that will be required to supply other parts of the world in
the future .
In the question and answer period following, it was brought
out that Kelly was thinking that shale oil would allow North
America to supply Western Europe in case the normal supply of
oil from the Middle East is interrupted by an emergency such
as the Suez Canal crisis. The plan would be to supply shale
oil to Chicago and the West Coast so that Gulf Coast oil could
be moved to Europe. In reply to a question regarding a
long-
range plan for oil imports, Kelly said that his thoughts were
that we should have a long-range plan for oil exports. He
also hinted that it would be necessary to regulate the new
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industry by some policy similar to that used by the Province
of Alberta which now restricts the production of Athabasca
oil-
sand oil to five percent of conventional production.
The discussion brought out that the 30 percent of the area
which is privately owned is equivalent to about seven
percent
of the shale oil reserves. Kelly said that nevertheless the
outcrop areas were largely owned by private interests and such
areas are the logical place to start an industry.
Kelly presented a rather discouraging picture in regard to
the patenting of unpatented mining claims. It seems that the
Interior Department is now changing the rules under which the
claims were staked out about 45 years ago. This rule changing
amounts to an attempt to define what a discovery is in terms
of a marketability concept rather than a simple physical proof
of discovery. This decision may have far-reaching effects in
minerals other than oil shale.
The consensus of the discussions in the corridors and
lunch room were that Secretary Kelly's talk was pessimistic
and meant that the Government was going to be slow to act on
matters affecting oil shale development.
Boyd Guthrie, Oil Shale Consultant,
Socony Mobil Oil Company
Mr. Guthrie presented a review of ten-year-old information
in regard to the Bureau of Mines development of the Gas Com
bustion retort.
Harold E. Carver, Engineering Associate,
Union Oil Company of California
This paper was rather interesting since it presented data
by Union Oil Company which had not previously been published.
Unfortunately, though, Union did not supply certain critical
information needed to fully evaluate their data. For example,
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the percent of Fischer assay yield from the retort and the
hydrogen consumption per barrel of oil charged to a given
hydrogenation unit were not revealed. Examination of the data
in the paper does reveal that the production of a synthetic
crude from shale oil is feasible and that this synthetic crude
has properties which make it a highly desirable refinery feed
stock. Data also are given on the properties and yields of
gasoline and jet fuels which can be manufactured from the
synthetic crude.
Carver concluded by saying that Union Oil Company was
ready to develop the oil shale deposits commercially provided
that two problems were solved: 1) that the long-range uncertainty
in regard to petroleum imports be resolved; and 2) that the
depletion allowance for shale oil be made equal to petroleum.
In the discussion period, Carver said that there would be
no problem with ash disposal, it simply would be dumped into
canyons and also there would be no problem of leaching out of
pollutants from the ash due to water run off. He stated that
by-products could be manufactured both from the retorting and
the synthetic crude oil production steps, mainly ammonia, sulfur
and retort gas.
Bruce F. Grant, Technical Manager,
Tulsa Research Center, Sinclair Research, Inc.
Grant reported on Sinclair's experimental operations in
1953 and 1954 to produce shale oil by in situ methods. A series
of some half-dozen holes from about 100 to 300 feet in depth
were drilled by Sinclair on top of Haystack Mountain near
Grand Valley, Colorado. In the course of these tests, communi
cations was established between wells up to 50 feet apart, but
high pressures (1500-2500 psi) were required in order to break
through. These pressures occurred after a well had been fired
and Sinclair concluded that heat made the formation expand
requiring more than overburden lifting pressure in order to
establish communication. Communication was probably more by
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horizontal fractures rather than vertical ones. Sinclair had
great difficulty in collecting any oil from these tests, and
as a consequence they have no idea of what oil yields might be.
Grant reported on other work on retorting and burning under
pressure in 4-inch diameter tubes. Sinclair achieved 35 to 40
percent of assay yield recovery from such laboratory tests, but
here again they are not certain of the yield.
Grant revealed that Sinclair resumed in situ field tests
in April, 1964, on deep-lying oil shales in Rio Blanco County,
Colorado .
V. Dean Allred, Manager, Analytical Department,
Marathon Oil Company, Denver Research Center
*
Allred reported on his company's experiments with retorting
tests in their laboratory. He pointed out that recovery effi
ciency for in situ methods can be as low as 60 percent and still
give equal conservation compared to known mining, crushing, retort
ing and visbreaking operations.
The calculations are as follows:
Overall
Vol. Recovery, %
Underground mining at 75% 75
Crushing fines loss at 10% 67
Retorting recovery at 90% 60
Visbreaking at 95% 57
The major problems of in situ retorting are, 1) creating
permeability, and 2) heat transfer. Marathon has made several
studies of permeability and they find that at temperatures
below 600F there is no permeability in the oil shale. After
heating to 1600F, there is about 14 millidarcies in the vertical
plane and about 38 millidarcies in the horizontal plane. There
fore, it is their conclusion that the only way to achieve in situ
operations will be to create, by some means, a massive fracturing
of the oil shale.
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Based on theoretical considerations of heat transfer,
Allred has concluded that a one-inch diameter particle requires
about one hour to be retorted at 1000F, whereas a two- foot
diameter piece will require in the neighborhood of six days.
In the discussion period following Allred 's paper, Mike
Leakus of the Atomic Energy Commission pointed out that the
latest test in granite with the explosion of a small nuclear
device created a cylinder 180 feet in diameter by 400 feet in
height which was filled with rubble containing pieces 70 percent
of which were smaller than one foot in radius.
H. M. Thorne, Laramie Petroleum Research Center,
United States Bureau of Mines, Laramie
Thorne discussed the retorting and refining research work
for the past several years at the Bureau of Mines. There was
little that was new in this report and the reader is referred
to Thome's paper to obtain details of the data presented.
Wayne N. Aspinall, United States Representative,
Fourth Congressional District, Colorado
The May 1 session of the symposium was opened by an address
from Congressman Aspinall, who announced at the beginning of his
speech that the Rifle plant of the Bureau of Mines had been
leased to the Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation Group
Aspinall was critical of both the Executive and the Legis
lative branches of the Government in the handling of the oil
shale deposits. He said that it was necessary to force the
Secretary of the Interior to make a decision about leasing the
Rifle plant with the threat that he would turn over the Rifle
plant to the Secretary of the Navy if a decision was not made
by a certain date.
In regard to the uncertain land title status and the
leasing of the public domain oil shale lands, Aspinall indicated
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that he believes that this matter will not be resolved without
taking some Congressional action. Apparently he feels that this
Congressional action is overdue and that he will not wait much
longer to try to correct the lack of action by the Executive
branch of the Government. Aspinall is Chairman of the House
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.
Aspinall has introduced legislation (HR 10869) which is
an amendment to change the point of application of the percentage
depletion allowance for oil shale so as to include the production
of liquid oil as a process considered as mining.
He indicated that he was very upset by the Secretary of
the Interior's April 17, 1964, rejection of unpatented mining
claims for lack of annual assessment work. Also the Department
of Interior is making new rules in regard to proof of discovery
which he feels will have far-reaching effects in the exploitation
of mineral deposits in the public domain lands.
Jack H. East, Consulting Mining Engineer, Denver
East was Regional Director of the Bureau of Mines at the
time the Rifle plant was in operation. He is now retired from
the Bureau and carrying on a business as a consulting mining
engineer .
East is of the opinion that no one knows for sure how to
mine oil shale. He feels that an engineer should not estimate
mining costs based on assumption and that more experimental work
is needed to get data to firm up the cost estimates. The Bureau
of Mines work was done 15 years ago and although there were two
30-day tests, in his opinion this was not adequate testing,
especially in view of the roof fall in the mine afterwards.
East also thinks that new developments such as rotary drilling
and replacing dynamite with ammonium nitrate need further
research.
East feels that the in situ method of production is not
developed; therefore, it is not a possible means of exploitation of
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oil shale. Also open pit mining techniques cannot be applied
since stripping ratios are too high. Underground mining, there
fore, is the only way in which oil shale can be exploited. He
was critical of the fact that the room-and-pillar method was the
only one tried by the Bureau and he feels that other methods
should be tried .
In the discussion period following East's paper, Fred Wright
of the University of Illinois expressed the belief that the roof
fall at the Rifle mine would never have occurred if certain
recommendations had been followed. In 1946 Wright said he
recommended a staggered pillar pattern be established not closer
than 200 feet from the cliff face. Subsequently, and against
the recommendations of his report, the passageway was opened
where a roof fall occurred within 200 feet of the cliff face.
Furthermore the roofstone in the passage had a major fracture
line that was unsupported by the parallel pillar pattern used.
The rest of the mine which is further than 200 feet from the
surface was developed on a staggered pillar pattern, and has had
no roof fall after almost 15 years.
E. E. Burgh of Cameron and Jones took issue with a statement
made by East that information from St. Genevieve, Missouri,
limestone mines could not be applied to oil shale. Burgh said
that these limestone mines employ the same equipment and techni
ques used at Rifle except that they are now using ammonium
nitrate in place of dynamite.
Tell Ertl commented that Emery Sipprelle of Mississippi
Lime Company is operating a mine at Alton, Illinois, which
produces 2,300 tons per day with only 17 men working under
ground . They are using the same type of equipment and methods
that were developed at Rifle.
Wright, Burgh, Ertl and Sipprelle were all employed as
mining engineers at the Anvil Points mine operated by the
Bureau near Rifle, Colorado.
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Russell J. Cameron, Cameron and Jones, Inc.,
Engineers-Consultants, Denver
Cameron's paper discussed the effects of foreign oil shale
industries on the development of United States retorting, mining
and refining operations. Cameron concluded that there is little
we can learn from foreign work that bears directly on the oil
shale development problem in the United States .
Frank G. Cooley, Attorney, Meeker, Colorado
Cooley discussed problems relating to water and power
supply and municipal development schools and hospitals. A
most important fact regarding water supply is that all direct
flow rights to streams in the oil shale area of Colorado already
are allocated. Therefore, the only way to provide water for an
oil shale industry is to build storage reservoirs in order to
impound run-off during periods of high river flow.
There are details of planned projects and other facets of
the water problems which appear in Cooley 's paper.
John D- Tweedy, Attorney,
Tweedy, Mosley, Sullivan and Young, Denver, Colorado
Tweedy is General Counsel for the Oil Shale Corporation
and his study involved the point of application of the per
centage depletion allowance. The most important point of
Tweedy 's paper is that under present Internal Revenue Service
rulings, retorting is considered a manufacturing process and the
percentage depletion allowance instead of being 15 percent based
on crude shale oil will be in the neighborhood of 8 to 10
percent based on the relation of mining to retorting cost.
Tweedy said that this ruling creates a major administrative
problem because it provides a different depletion allowance for
each plant and it would even vary from year to year in the
same plant. Tweedy believes that such an unwieldy ruling defeats
the purpose in writing a percentage depletion law.
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Referring back to Congressman Aspinall 's talk, it is noted
that he has already introduced legislation, HR 10869 to correct
the situation. Tweedy said, however, that the Secretary of the
Treasury has the power to rule that retorting is a mining pro
cess for purposes of administrative convenience in carrying out
the law.
John R. Donnell, Geologist, Branch of Organic Fuels,
United States Geological Survey, Denver
Donnell 's topic was the latest calculation of shale oil
reserves in the three-state area of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming.
The latest figure is an in-place reserve of 2 trillion barrels
of shale oil from oil shale averaging 10 gallons per ton.
In the discussion period following Donnell 's report,
Congressman Aspinall inquired as to the nature of the sodium
deposits in the Piceance Basin. Donnell replied that the USGS
has seen places along the outcrops where sodium deposits have
existed as ellipsoidal depressions. The USGS doesn't know whether
or not there are extensive beds or lens-type deposits in the
basin.
Richard M. Schmidt, Jr., Attorney
Schmidt and Van Cise, Denver
Schmidt represents several holders of unpatented oil
shale mining claims. Schmidt reviewed the April 17, 1964,
rejection of 257 patent applications by the Interior Department
on the grounds that the claimants had failed to appeal from
erroneous charges of abandonment by the Government in the
early 1930's. Schmidt stated that there were literally hundreds
of other claims totaling about 70,000 acres which were in the
same category which heretofore have been granted patents by the
Government. According to Schmidt this casts a title cloud on
some 70,000 acres of patented lands. The Government now has
reversed its position even though the Supreme Court ruled in
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1935 that the charge of abandonment because of failure to
do
annual assessment work went beyond the authority
conferred by
law. The Government acquiesced to this decision and
proceeded
to clear list for title many claims similarly
affected. Schmidt
feels these may be subject to Government
suit for recovery if
the April 17, 1964, decision is allowed to stand.
Schmidt also stated that the April 17 instructions of
the
Secretary of the Interior to survey all existing
unpatented
mining claims was an attempt to rewrite the
law of discovery as
applied to oil shale.
Independent Petroleum Association of America
A paper on oil shale by Ted Stockmar, Denver attorney,
was given at the May 5 meeting of the I. P.A.A. in New Orleans.
Stockmar traces the history of public land law relating to oil
shale deposits beginning with custom and practices of mining
men in the gold rush days of 1849.
Some 20,000 oil shale placer mining claims, usually of 160
acres each, were located before 1920 under the Oil Placer Act
of 1897. The first oil shale patented title was issued in
August 1920.
Stockmar 's paper reviews the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920,
President Hoover's withdrawal order of 1930, Federal leasing
problems, depletion allowance and economic problems to be over
come in establishing an oil shale industry. He reviews future
projections of imports and consumption and concludes that either
shale oil or imports will be required to fill a gap which
domestic production probably cannot prevent.
In spite of the enormous known reserve of oil shale,
Stockmar says that a flood of cheap oil from oil shale is not
a realistic possibility. In view of legal, economic, political
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and practical problems, it is unlikely that even under the best
conditions that production of shale oil could exceed 2 million
barrels per day by 1984 out of a projected demand of 18 million
barrels per day.
The I. P.A. A. has appointed a 23-man committee to study all
matters related to shale oil development. F. Allen Calvert of




The University of Colorado is sponsoring a Western Resources
Conference, July 14-17, 1964. The program subjects for each day









The topic for the July 17 meeting on oil shale is "Oil
Shale 1964 or
1984?"
John M. Kelly, Assistant Secretary of
Interior will serve as chairman. The papers planned are as
follows :
Title Speaker
Shale Oil in the Perspective Hans Landsberg, Resources
of Future U. S. Energy for the Future
Requirements
The Role of Economic Research Henry Steele, Rice
in Appraising the Future of University
Shale Oil
Political and Administrative Barnett Jackson, University
Problems of Oil Shale of Colorado
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Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute
Russell Cameron will give a lead-off paper entitled
"Current Problems in Oil Shale
Development,"
at the Tenth
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute meeting in Salt Lake City
on July 16, 1964.
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Ad Valorurn Tax
Pressure is building up at the County Assessor's level
in Garfield and Rio Blanco counties to increase the assessed
valuation of oil shale lands. The accepted formula has been
to assess the lands at $1.00 per acre which is based on the
ranching value of the surface. Now that lands valuable for
oil shale have been sold at prices reported to be $1,000, or
more per mineral acre, it seems unlikely that $1.00 per acre
will remain as the accepted valuation, especially if increases
in school and road costs can be attributed to oil shale develop
ment activities.
Valley Association
As reported in the previous quarterly report, the_J/al_ley__
Landowners Association proceeded with plans to incorporate as
a non-profit organization. The Valley Association (as it is
now called) obtained a certificate of incorporation on March 17,
1964. J. H. Smith of Aspen, Colorado has been elected president
The membership capital contribution for a voting or sustaining
member is $1,000. The annual fees are determined in the follow
ing manner: Owner of non-shale land, $100 or 10C for each acre,
whichever is greater; owner of shale land $100 or 20C for each
acre, whichever is greater. As of the date of writing no oil
company had become a member of Valley Association.
The principal parties in the Oil Shale Venture, that is
Sohio, Tosco, and Cleveland-Cliffs have all expressed an
interest in making contributions to Valley Association but
other companies apparently are not facing water and municipal
development problems and, therefore, are postponing their
interest in such an organization.
The Valley Association was formed for the purpose, among
others, of assisting in the development of means of satisfying
the water requirements of an oil shale industry in the Colorado
Basin. The Association believes that the provision of water
to the oil shale industry and its associated community is a
sufficiently complex problem to warrant a review and updating
of the work already done. All of the variety of water projects
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are interrelated because they place demands on the same
general source of water, although using different devices for
obtaining it. The Association recommends that a plan be
developed for the optimum use of water in the area, taking
into consideration the needs of all potential users in the
foreseeable future.
The Association recently contributed $2,500 towards
further development of the Iron Mountain reservoir near Red
Cliff, Colorado. The Colorado River Water Conservancy
District has a conditional decree on water which could be
stored in the proposed Iron Mountain reservoir, but due to
lack of development work, this decree is in danger of being
lost. The $2,500 contribution is intended to pursue core-
drilling work to allow further development of engineering for
the project.
District Court Water Hearings
The District Court at Meeker, Colorado, will begin taking
testimony on June 8, 1964, as part of the general adjudication
proceedings for the formation of the Yellow Jacket Water Con
servancy District. This project could supply municipal and
industrial water for oil shale development in the lower portion
of the Piceance Creek Valley by means of a canal from the
White River. At least one major oil company with oil shale
holdings on the lower reaches of Piceance Creek has requested
that the Bureau of Reclamation investigate the feasibility
of including this municipal and industrial water supply in
the Yellow Jacket District. There are already some 80 claims
for priority in the Yellow Jacket District and it is expected
that testimony will not be finished during this term and
further testimony is expected to be taken again in December.
Proof of diligence on formerly awarded conditional decrees
will also be accepted during the June term.
The District Court at Glenwood Springs will accept
testimony in July for filings seeking conditional decrees
for oil shale use. Decrees will be issued in November, 1964.
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Garfield and Rio Blanco County Planning Commissions
Garfield and Rio Blanco counties in Colorado have recently
formed planning commissions. The Rio Blanco Planning Commission
was formed first, primarily through the activities of Frank
Cooley, county attorney. Each commission consists of five
members appointed for staggered terms. The chief county
commissioner is an ex officio member. The four appointed
members represent different geographical areas.
Sodium Prospecting Permits
Seven applications for sodium prospecting permits near
the center of the Piceance Creek basin were reported in the
last quarterly report. Two additional permits have been
applied for since the issuance of the previous report. These,
together with the original seven, are shown on Plate 3.













On March 10, 1964, Humble Oil and Refining Company filed
protest to the issuance of sodium prospecting permits to
Marathon Oil Company, Cameron and Jones, Inc., and J. T. Juhan
Humble contended that:
A. The lands in the applications for sodium prospecting
permit have such value for their sodium content as
to make them subject to sodium lease rather than
prospecting permit and that public interest




























































PLATE 3 - SOOIUM PROSPECTING PERMIT
APPLICATIONS
OIL SHALE - MISCELLANEOUS
Sodium Prospecting Permits (Continued)
B. The lands in the applications are chiefly valuable
for their oil shale deposits and that issuance of
the sodium prospecting permits would be incompatible
with the development of the lands for oil shale;
that such issuance would handicap the Secretary of
the Interior in determining a policy for the leasing
of oil shale deposits in public lands ;
C. That portions of each of the above-described appli
cations cover lands included in Humble 's appli
cation for oil shale lease which was filed with
the Secretary of the Interior on March 25, 1963.
At the same time, Humble filed an application for a
sodium lease for 5,108.17 acres which corresponded to the
same ground requested for an oil shale lease in a letter
to Secretary of Interior Udall on March 25, 1963.
On March 17, 1964, W. F. Meek, Colorado Land Office
manager dismissed the Humble protest in its entirety for
the following reasons :
A. The Geological Survey has reported that the lands
applied for are subject to the prospecting provisions
of the Mineral Leasing Act and prospecting by core
drilling or other acceptable methods should be
authorized . In the absence of a showing of error
in the classification of the lands as subject to
the prospecting provisions of the Mineral Leasing
Act, there is no justification for denial of the
applications for sodium prospecting permit.
B. It is the policy of the Secretary of the Interior
to permit multiple development of mineral resources
in public lands wherever possible. By Executive
Order 7038 dated May 13, 1935, Executive Order 5327
of April 15, 1930, was modified to permit the issuance
of sodium prospecting permits and leases on the lands
withdrawn by Executive Order 5327. The fact that
Executive Order 7038 is still in effect is evidence
that issuance of such prospecting permits and leases
would not be incompatible with the development of
the oil shale deposits in the same lands.
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C. The Mineral Leasing Act provides that a permit or
lease will be issued to the first qualified appli
cant making proper application if the lands are
subject to permit or lease. The above mentioned
applications for sodium prospecting permit were
filed prior to protestant's application to have the
lands offered competitively for sodium lease.
Geological Survey has reported that these lands
are subject to prospecting provisions of the
Mineral Leasing Act. Further, the protestant's
contention that sodium prospecting permits and leases
would be incompatible with development of the oil
shale deposits is controverted by its application
to have the lands offered competitively for sodium
lease .
Humble appealed the Colorado Land Office decision on
April 17, 1964, to the Director of the Bureau of Land Manage
ment in Washington. Humble
'
s appeal is summed up as follows:
A. As evidence that the lands are valuable for sodium
content, Humble attached a log description purporting
to show beds of Nahcolite in the oil shale in
Humble'
s
corehole which was drilled in Section 9, Township 2
South, Range 97 West in Rio Blanco County, Colorado.
B. The manager of the Colorado Land Office did not
request a supplemental report from the Geological
Survey, nor make available to them copies of
Humble 's protest.
C. Beyond any doubt, the issuance of a sodium permit
or lease would interfere with the operations for
the development of oil shale.
D. The Secretary of the Interior does not have a
mandatory duty to grant a sodium prospecting permit
to the first or any other applicant. The public
interest would best be served by suspending
disposition of the sodium deposits until a policy
is determined and promulgated With respect to oil
shale leases.
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Sodium Prospecting Permits (Continued)
The Director of the Bureau of Land Management is expected
to rule on the appeal within a short time.
Utah State Land Board Oil Shale Report
A report entitled "The Development of Utah Oil Shale
Resources"
was issued in May by the Utah State Land Board.
The report was prepared by Cameron and Jones. Copies may be
obtained from the Utah State Land Board. The report presents
background information and a classification of Utah oil shales
based on existing geological information, as well as recom
mendations for changes to the oil shale lease form.
Land Transactions
Oil shale land transactions in Colorado that were recorded
during the past three months are shown on Plate 4 . This may
be an incomplete record because transactions are not always
immediately recorded. Plans for the Boies Reservoir on Black
Sulphur Creek by Socony were recorded, but not shown on Plate 4
This information will be in a forthcoming special water report,
giving the background and status of all known water plans.
There has been considerable activity in transfer of Utah
state oil shale leases during the past three months. Leases
were acquired on 18,500 checkerboarded acres by Texas American
Oil Corporation and its affiliate, Pacific Union
Gas- Company.
It was also reported that Texas American has an option on
another 22,000 acres of state-owned shale land leases.
Husky Oil Company of Canada obtained 17,000 acres of
state-owned oil shale land leases from Morgan and Justheim
of Salt Lake City. Husky also acquired leases on over 70,000
acres of state-owned bituminous sandstones and gilsonite
from Morgan and Justheim.
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Office of Coal Research
>
The 1963 annual report of the Office of Coal Research was
issued in mid-May, 1964. The total dollar value of contracts
signed since the inception of the program is $16,717,325. The
report summarizes the four contracts which were completed during
1963 and the progress that has been made on the twelve contracts
underway at the end of the year.
OCR recently announced plans for a research project to be
contracted with the Atlantic Refining Company in which pulverized
coal would be mixed with residual fuel oil for use as a refinery
feed stock. The coal-residual fuel mixture would be charged
to a fluid coker to produce a heavy gas-oil which could be
cracked or hydrocracked for use in making light products. The
char would be used in a nearby utility company as a fuel in
generating electricity. OCR expects to sign a contract with
Atlantic in the near future.
The budget estimate for fiscal 1965 for the Office of Coal
Research is $6,836,000. Included within the amount proposed is
$6,000,000 for continuing further efforts on contracts already
in existence, and $500,000 to be used for additional contracting
in connection with conversion of lignite to gas. The House
committee eliminated the provision for $500,000 to convert
lignite to gas but the Senate committee recommended restoration
of this specific allotment.
U. S. Bureau of Mines
An interesting paper entitled "Production of Alcohols from
Olefins in Low-Temperature Coal
Tars"
was presented at the
American Chemical Society meeting in Philadelphia. The Bureau
of Mines reported experiments to manufacture alcohols from the
neutral oil fraction obtained from low- temperature coal tar.
It was discovered that a large fraction of these olefins can
be converted to mixtures of primary alcohols by hydro- formyla-
tion with hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the presence of
dicobalt octacarbonyl as a catalyst. The work is still in
progress but the initial results indicate that up to 20 pounds
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U. S. Bureau of Mines (Continued)
of alcohols can be produced per ton of moisture and
ash-
free Texas lignite. Since these alcohols currently command
a market price of about 15C per pound, this method may be
attractive for commercial exploitation.
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Athabasca Oil Sands
On April 14, 1964, the Alberta Government gave final
approval to the $191 million project by Great Canadian Oil
Sands, Ltd., to produce 45,000 BPD of sweet synthetic crude
oil from Athabasca oil-sands oil. Among other conditions,
future financing of the project must include $12.5 million of
6 percent convertible debentures to be offered to citizens of
Alberta Province.
From the data submitted to the Alberta Oil and Gas
Conservation Board in support of the application for permit
to build the commercial plants, hydrogen consumption is about
1300 cubic feet per barrel of synthetic crude for the Great
Canadian processing scheme. Great Canadian uses a combination





gravity sweet synthetic crude oil.
Utah Bituminous Sandstones
On March 24, 1964, Morgan and Justheim of Salt Lake City
made application for 33 cubic feet per second of water from
the Green River to be used for injection of steam into bitu
minous sands. The applicants stated that the water would be
used for operation of a steam injection plant which will be
constructed in Carbon County, Utah. The operating plan would
make use of an in situ thermal recovery method developed by
the applicants. It is contemplated that this operation will
result in the recovery of 100,000 barrels of oil per day.
Morgan and Justheim recently transferred some 73,000
acres of bituminous sandstone leases to Husky Oil Company of
Canada. However, they retained the Carbon County leases
intended for exploitation by the steam injection process and
recently filed on some 16,000 acres of additional bituminous
sand leases in the Uintah Basin. Morgan estimates up to
600 feet of pay zone in some of these deposits, but says that
more coring work is needed to define reserves before they can
proceed further with plans for a commercial plant.
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Utah Bituminous Sandstones (Continued)
Utah has recently received some 80,000 acres of in lieu
lands from the Federal Government. These lands are mostly
bituminous sandstone deposits in the PR Springs area. The
Land Board is now making a few changes on the bituminous sand
stone leasing forms and will be issuing requests for bids on
these leases within the near future.
The 80,000 acres are already covered by oil and gas leases
and it is thought that the changes in the leasing forms will
clarify the multiple use leasing rights.
The following leases on Federal bituminous sands deposits
have been taken out during the past three months:
Atlantic Refining Co., 1840 acres, T13S,
Atlantic Refining Co., 2200 acres, T13S,
Atlantic Refining Co., 1563 acres, T13S,
Atlantic Refining Co., 1840 acres, T13S,
Bituminous Sand Corporation of America,
1638 acres, T13S, R13E
Bituminous Sand Corporation of America,
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You have invited interested parties to submit views on leasing of Federal
shale oil lands. We wish to accept your invitation and make our views
known on this subject.
We believe that the Government should begin now to deliberately work
out comprehensive regulations and proposed statutes with a view to
the enactment of appropriate legislation and regulations within the next
few years. I have listed below some of the more important provisions
which I think should be clearly provided for in any system of leasing.
If new statutes are required to develop these provisions, then we
this effort would be justified. If, however, comprehensive
regulations could be worked out by the Department of the Interior to
cover all or most of the following points, then of course this path is
adequate.
1 . Royalty
A royalty of 5% is suggested in consideration of the substantial
investment requirements and uncertain return on investments.
2. Term of Lease
The minimum primary term of the lease should be fifteen years
because of the extensive developmental and pilot work that
will probably be required to und<srgird the substantial invest
ments required to initiate operations. The oil shale lease should
have a "so long thereafter
clause"
similar to that contained in the
Federal Oil and Gas Lease, allowing continuance by production
or efforts toward developing production.
3. Acreage Limitations
Federal acreage holdings in a given state should be limited to
10,000 acres per company (a figure which might very well
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roughly correspond to the minimum economic operational unit.)
The present statutory limitation of 5,120 acres would be
satisfactory for the foreseeable future, but in the long term
the larger limitation would be more desirable.
4. Mining Claim
Provisions should be made to preclude modern patenting of old
mining claims from throwing valuable title in jeopardy after
major expenditures have been made for lease, and more particu
larly for operations equipment. Possibly the approach could be
to make it mandatory for old mining claims to be patented within
a specified period or forever barred from the right of patent.
5. Unitization
Provision should be made for the formation of units without
arbitrary size limitations. These would be needed to provide
for joint ventures and/or particularly for the use of in situ
thermal methods.
6. Method of Leasing
We advocate competitive bidding for acquisition of federal
leases. Unlike conventional oil and gas leasing, there will
be a limited number of leasing opportunities in shale oil.
Therefore, an unsuccessful bidder on a given tract in a given
sale should have an additional chance for other tracts during
the same sale. Some mechanisms should be worked out to meet
this need, possibly by the use of oral bids.
7. Depletion Allowance
The depletion allowance should b'e clearly applied at the first
point of liquid flow regardless of method of production.









The Honorable Stewart L- Udall
Secretary of the interior
Washington, D.C.
My dear Mr. Secretary:
Your news release of November 5, I9&3, invited suggestions looking
toward formulation of a program for the orderly development of the
federally-
owned oil shale deposits in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming. It is my pleasure to
respond to your invitation in behalf of the State of Colorado and its citizens.
You have suggested that we consider carefully the relationship of
oil shale, as an energy source, to coal, petroleum, natural gas, hydro-power,
atomic energy and other sources of energy, both domestically and in relation to
International affairs. To the best of our abilities we have done this and, In
addition, have conducted a serious canvass of interested citizens and of Industry
over the last several months. Based upon our investigations we earnestly ask
your consideration of the following:
I. The earliest possible development of our oil shale resource Is
essential to assuring a solid long-range supplement to our domestic petroleum
supply. Although we do not fear that our country is running out of oil or
other energy sources, It Is becoming increasingly apparent that the combined
effect of all of the national and international factors affecting the supply
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of and the demand for energy may, in as short a term as ten years hence, be such
that our national security and economy will demand the then immediate availability
of significant production from oil shale.
The problems which now obstruct the development of our oil shale deposits
are many and complex, but they are not insoluble. It Is apparent, however, that
a prompt and vigorous start must be made to achieve even such a long range goal
as a respectable capacity to produce oil from oil shale not later than 1975. To
decide to wait until all of the problems have been Identified, studied and solved
would, because of the constantly changing effect of other economic factors, be
tantamount to a decision not to foster the development of oil shale and In fact
to discourage it.
While we do not counsel hasty and ill-considered action, we are convinced
that the immediate removal of certain major obstacles to oil shale development
could assure that operations would permit an industry be commenced in due course.
Thereafter, we can address ourselves to the solution of lesser problems.
2. It is our judgment that the two largest Impediments to making a start
are: (a) the present unavailability of the publicly-owned deposits, and (b) the
extreme delay by the Department of the Interior In processing oil shale patent
app) I cat ions.
As to the latter problem, we are now making a parallel study and hope to
present our views to you In the near future. It Is sufficient to say here that
- 2 -
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leaving such an Important block of lands in limbo Is not conducive to prompt
development and Is not In the public interest.
It Is to the unavailability of the publicly-owned deposits that
we primarily
address ourselves in this letter. As you know, the thickest and richest deposits
of oil shale and a very large percentage of the total reserves lie In the
public
doma I n .
It makes obvious sense, In a situation where present technology Is relatively
primitive, that the pioneering in research and development will better be conducted
In higher grade areas. The Improvements In technology which will Inevitably result
will then make economically available the lower grade deposits.
It follows clearly that the first step which must be taken is to make a
reasonable portion of the public domain lands available to industry for further
exploration, research and development at the earliest possible time on terms
that are reasonable and fair to Industry and also serve and protect the public
Interest.
3. An impediment to prompt action, whether it be under existing laws and
regulations or in the formulation of new laws and regulations, is the limited
amount of technological background in oil shale development available to both
government and industry to provide guidelines for an appropriate leasing
policy. The obvious dilemma is that without such experience it Is difficult to
formulate a sound leasing policy, and without a leasing program we cannot obtain
- 3 -
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the necessary experience. It is believed that the program we hereafter recommend
will provide a solution to this dilemma consistent with the full protection of
the public Interest in these lands.
4. In formulating any leasing policy appropriate recognition of the public
interest is of paramount Importance. Although not an exhaustive list, it is
essential that a sound leasing program give full consideration to:
(a) An appropriate compensation to the public, through payments of lease
bonuses, rentals and royalties, by private industry;
(b) Full recognition of the importance of the development of this supplemental
energy source as a national and hemispheric defense measure and as a significant
stimulus to our country's economy;
(c) Full recognition of the importance of maintaining strong and healthy
Industries in the fields of conventional oil, gas, coal and other energy sources;
(d) Appropriate but subordinate recognition, via an appropriate import
control program, of the value to our international position of a reasonable
foreign oil import program; and
(e) The additional employment opportunities Inherent In a multi-million
dollar industry, and the hundreds of collateral manufacturing, service and supply
functions required to sustain It, are of tremendous national interest and
particularly to the presently depressed mining communities of the nation.
- 4 -
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In addition to the foregoing specific matters It is obvious that the
stimulation and improvement of the various technologies used in oil shale
development cannot fail to add materially to the value and utility of the
nation's
other great energy sources.
5. It is submitted that all of the foregoing matters can be reconciled by
your enunciation and prompt implementation of the following suggested program:
Executive Order No. 5327, dated April 15, 1930, withdrawing oil shale deposits
from disposal should be revoked at the earliest possible time, at least as to the
tracts of land involved in the First Phase of the suggested leasing program
outl ined below.
The Existing Law relating to oil shale leasing provides an adequate basis for
the First Phase of the leasing program.
The Existing Regulations, with a minimum of alteration, provide an adequate
basis for the First Phase of the leasing program and should be amended, not
revoked.
The First Phase of the leasing program should be the simultaneous offering
of a limited number of representative but high-grade tracts of oil shale lands
for lease under competitive bidding procedures.
The Lands so offered should be carefully selected to assure that they are not
subject to the cloud of unpatented mining claims, and should be In reasonably
- 5 -
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compact blocks. Such lands should be selected with a view to the experience
value to both government and industry likely to arise out of operations conducted
thereon; but should be large enough to permit the lessee to conduct full scale
commercial operations. It is suggested that some of the tracts lie in each of
the three states and that you consider, but not be bound by, the nominations of
prospective bidders in selecting the tracts to be offered.
The Determination of the number of such tracts to be offered can either be
made arbitrarily, in which case we recommend that no less than ten or twelve
5,120-acre tracts be offered; or the number can be controlled by economic forces
If a much wider selection of various size tracts is offered with an announced
minimum acceptable bid for each tract.
The advantage of offering only a limited and specified number of tracts Is
that the bonuses offered will no doubt be at the highest level; but this same
factor may, in practical effect, limit participation to a few companies.
The advantage of a much wider offering of tracts subject to minimum acceptable
bids, particularly if some smaller tracts are Included, is that consistent with
realistic protection of the public interest a much wider participation In the
program is possible, including participation by smaller companies and
independents. There is no doubt of the desirability of broad participation.
The Competitive Bidding Procedure could proceed as follows:
(a) Announcement of the legal description of the tracts to be offered,
6 -
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the minimum bid acceptable for each tract, the order in which the tracts
will be
offered for leasing at the time bids are opened, the form of the lease to be
Issued, the times and places of bid submission and opening, and the other usual
matters now contained In announcements of bidding for offshore lands or lands
on known geologic structures;
(b) Prior to the bidding Interested persons should have access to the tracts
to be offered to conduct exploratory drilling and make such other evaluation as
they wish to perform;
(c) Each bid submitted would be a sealed bid of the amount of cash bonus
the bidder Is offering for a lease, in the form hereafter mentioned, on the entire
tract for which the bid is made, together with his deposit of a certified check
for 20% thereof. No aspect of the lease other than the cash bonus would be
involved In the bidding;
(d) Any interested person, company or associations making joint bids would
be entitled to submit a separate sealed bid on any or all of the tracts offered.
To avoid undue hardship, checks submitted In connection with earlier opened bids
could by reference become the deposit for subsequent bids. No person, company or
association, directly or indirectly, could participate in more than one bid on each
tract and the usual requirements concerning unlawful combinations should apply;
(e) At the opening of bids, which should occur about six months after the
announcement, all bids relating to the first tract .to be offered would be opened
- 7 -
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and the highest qualified bidder offered a lease upon payment of the remainder
of the bonus offered;
(f) If the successful bidder of the first tract offered had also submitted
bids on other tracts, his other bids would be returned to him unopened before the
second bid opening takes place; and
(g) Successively, bids would be opened on the remaining tracts with each
successful bidder in turn being excluded from subsequent bidding.
-'V
The Lease Form should be substantially the same as is now prescribed in
47 L.D. 426 with the following amendments or special terms:
(a) Royalty Initial rate of 5% of the market value of shale oil
produced as a result of the initial retorting of oil shale or
produced at the well head by in situ operations. Royalty to continue
at the 5% level for the first twenty years of the lease, after which
time the royalty would be the same as then established by law or
regulation for leases then granted. The point in the oil recovery
process at which the market value for royalty purposes should be
determined is the crude shale oil resulting from conventional retorting
techniques, prior to hydrogenation or other upgrading or refining
processes.
(b) Term of Lease Ten years and as long thereafter as production of oil
from oil shale is maintained or the lessee meets the continuing diligent
- a -
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performance of development and product lor; requirements 5pecified by
you to be performed to hold the lease.
(c) Deve 1 opmen t Re qu i rement s Commencing not later than the third year
of the lease and continuing for a
three-year .^orjod lessee should be
required to
e>:p^no'
;v.' Icj-s than $1,000,000 annually (or some equivalent
acreage charge If lease sizes vary) on or for the benefit of the leased
premises in research, experimentation and development leading to a
program for the commercial extraction
o*:
oil from the oil shale under
the leased lands Expenditures of the same type voluntarily made in
the first two years should be allowed as a credit on any succeeding
year's requirement. Thereafter during the primary term the lessee
should be obliged to proceed with reasonable diligence toward the
same objective.
Recognizing that the First Phase of the leasing is in large part an experimental
beginning designed to encourage the development of an industry, every care should
be taken to prevent lessees from holding lands in idleness. At the same time,
however, the lease requirements should not be so onerous as to preclude strong
competition In the bidding or to preclude considerable flexibility to the lessee
in the type and location of the research, experimental and development work
required.
Our suggestion that the royalty be set at a 5% rare is not in the nature of
an incentive to encourage activity. It is largely based upon adv?ce to us, from
- 9 -
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persons believed to be knowledgeable, that the prese.ru avJ at least short-range
future economic structure of an oil shale industry (> , at least until 1985)
requires that the royalty level be at about that
r^rc- This, royalty level is
consistent with historic royalties for mining venture*.
The Second Phase of our suggested program shouij commence simultaneously with
the First Phase and should involve serious and tho<.K,ht;fu?
oo>v"
Uk'rat Ion of an
improved law and companion regulations. It is suggested tr>at this work, including
all necessary studies ar,d hear trigs, should easily L,-c u->!;vcpd by ea**ly 1967- It
is probable that by then only a limited amount of experience would have been
gained from lease operations under the First Phase so that in mid-1967 (or
earlier if possible) a second limited competitive bidding program should be offered
hopeful*
v, but not necessarily, based on improved laws and regulations.
The Thi rd Phase to fallow should be a continuation of the step-by-step
philosophy, including a continuation of Improvements in the law and regulations
looking toward a fairly definitive policy and program no later than 1970. Before
this time there should be available important and usable experience factors and
data which should aid in formulating a good and workable system.
Suggested improvements in the law and regulations (which need not be accom -
pllshed to permit the First Phase to proceed) should include:
(a) The right of lessees of Ssases Issued under the First and Second
Phases to exchange their ieases for the more -odern forms sure to result
from improved laws and regulations.
- 10 -
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(b) Clear recognition of the right of lessees to unitize or pool leases
under a common plan of development and operation. ! t is apparent that either
mining or in situ operations of the magnitude which wiil be required can
best be conducted under such a plan and that the commitment of large reserves
to a single plant or pipeline is essential to pfrnjt the very iarge financing
that will be required. Unitization Is also historically onr of our most
effective conservation devices. In this connection we believe that Colorado
can be encouraged to adopt suitable oil shale conservation and mine safety
laws which will remove fear of anti-trust violations arid per;, it continuation
of the fine relationship which exists between our conservation and safety
agencies and the United States Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines.
(c) Without respect to what is done about the acreage limitation, a
lessee should not be limited to one lease. It is essential that some flexi
bility in this matter be possible so that rearrangements of holdings may be
made to reach the most efficient development and operating patterns of
ownership.
(d) The acreage limitation should at least be enlarged to permit a
lessee to hold 5,120 acres in each state. In fairness to our sister states
of Utah and Wyoming, the door should be opened to encourage prompt development
in very state. Generally, there does seem to be merit in increasing the
acreage limit above 5,120 acres at least as to tracts having lower grade
reserves. In fact- once a reasonable number of operators have affirmatively
entered the picture, there may be no reason ndt to permit a sizable increase
- 11 -
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in the acreage limit. in operations of this magn i s u .1? , the economic forces
inherent in the size of investment required and the ^,ws of supply and
demand are thp rrxjst effective regulators in any cvo .t,
(e) Leases should contain appropriate force majeure provisions allowing
a suspension of obligations in the event of unusual occurrences.
It is our hope that you will proceed at the earliest possible time to
declare as your policy the program herein suggested. We snail be glad to meet
with your representative to discuss our suggestions In T.ore detail and intend to





Qrig. S- 1 cc: The Secretary of the Interior
cc: Assistant Secretary John M. Kelly (Mineral Resources)
cc: Assistant Secretary John A. Carver, Jr.. (Public Land Management)
1 cc ea: Members of Colorado Congressional Delegation















Salt Laltc City 1, Utah
/
March 27, 1964
The Secretary of the Inter ior
Washington 25, D. C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
Reference is made to the notice of proposed revocation of Reg
ulations published in the Federal Register, Volume 28, No. 216, Tuesday,
November 5, 1963. The response of this company is directed to the explan
ation stated in the notice that applications for oil shale leases properly
filed pursuant to the regulations contained in Part 197, Title 43, Code of
Federal Regulations cannot be administered because the regulations are
inoperative due to Executive Order 5327, April 15, 1930, under which all
deposits of oil shale owned by the United States were temporarily withdrawn
from leasing or other disposal and reserved for investigation, examination
and classification. This companys comments and suggestions are as follows:
1. That the Secretary should adopt the proposed rule making and
revoke the oil shale regulations in 43 CFR Part 197.
2. That the Department forthwith undertake to comply with the
express directives contained in Executive Order 5327 to the end that com
pliance will furnish information necessary to a restatement of an oil shale
policy, and the ultimate elimination of the Order as an impediment to the
development of oil shalee
3. That prior to further rule making by the Department the oil
shale leasing problem should be submitted to Congress to re-define the
policy as to oil shale and the authority of the Secretary to lease or other
wise dispose of lands valuable for oil shale.
4. That the Department should immediately undertake the early
and expeditious resolution of applications for patent on oil shale mining
claims and pending contests concerning the validity of unpatented oil shale
mining claims.
The Mineral Leasing Act as originally drafted did not differ
entiate between oil and oil shale but considered oil shale as a petroleum
substance within the purview of the provisions relating to oil. As the
bill was finally enacted oil shale was inserted in Section 1 (41 Stat. 437)
and a provision relating to oil shale leasing was added as Section 21 (41
Stat. 445) of the act. These additions were made at the insistence of
Congressional and other interested persons from Utah, Colorado and Wyoming
because of the fear that the development of oil shale would be prevented
by administrative action unless specifically recognized in the legislation.
The policy as announced by Congress for the development of oil shale is
limited to the concept that the Secretary has authority to lease those de
posits which can be economically produced by a mining and retort operation.
If the policy as enacted remains as the expression of Congress then certain
ly the regulations proposed to be revoked are adequate. If the authority
of the Secretary is to be enlarged and the advantages of research accompli
shed in very recent years is to be utilized, then the authority of the
Secretary must be re-defined by Congress.
The extent of the oil shale deposits found in Colorado, Utah and
Wyoming have been known since 1874 and the Department of the Interior has
been actively concerned with determining the extent of this resource since
1901. However, research into the technological and economic factors re
lating to the production of oil from oil shale is recent. The research
and development efforts of industry are just now reaching tentative solu
tions to the complex problems of production, refining problems and the
related economic factors necessary to prudent development. The full
potential of oil shale has never been considered by Congress in any leg
islative proceedings concerned with the mineral lands of the United States.
The magnitude of the oil reserves contained in the oil shale deposits and
the orderly integration of the resource into the economy requires that the
policy for the disposal of these lands be re-defined by Congress; followed
by appropriate regulation for their administration by the executive branch
of the Government.
The development of an oil shale industry requires serious con
sideration of the technical, economic and political questions involved to
avoid harmful results and in order to maximize the potential benefit.
While substantial progress has been made as a result of experimental work,
the technical problems remaining to be solved are many and extremely com
plex and the consequence of uninformed action is apparent. If the Depart
ment of the Interior should proceed to enact new regulations and specify
the terms upon which oil shale lands may be leased in the absence of
competent, technical and economic facts, the development of oil shale will
be seriously delayed or completely frustrated. It becomes manifestly clear
that this hazard must be eliminated before the lands are made available
for disposal. The specific reason for the withdrawal of April 15, 1930,
is not clear but it supplies the needed answer in that it does contain a
directive to the Secretary to conduct an investigation, examination and
classification of oil shale lands before further disposal or leasing.
It is encumbent upon the Secretary to comply with the executive order and
report the findings and conclusions to the end that the Congress may act
prudently in enacting an adequate oil shale policy.
In addition to the technical and economic problems involved,
valuable property rights under the act of February 20, 1920, have been
acquired on oil shale lands during the 33 years development has been for
ced to lay dormant because of the Executive Order. If the Secretary pro
ceeds tc dispose of lands in the absence of adequate statutory authority,
a leasing program will face certain delay and confusion. The legal com
plexities of adjudicating rights acquired prior to the initiation of an
oil shale leasing program will equal or surpass those now existing with
-2-
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reference to oil shale placer mining claimsunless Congress clarifies
the problem by appropriate legislation. The problem is not restricted to
existing rights but will be present whenever a competing lease system
involves lands containing petroleum--unless the same congressional clarif
ication is obtained. The determination of present conflicting rights and
elimination of obvious future conflicts must be accomplished prior to the
initiation of any leasing program relating to oil shale.
For the reasons suggested, this company urges the serious con
sideration by the Secretary of the foregoing proposals.
Very truly yours,
EQUITY OIL COMPANY




200 North Wayne Street
Arlington, Virginia 22201
January 20, 1964
The Honorable Stewart L. Udall
Secretary of the Interior
Interior Building
Washington, D. C, 20240
Subject: Oil Shale Development
Suggestions.
Re Press Release of November 5, 1963
Dear Secretary Udall:
The quality of statesmanship is being shown by your office in the
manner of approach to the problems involved in issuing leases
for exploiting the oil shale deposits on Federal lands in Colorado,
Utah and Wyoming. Shale oil from these deposits likely will be
important to National Defense and to the Nation's economy before
the end of the century.
Although my present interest in oil shale is academic, I am
personally concerned about the Piceance Creek Basin in Rio
Blanco County, Colorado. This basin apparently is by far the
most important single potential source of liquid fuels in the United
States and also probably in the world. It could yield oil at the
present rate of consumption of petroleum for about two centuries
from shale containing an average of 0.6 barrels to the ton. The
collection and assaying of cuttings by Interior Bureaus from gas
wells drilled in the Piceance Creek Basin indicated the importance
of this deposit; the results have been published.
The formulation i clear cut regulations for leasing oil shale lands
in Garfield County, Colorado and also for the oil shale deposits, I
have seen in Utah, apparently should offer no difficulty. Such
regulations, however, might not fit the conditions in the Piceance
Creek Basin. The oil companies interested in the oil shale naturally
would want a share of the oil shale of the Basin,
The vast Piceance Creek deposit should be developed and exploited in
accordance to a master plan, to obtain the lowest production costs and
also certainly for conservation of natural resources. The size and
altitude of the deposit would dictate an open- cut method of mining.
The ratio of stripping to ore would be less than l/2 to 1. Preliminary
estimates indicate that the mining costs by an open- cut method would
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be less than $1.00 a barrel of oil.
I was perturbed last summer when I read in the press that the Shell
Oil Company had made an application for a lease of a tract in the
Basin to conduct an experimental operation for recovering
< :1 from
the shale in place. There are other places in the Rifle area better
suited for such testing. The reserves of oil shale in the Basin can
be measured in cubic miles. The burned shale of an unseccessful
or a successful in^situ retorting operation would need
tr be removed
in any plan of full recovery of the oil shale in the Basin oy convention
al open-cut mining.
About one-third of the potential oil of the basin is contained in high
grade layers that could be mined by underground methods. The
mining recovery probably would range from 50 to 70 per cent of
total shale in the beds mined. I would not favor issui i'i leases for
mining high grade strata by underground meihods in the Basin.
The development of the Basin for open-cut mining would be time
consuming and would require a very large capital investment. An
overall plan of exploiting the basin could consist of one large joint
enterprise or a dozen or more independent and related operations
that coordinated efforts and conformed to a general plan of stripping
and mining. The mining would need to be on a large scale; a single
mining and retorting unit should be about 100, OOOtons of oil shale a
day. Six units would supply enough oil for a 26- inch pipe line.
The oil shale of the Piceance Creek Basin is a competent rock and
should stand well in relatively high benches. Blast holes could be
cheaply drilled with modern rotary rigs. Fragmented shale could
be loaded from any individual bench at any desired rate with one
modern electric shovel up to 100 tons per minute.
Great advances have been made in mining technology in the last two
decades, especially in open-cut mining. Mining c *;fa can be closely
estimated. The mining cost per barrel of oil from 15 gallon shale
produced by surface methods should be less than from 40 gallon
shale mined underground,
I have been familiar with the Colorado oil shale deposits since 1924.
My last official duty regarding oil shale was in 1957. As part of a
report I was preparing i>.
-
the Bureau of Mines on Oil Shale Mining,
I devised a general plan Lor developing and exploiting the oil shale in
the Piceance Creek Basin. I made use of assay logs of the cuttings
from the gas wells; geological sections by the Survey though the deposit
had not been completed when my
re- employment ended. Before
definite plans could be made, diamond drilling should be done to check the
altitude and assay results of the individual shale beds as indicated by cuttings
from the oil wells. The oil well drilling also should be augmented by
core drilling to definitely indicate the full altitude of the main oil shale
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bads. I would recommend at least one deep diamond drill hole near
the western edge of the deposit. Private core drilling was relatively
shallow and stopped at the so-called Mahogany Ledge. I have noted
oil shale beds exposed in the face of the Cathedral Bluffs far below
the Mahogany Ledge horizon. As far as I know, there beds have not
been sampled.
The retorting of the Colorado oil shale still presents problems. The
relatively high grade Colorado oil shale has a tendency to coke or
coke and form a sticky mess. This tendency increases with the grade of
shale. The Union Oil Company operated a commercial size oil shale
retort which was reported to be successful. The coking problem was
handled by forcing the shale upward through the furnace. The Scottish
and Swedish oil shale which a re relatively low grade (under 22 gal. to
the ton) do not coke in the gravity flow retort furnaces used. This
suggests a possible cost per ton advantage of retorting 25 gal. or even
20 gal. shale which would be produced by open-cut mining over the
30 to 40 gallon shale which would be mined underground,






200 North Wayne Street
Arlington, Virginia 22?01
January 20, 1964
The Honorable Stewart L. Udall
Secretary of the Interior
Interior Building
Washington, D. C. 7 0240
Dear Secretary Udall:
My connections with oil shale mining are listed below:
I joined the Bureau of Mines Department of Interior in 1918 and was
retired as Chief Mining Engineer in 1955. During those years, I
was the Bureau of Mines Specialist on Mining Methods and costs.
I became familiar with the Colorado oil shale deposits in 1924, when
with Charles Bell of Denver I outlined underground methods and
procedures for mining oil shale near Rulison Colorado, the site of
the Bureau of Mines first experimental retort plant in the area (1922);
mining costs also were estimated. From 1945 to 1949, I directed
the mining work of the Bureau of Mines on oil shale at Rifle Colorado,
during which time a safe and unusually low cost underground mining
method was developed and proved by a four week test run. The cost
of recoverable oil was less than $1.00 per barrel; this shale contained
07 barrels of oil to the ton.
I Also directed a core flzniffling program on Naval Gil Shale Reserve
No. 1 and started the collection of samples for assay by the Bureau
of Mines from wells being drilled in Piceance Creek Basin for oil
and gas. I also promoted the agreements for the Bureau to publish
the assays of cores from holes drilled in the areas by private interests.
During 1950, I visited the oil shale operations in Scotland and in
Sweden. Asa Bureau of Mines Engineer, I visited Brazil twice to
advise on the drilling and development of the country's oil shale
resources. After retirement in 1955, I made another trip to Brazil
as a consultant to appraise projected mining plans for exploiting the
oil shale of the Rio Paraiba Valley.
After being retired as Chief Mining Engineer, I was given part time
employment; the main assignment was to prepare reports for publication





Humble Oil & Refining Company
P. O. Box 2IBO
Houston.Texas 77001
CAi_ C.Cl9Ti.E,jR.
ck.i.u.m or tm o<
January 28, JS&>
^^
Mr. Charles H. Stoddard
Director, Bureau Of Land Management
United States Department of the Interior
Washington 25, D. C.
RE: Proposed Revocation of
1+3 G. F. R., Part 197
Dear Mr. Stoddard:
T"e Federal Register of November 5, 1963, contained the Secretary
of the Interior's notice dated October 2^, 1963, of a proposal to revoke
existing regulations set forth in ^3 C. F. R., Part 197, relating to leasing
of oil shale deposits underlying lands owned by the United States. This letter
is written pursuant to the invitation contained in said notice for interested
persons to submit to you, before February 1, 1964, written comments and
suggestions with respect to the proposed revocation.
Humble Oil & Refining Company is actively interested in the develop
ment of oil shale deposits in Colorado, Utah and Wybming. For several years,
it has been conducting continuous research and engineering studies on processes
and methods for commercial extraction of oil from these deposits. On March 25,
1963, pursuant to existing regulations, Humble filed an application with the
Department of the Interior for an oil shale lease on 5,108.17 acres of land in
Rio Blanco County, Colorado, owned by the United States.
Humble believes that the national interest would be advanced if
Executive Order No. 5327 dated April 15, 1930, were promptly rescinded and oil
shale leases were issued under the Mineral Leasing Act. Existing regulations
should not be revoked; rather, after updating with appropriate additions,
modifications and clarifications, they should be made operative. The present .
lav provides ample authority to lease oil shale deposits to persons seriously
interested in undertaking research and development for the commercial production
of shale oil.
The emergence of an oil shale industry should not be required to await
new legislation. Any amendment of the Mineral Leasing Act will require Congressional
action, which may take several years to accomplish. It is unlikely that an exten
sive oil shale industry will be developed until such time as the Federal lands
are made available for leasing as the principal oil shale deposits in Northwestern
1-22
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Colorado underlie lands owned by the United States. There will be ample time,
following extensive research and development, to m%ke any amendments to the
lav which may appear desirable in the light of subsequent learning in the art
of shale oil extraction.
It is Humble' s recommendation that the indefinite term of lease
should be retained and that existing regulations should be
supplemented to
provide for a five per dent royalty during the initial 20 -year term of the _
lease. The form of oil shale lease set forth at k7 L.D. ^26 provides no
primary term. At present, it is impossible to predict accurately
when commer
cial production of oil from oil shale will become feasible. It would be unfair
to an oil shale lessee to require production of shale oil in order to continue
the lease in force after a primary term. Potential lessees would be unwilling
to undertake the necessary expenditure of vast sums of money for research and
other development costs if the lease required actual commercial production
within a specified term of years. !
Humble believes that a royalty of five per cent on the market value
of commercially extractable shale oil at the leased premises is fair from
the
standpoint of the United States, as lessor , and of the oil shale lessee and will
encourage development of the oil shale deposits underlying lands owned by the
United States, The process ultimately developed which will extract shale oil
in the most efficient manner may well require the shale to be mined and brought
to the surface for retorting. Whether or not the customary mining methods
are.
or can be used, it seems equitable, under present conditions,
to apply the five
per cent royalty customary in hard rock mining leases in the United States.
Humble also recommends that the lessee should be required to expend
a minimum of One Hundred Dollars ($100) per acre each year during the first
five years of the lease on research or development directly related to obtaining
commercial production of the oil shale deposits from the leased premises, and
that any acreage conflicts between applications should be resolved at a public
auction. Our position is more fully outlined in the enclosed "Recommendations
of Humble Oil & Refining Company for a Federal Policy for the Development of Gil
Shale Deposits Owned by the United
States"
which, by reference, is made a part
hereof.
Very truly yours,




RECOMMENDATIONS OF HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY. FOR A
FEDERAL POLICY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF OIL SHALE DEPOSITS
OWNED BY THE UNITED STATES
I. The Executive Order No. 5327 dated April 15, 1930, withdrawing deposits
of oil shale from leasing or other disposal, should be rescinded.
II. The development of oil shale deposits should proceed pursuant to the
provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act; of February 25, 1920, as amended.
Ij.1. Oil shale deposits should be developed under and pursuant to existing
regulations of the Department of the Interior and in accordance with
the lease form referred to in such regulations, upon the promulgation
of appropriate amendatory regulations which should include the following
additions, modifications and clarifications:
A. As currently provided by law and regulation, leases shall be of
indeterminate duration.
B. Leases shall provide a royalty of % of the market value of the
commercially extractable oil content of the shale rock in its
unrefined form at the leased premises. Such royalty shall be subject
to waiver during the first 5 years of the lease and subject to
readjustment at the end of each 20-year period, as provided by law.
C.) ^h lease shall require the lessee to expend for research or
development during each year of the initial five years of the lease
a minimum of One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per acre. Such sums
may be expended for research or development work, or both, either
on or off the lease, provided such efforts are directly related
to obtaining commercial production from the oil shale deposits
covered by the lease. After the initial 5 years, lessee with
reasonable diligence shall continue research or development looking
to production of shale oil from the leaded premises.
D. An application for an oil shale lease shall set forth facts showing
that the applicant is qualified to hold an oil shale lease and shall
include proof of applicant's ability to comply with the lessee's
obligations under the lease.
E. Each application shall request an oil shale lease on 5,120 acres,
or as near that number of acres as is reasonably practical.
F. Applications for oil shale leases filed subsequent to January 1,
193, which complied substantially with regulations in force when
filed shall continue in effect after the issuance of amendatory
regulations
for'
oil shale leasing; provided, during the initial
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30 days the amendatory regulations are in force, an applicant may
amend his application to comply with any requirements of the
amendatory regulations or may withdraw his application. All such
applications which are not amended shall be deemed to have oeen filed
on the date that the amendatory regulations become effective, and
all such applications which are amended shall be deemed to have been
filed as of the date the amendment is filed.
G. Each application for an oil shale lease shall be held pending for
30 days. If at the end of such period no other application has
'
been filed for an oil shale lease on the same lands, a lease shall
issue to the applicant if the applicant is qualified and if the
application is in due form with the requisite proofs.
H. If during the 30 days an application for an oil shale lease is
held pending another qualified applicant shall file an application
for an oil shale lease covering all or a part of the lands
covered by the first application, the qualified applicant making
the highest bid at public auction shall be awarded a lease on the
area described in more than one application. The lease issued to
the highest bidder shall also include lands described in his
application with respect to which he is the only qualified applicant.
I. A qualified applicant who is not a successful bidder at a public
auction on all or a part of the lands described in his application
may within 30 days following the public auction withdraw his appli
cation. In the absence of such a withdrawal, the applicant shall
be issued a lease covering all of the lands described in his
application which were not leased to another.
J. The holder of an oil shale lease covering less than 5,120 acres
may file a request to include additional lands in the lease which,
when added to the lands currently covered by the lease, do not
exceed 5,120 acres. The request for additional lands shall be
held pending for 30 days, subject to additional applications and
public auction, as would a separate application for the additional
lands. In -the absence of a timely application by a qualified appli
cant also covering the additional lands, or some part thereof, the
lease shall be amended to include the additional lands.
- 2 -
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Dapartme'ut of rhe Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240
Re: Development of Oil Shale
Dear Mr. Secretary:
This letter is in response both to the notice in
the Federal Register on November 5, 1963, inviting public
comment on the newly proposed revocation of existing Regulations
of the Depar ... ..ant of the Interior under the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920 governing the leasing of public domain oil shale
lands, and to the Department^ invitation, also extended on
November 5, 1963 , for public comment and suggestions on the
Departments proposed reformulation of national policy con
cerning oil shale. In accordance with the Departments request
that public comment on the question of revocation be submitted
to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, a copy of
this letter is being delivered to him today. We are combining
our responses to the two invitations in one letter because
v:e believe that the proposal to revoke existing leasing
Regulations is inextricably tied to the sound formulation of
future policy.
Our views, in brief, on the question of the proposed
revocation of the existing Regulations arel That the existing
Regulations properly implement and express the long standing
Congressional directive of the Mineral Leasing Act that the
Department sh^ll foster the development of an oil shale
industry in, and for the benefit of, the United States; that
the existing Regulations properly give the Secretary full
power and discretion to carry out the Congressional directive
by inviting and considering leasing proposals for industrial
development; that the existing Regulations were and are
designed to permit the Department, by consideration of such
leasing proposals on a case-by-case basis, to acquire the
experience and expertise essential to the later formation of
-2-
generalized policias for conservation and development; and
that, therefore, not the leasing Regulations, but the
^
Executive Order withdrawing oil shale lands from leasing
should promptly be modified to the extent necessary
to permit
the Department to consider on their merits the various pro
posals now before it or hereafter submitted, in accordance
with the Regulations.
Our views, in brief, on the question of future




"economic strength and military security and the economies
of the States of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, would be
enhanced by the prompt and orderly development of a domestic
incus try producing petroleum and other products from oil shale;
That the federal government as the owner of a large portion
of the nations oil shale reserves should for these reasons
now foster the orderly emergence of an oil shale industry;
Th :.z the government should foster such development:. (1) by
now leasing for production appropriate amounts of the oil
shale lands only to those who are prepared to accept invest
ment and development requirements designed to insure prompt
commencement of commercial production; and (2) by leasing, to
those who desire to conduct research, such lands as the re
search requires, with a preferential right to enter into pro
duction if and when lands become available in pursuit of a
policy of orderly development and if the lessee is prepared
to produce; That the technological and regulatory knowledge
and experience which would be gained from negotiation of and
operations pursuant to a limited number of such individually
negotiated leases would provide a sound basis for the formu
lation of a general leasing program for the orderly and timely
disposition in the public interest of the bulk of the Govern
ments oil shale reserves; That at present there is neither a
need for changes in the Mineral Leasing Act nor any basis on
which changes could be designed, but a properly limited leasing
program could demonstrate both; and, therefore, That the Depart
ment of the Interior should both continue to study the questions
on which on November 5, 1963, it invited public comment, and
begin actual leasing of oil shale reserves by solicitation of
detailed proposals for prompt production or research.
These, in summary, are our views, which in the rest
of this letter we shall offer in somewhat more detail.
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CONGRESS HAS DIRECTED OIL SHALE LEASING
3y Section 21 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920,
the Congress expressly authorized and directed the leasing
of oil shale lands in the public domain, and vested in the
-ocretary of the Interior broad powers to foster the private
development of an oil shale industry in the national interest.
The Congressional directive was itself an embodiment
and ratification of a pre-existing Departmental policy under
which, long before the enactment of the Mineral Leasing Act,
oil shale lar.is were not withdrawn from entry under the mining
laws, althc-^h other valuable sources of petroleum were with
drawn, because private utilization of oil shale was to be
encouraged. The Departments policy was set out, for example,
in k7 I.D. 551.
EXISTING REGULATIONS PROPERLY IMPLEMENT THE
CONTINUING CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTIVE
Consistently with the Congressional directive and
almost immediately thereafter, on March 11, 1920, a Departmental
staff fully familiar with the will of Congress promulgated
the Regulations which the Department now proposes to revoke.
From their text and history it is apparent that the Regulations
were and are within the broad authority conferred by Congress
on the Secretary.
The principal purpose of the Congress and the
Department in 1920, as set forth in innumerable statements and
publications, was to give encouragement and assistance to the
energetic private attempts to develop an oil shale industry.
In the intervening years there has been a long history of
efforts on the part of private industry and more recently of
the Federal Government itself to produce the oil shale resources
of the nation. We are not aware either of a modification of
the. expressed Congressional purpose, or of a departure, or any
reason to depart, from the Departments past policy. There
presently exists in this corporation and elsewhere in private
industry an active interest in substantial undertakings to
develop an oil shale industry. This Corporation on May 17, 1963
submitted to you a proposal to lease oil shale lands on terms
that contemplated, inter alia, prompt commercial production;
others have indicated immediate interest in obtaining lands for
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processing research. In our view, these
developments are
typical of those intentionally fostered by the Congress and
the Department continuously since 1920.
THE EXISTING OIL SHALE LEASING REGULATIONS PROPERLY
RESERVE BROAD DISCRETION TO THE SECRETARY
The wisdom of the Congress and the Department in
creating in 1920 broad powers in the Secretary to supervise
oil shale leasing is manifest in the variety of leasing
proposals which have in recent months been submitted. It
is our view and suggestion that by dealing on a case-by-case
basis with such proposals the Department can best equip
itself to promulgate, when the oil shale industry has once
commenced, enduring and general Regulations and policies
to
insure orderly and equitable development. At this time the
Department is not materially better equipped than it was in
1920 to perform that function.
The current proposals which accord with existing
Regulations may be divided into two groups: those which
propose immediate commercial development of the oil shale
reserves; and those which propose the undertaking of
long-
term research programs looking to future commercial development
The Departments consideration of all such proposals under
the existing Regulations must confront a number of specific
questions concerning leasing policy which will ultimately
become subjects of general regulatory concern. We hope that
the utility of leasing pursuant to the existing Regulations
as an aid to formulation of future policy will appear from
the following comments on some of those specific issues.
We do not mean to imply our own competence to suggest
ultimate solutions to any broad questions of leasing policy.
On the contrary, we believe such questions can be confidently
resolved only in the light of actual experience. We hope
only to suggest how the existing Regulations enable the
Department to consider a number of fundamental issues so as
to permit some leasing to go forward now and yet avoid
premature policy commitments .
QUESTIONS OF LEASING POLICY
Acreage Limitations: The amount of acreage which
an oil shale lease properly should cover for equitable and
economic development depends upon a variety of factors and
may vary from lease to lease* Two such factors, for example,
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are the oil content and thickness of the oil shale deposits
underlying the leased acreage, which vary markedly: one
acre of oil shale land may contain 100 times as much shale
of a given oil content as another. Similarly, optimum
utilization of one technology may require a large scale
proce: :lng plant assured of continuous operations for a
c siderable number of years, while others may have very
d__ferer.j requirements of assured oil shale reserves; some
techniques nay process economically oil shale that has in
efficient oil content to be processed economically by others.
It is predictable that methods will be developed which require
more than the existing statutory and regulatory maximum of
5,120 acres for efficient operation of a production unit,
or which require 5120 acres containing shale deposits of
vary substantial oil content and thickness.
Eacause of the up to 1,500 foot thickness of shales
with relatively high oil content in soma parts of the deposits,
the selection of appropriate sizes for leaseholds has further
c-.'--.plications. Even minimal acreage leaseholds in such thick
portions of the deposits could require well over 100 years for
the exhaustion of the contained commercially valuable reserve. .
Whether a single lessee should, subject to royalty renegotiation
f-ca time uo time, be permitted to develop the entire contained
reserve, c whether after the passage of an appropriate time
the tract sn~. Id be reopened for leasing, or whether develop
ment of mining or retorting technology would permit the creation
of multiple leaseholds in a single block of acreage, at various
depths in the c.
-posits,
are questions which seem unlikely to be
satisfactorily resolved now in the absence of actual leasing
experience.
It is therefore apparent that a uniform grant of
the present :uatutory max Lt:ium acreage may ultimately prove
unwise, as ..^.y any other general pattern now devised without
practical *_xperic ~a. The Department is now in a position
to acquire, by leasing a selected portion of the public
cc:..ain oil sl:al^ lands, practical experience and knowledge
that would he of great value in determining tract sizes for
leasing the ra.iainir.g bulk of the oil shale lands.
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Conservation: The question of the appropriate size
of leaseholds is closely related to conservation
-- the best
utilization -- of the contained reserves. The Department, as
proprietor and as representative of the long-term national
interest, must seek to maximize the utilization of the
potential
energy of the deposits. There are doubtless many means
of re
quiring lessees to produce a reasonable amount of
the potential
energy within their leaseholds. The royalty payable to the
Government could be based at least in part on the oil content
and thickness of the deposit within the lease, rather than
solely upon the amount of shale processed or oil
produced and
sole* by the lessee. The lessee would then have, depending upon
the amounts involved, a more or less substantial incentive to
foster good conservation practices, since it would bear the
economic burden of failing to do so. Similarly, the royalty
payable might be decreased as the oil content of the shale being
processed decreased, so that the lessee would have an increased
incentive to process shale of marginal oil content. Doubtless
other protections for the public interest are now available or
will appear in the course of time.
I.t- seems quite difficult,:.however , now to establish .
any general rule on what percentage of the potential energy of
a leasehold a lessee should reasonably be required to produce.
Only familiarity with proven operational technologies will reveal
what percentage can reasonably be produced, and that information
seems indispensable to the decision whether a specific production
program or technique should be thought prudential. Once again,
the experience gained from limited initial leasing operations
would be
an'
invaluable aid in formulating general standards and
-
policies for later wide-scale oil shale leasing.
Royalties: As proprietor of a valuable energy resource,
the Government must receive the fair value of the mineral in
place, ordinarily in the form of rents and of royalties in respect
of production. Nevertheless, without production experience under
actual leases, it is difficult for the Department to fix a royalty
rate to ensure a return to the Government of the fair proprietary
value of. its holdings.
This corporation has concluded, on the basis of its
experience, including engineering and economic data, that rates
up to 5% of the value of raw shale crude oil will be equitable,
depending upon the oil content and thickness of the contained
deposit. Our conclusion is based not only upon our own investiga
tions, but also on study of other natural resources industries
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wherv- the ratio of capital investment requirements to product
yield and v^ ..a is ...at unduly dissimilar. We shall be pleased
on appropriate occasions to make our studies and views available
to your staff in graater detail.
The Congress, in enacting the oil shale provision of
the I-iin_rnl Leasing Act, accorded the Secretary complete discretion
as to royal cy , prescribing neither a minimum rate nor other
regula
te v.. The Department is therefore free under the Act and existing
Regulations to incorporate in initial leases appropriate provisions
for adjustments of royalty to ensure rates that adequately protect
the Government without unduly burdening lessees. The experience
of arch liraita leasing would enable the Department to design
fixea royalty schedules appropriate for a general leasing program.
ihe v.. is c
-'*-*
tion conferred upon the Secretary extends to
suspending royalty payments for up to five years, in order to
encourage the envelopment of an oil shale industry. Such suspen
ds s could provide obvious incentives. Whether any particular
early lease should Include full or partial suspension is typical
of the cues tier. 3 which are best resolved in the light of the
circumstance^ of each leasing proposal.
TimiVn^ Rcqi:irements : The existing Regulations appear
to be appropriately oased on the premise that the primary benefit
the Government ^eelcs from the initial negotiated oil shale leases
is -he development of a viable oil shale industry. There seems
to be no sound statutory or administrative reasons for allowing
initial 1 ..usees to acquire commercially valuable rights to the
Governments c_I shale deposits unless they will promptly seek
to develop c viable industry; no public benefit would be derived
from leasing which permitted the lessee to speculatively await
the commenc.. r.t of the industry by others to enhance the value
cf its r.aaaaha^d. To assure equal treatment of lessees, and to
that initial leasing will materially aid development
of an oil shale industry, the initial leases should require
expenditure of specified substantial amounts for production and/or
research facilities and activities, within specified time limits.
Such time limits., \rhich mu^t take into account the duration of
cni. j. iction activities, cannot now reasonably be established5
except on a c.. a-by-ca. a basis. The assisting Regulations provide
the necessary flexibility for making case-by-caae determinations
cf timing requirements, and thus provide a means of acquiring
experience with leasehold development operations, experience




LEGISLATIVE REVISION NOW IS
NEITHER NECESSARY NOR APPROPRIATE
As we stated above, existing legislation
and existing
Regulations are adequate to enable the Department to undertake







Once a limited leasing program has been undertaken,
and the Department and the industry have acquired knowledge of
and experience with development of oil shale through federal
leasing, revisions of the Regulations, and perhaps even of the
Mineral Leasing Act may be needed. At this time no adequate
basis for change exists.
THE PROMPT COMMENCEMENT OF ORDERLY
DEVELOPMENT OF AN OIL SHALE INDUSTRY IS IN
THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY AND SECURITY
That the orderly development of the large energy
reserves of the oil shale deposits will enhance the national
economy and security needs little discussion. A number of
national programs under the Internal Revenue and other laws
have as a principal purpose the promotion of additions to
available domestic oil reserves. The tax revenues and em
ployment opportunities that must accompany the orderly emergence
of an oil shale industry will enhance the national revenues
and those of each of the states principally involved.
Once the industry has commenced, as it shortly must,
with successful commercial operations, we believe that its
development will necessarily be orderly and consonant with
the demand for petroleum and other oil shale products in the
market place. It is our view that, subject to sound provision
for conservation as we have discussed above, the forces existing
in the market place and the natural conditions upon industrial
development on the western slope of the Continental Divide
should alone define the progress of development. We believe
that the natural physical impediments to development inherent
in the region and the resources, and the large capital require
ments for economical units of production, will tend to ensure
the orderly emergence of productive capacity.
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The national demand for liquid petroleum in 1963 ,
according to the United States Bureau of Mines, was approximately
10,700,000 barrels per day. If, for example, the first com
mercial oil shale production facilities are on stream in 1967
with a capacity of 50,000 barrels per day, and if that capacity
increases even at the high rate of 100,000 additional daily
barrels of capacity every two years until 1975, oil shale would
then be supplying only about 4% of the total national demand,
even on the assumption that total demand did not increase during
the same period. In fact, according to the same source, demand
has increased an average of 3% per year for the past five years.
If such regular increases in demand continue, even the assumed
rapid evolution of oil shale productive capacity could not take
up more than about 10% of the difference between current demand
and the demand which would exist m 1975.
Moreover, the published estimates of the principal
ci_ companies, banks and economists of the nation x/ho have
recav.tly spoken on the question, anticipate the achieving of
maximum domes ti . production capacity from conventional oil
reserves some time between 1970 and 1975. Even if such pre
dictions were in error by as much as five years, it would be
plain that the present development of an oil shale industry is
in the best interests of the national economy and security.
In conclusion, we welcome the Departments decision
to invite far ranging public suggestions and comments on
formulation cf a program to develop the nations oil shale
resources. Study of the matters on which comment has been
invited will produce constructive suggestions. We urge however
that the experience than can be derived from an initial leasing
program participating in the commencement of an oil shale industry
is indispensable to the formulation of future general policy.
We would be pleased to confer at your convenience with
representatives of the Department, and to discuss further any of
the natters dealt with above, or to consider any other questions
concerning oil shale of interest to the Department.
Respectfully,
THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION
By











The Honorable Stev/art L. Udall
Art.,rTUC
c j. * Au t j. j
OFFICE Of THE
Secretary of the Interior ^lOTtf SECTARY
United States Department of the Interior foa KiXIISAL RGCCRCfS
Washington 25, D. C.
Re: Development of Oil Shale
on the Public Domain
}fy dear Kr. Secretary:
You have invited comments on the proposed revocation of existing regu
lations relating to the issuance of oil shale leases on the public
domain (43 C.F.R., Part 197). We are in agreement with revocation
of the existing regulations, vMch serve no proper function in
view of the existing withdrawal from leasing of Federal oil shale
lands and deposits. The removal of the current regulations vd.ll
clear the way for consideration of a program for development of this
important energy source, to be defined and implemented by new regu
lations and, perhaps, to be founded on new legislation if the deter
mined procedures require.
It is our judgment that it would be contrary to the public interest
to lease Federal oil shale land without providing a procedure whereby
the development of the properties will be required. To act other
wise will merely permit the acquisition and control of these vital
natural resources by speculators who can and will contribute nothing
and by companies which, although they could contribute something,
will simply wish to sit idly by in the comfortable knowledge that they
havo reserves for the future when and if others demonstrate the
feasibility of oil shale development. Such a situation, of course,
will deter the others who legitimately wish to proceed in the manner
which is both desirable and necessary.
It seems clear to us that rights in the public domain deposits should
be allowed only to those applicants who are willing and able to enter
into an appropriate development contract, predicated on and incorpora
ting a specific program of experimental and pilot plant work followed
by mining and milling shale or otherwise producing oil from shale
deposits, with an equally specific timetable and with appropriate
forfeitures or other sanctions for non-performance.
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Considering the presently incomplete state of technological knowledge
and in view, also, of the differing aspects of the oil shal deposits
in different geographical locations, we believe it entirely impractical
to draft regulations of general application (or legislation if that
should be necessary) which will prescribe either the detailed natura
or the precise time schedule of developmental programs. Consequently,
we submit that individual leases of the public domain deposits must,
at least for the foreseeable future, bo negotiated separately and
specifically to msot the problems of the given area and of the given
point in time (in terms of technological advancement) for or at *iich
the individual application is filed.
It i3 our thought that regulatory or statutory controls cannot be
specific, else the proper developmental objectives will be restricted.
It most, only a few generalities or guides can be established pre
paratory to individual negotiations, and even those may be subject to
qualifications. To illustrate, the size of the lease or the amount
of tho contract lands should be held to a reasonable sise so that
unnecessary reserves are not tied up. Nevertheless, the amount of
lands should be estimated as adequate for an operation over a fifty-
year period a3 a minimum with, perhaps, a one hundred-year period as
a maximum for purposes of computation (which may well require ex
pansion of the present statutory acreage limitation). It is our be
lief, also, that the lands should be in such amount that the de
posits within them (which vary from location to location but *Mch
are generally quite well known) will be adequate to permit the
realization of approximately the designed capacity of the proposed
plant during that portion of tho lease term when the operation is
required to be full scale. It is likewise our view that, to encourage
the necessary development, the royalty or government share must be so
negotiated for individual undertakings as to allow the operator to
realize a reasonable profit on hi3 investment .
We earnestly submit that the proper, orderly and necessary development
of the essential energy sources which are represented by the govern
ments oil shale reserves can bo accomplished best by a program of
the type which we have suggested in this letter. We also submit,
equally earnestly, that the entire program for orderly development of
the reserves would be Irreparably damaged if not destroyed by the
lifting of the existing withdrawal prior to the establishment of the











Hon. Stewart L. Udall
Secretary of the Interior
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
The Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association, through one
of its more active committees, the Public Lands Committee,
established an Oil Shale Committee to study the general subject
of Oil Shale in order to develop a knowledgeable background
for its members.
This committee began work in June of 1963 and as a first
step included without restriction members of the Independent
segment of the Industry as well as the major companies in order
that as wide a cross-section of Industry knowledge and feeling
should be typed as possible.
The committee was in the process of considering this
matter when invited along with the Industry at large, and the
Public, to reply to your invitation of November 5, 1963, to
make suggestions toward the formulation of a program for the
orderly conservation and development of the federally owned
Oil Shale deposits.
Our Oil Shale Committee met in several formal sessions
during which the general subject of Oil Shale was discussed
and, more particularly, the suggestions and recommendations
called for by the Secretary. The formal sessions gradually
developed ideas and eventually specific recommendations.
We would be remiss to say at this point that the think
ing of each member of the Association is firm. As discussions
among the Industry and the Public and the State and Federal
Government continue, T.;e v/Culd expect adjustments in our think
ing, but uith further expectation
that1
a program can be de
veloped uhich. can proceed on .a firm foundation.
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A recommendation accordingly should be presented with
all available facts at hand. We have few facts and figures to
work with in Oil Shale. Economic methods of recovery, manufac
turing and marketing considerations, and general technology
are in the future. Thus it would appear to us that we must
allow ourselves time and flexibility to consider and solve
these problems.
The very nature of ownership of the public land, however,
bears heavily on how soon and to what degree emphasis is placed
on these matters. We consider the availability of public land
to leasing to be vitally necessary for the full development of
the Oil Shale industry.
Accordingly, it is our recommendation to proceed as
follows:
1 . Executive Order No. 5327, dated April 15, 1930,
withdrawing"!?!! Shale lands from leasing, should not beTif ted
until a new leasing program has been formulated.
~"
We feel that the many new suggestions and recommendations
should be carefully considered; new regulations drafted; and
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 examined as it pertains to Oil
Shale for applicability to a new program; and a new program
set forth prior to lifting the withdrawal order.
2. A program for leasing the public domain lands
should receive early attention Including legislative action
where needed.
We recognize the desire on behalf of the Public and
Industry for early action in regard to the leasing of Oil Shale
lands. Beyond this, however, is a more important necessity
that we have a firm foundation to support any new program with
necessary legislation in order to assure within such new pro
gram the latitude necessary for continuing momentum once true
development begins in Oil Shale.
3. The public domain lands should be put up for com
petitive bid and leases awarded to the highest qualified bidder
on a cash bonus basis only.
We had intensive discussions in regard to sealed bidding
and oral bidding, and eventually concluded that we could not
at this point fully decide this question until the balance of
the program had been formulated. There is general agreement,
however, that Oil Shale lands on the public domain are akin
to offshore and to KGS lands and thus logically subject to
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competitive bidding. However, a majority seemed to feel oral
bidding might be preferable in this instance.
4. We recognize that under a new program a certain
amount of research and development within a specified period
of time should be included in an Oil Shale lease"!
We are not prepared at this point to say what amount of
research and development should be required, or at what
time
in the lease. This question should be carefully considered in
relationship to competitive bidding and the possibility of
burdening the lease too heavily, thus destroying incentive at
the inception.
5. The Oil Shale lease should be for a primary term
of no less TEah 15 years, with a "so long
thereafter"
clause
similar to that contained in the Federal Oil and Gas Lease
allowing continuation of the lease by production or efforts
toward development.
The members generally feel that progress to this point
in Oil Shale is limited to an extent necessary which requires
that we have at least this period of time within which to
develop economic methods of recovery and pursue the other pro
grams leading toward development.
6. We recommend that acreage limitations be carefully
considered and reviewed without specific recommendation by
RMOGA at this time"!
In view of the unknown economic factors regarding the
potential Oil Shale industry, it is difficult if not impossible
to intelligently establish applicable acreage limitations at
this time.
There are arguments pro and con as to what a proper
acreage limitation should be to adequately limit, but more
important, provide proper incentive for investment in Oil
Shale development.
We generally recognize that some limitation may be
necessary but are not prepared at this point, without discus
sions with the Department in further pursuit of the question,
to state exactly what these limitations should be.
7. Members generally feel rentals should be set at
50 cents per acre as presently set forth in the regulations
and Act.
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It is felt that competitive bidding provisions and pos
sible development requirements are factors which should allow
a minimum rental requirement.
8. The royalty under the Oil Shale lease should be no
more than 5% of the value of the oil recovered from the retort
and sold and suitable allowance for plant processing
should be provided.
"~~~~
Various suggestions were considered in regard to royalty
and we recognize this as being an important factor. The
royalty rate is particularly important in regard to prompt
economic development.
For the same reasons as set forth in Paragraph 6 above,
it is difficult to arrive at a firm position in regard to
what is the most appropriate royalty rate for the Industry to
ask for at this point.
9. Unitization procedure should be established to
enable
joi t"
ventures to operate expeditiously, stimulate
economic development, and to serve conservation.
The present form of Federal Units provides experience
and is generally recognized as favorable for proper conserva
tion and development. The long range possibilities of Oil
Shale development necessitate flexibility to combine leases
and operations and thus conserve the resource and yet develop
it most economically. This matter should receive careful con
sideration.
10. A mechanism should be established for timely action
on questions of mining claim validity. The burden of proof
should rest upon the claimant or 'Government to bring these
questions to solution, preferably by court
We need not elaborate in regard to the seriousness of
the mining claim problem and its importance to the general
public domain land situation. We are anxious as an Industry
to see these problems solved in order that title matters may
not jeopardize the lease program, leases issued thereunder,
or impede development as we proceed.
11. The Oil Shale lease should contain a proper force
majeure clause in order to protect the lessee against cessation
or production due to causes beyond the, control of the lessee.
12. The Oil Shale lease should contain an appropriate
surrender clause .
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13. The question of multiple use should be carefully
considered and clarif iecT
In this regard we are considering oil and gas leasing,
mining and retorting, possible in situ recovery, and other
general uses. The Oil Shale regulations should make appro
priate reference to these multiple uses and be drafted in such
a manner as to clarify the specific position of Oil Shale as
it relates to the other uses.
In Conclusion, we recognize that this is only an outline
of a leasing program and as the program is developed attention
will need be given to the more specific provisions in regard
to bidding, nomination of acreage, etc. We feel, however,
that the Bureau of Land Management has had considerable ex
perience in competitive leasing programs and that generally
this experience should enable the Department to write the more
specific regulations pertaining to any sale without difficulty.
We appreciate the opportunity to make these suggestions
and recommendations and wish to meet with you and your repre
sentatives and further discuss the general subject. We have
previously asked for such a meeting and recognize there is a
question of proper timing.
We also wish to point out that the problem is a diffi
cult one for the respective members to come to distinct con
clusions. There individual viewpoints we are sure will probably
be forwarded to your office. As further consideration is given
to a program, these positions will be adjusted. The Industry
will lend every effort to your office in regard to formulating
a program which will provide a firm foundation for the Public
and the Industry, as well as provide incentive for what we
know will require heavy investment and considerable attention
by Industry.
These recommendations are the result of the action of
the Executive Committee of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Asso
ciation, and represent considerable effort on their part to
approach the matter from an over-all Industry viewpoint in order
to make a progressive recommendation. We must recognize again
the necessity for the members to retain their individual flex
ibility as they pursue the problem further.
Respectfully yours,






vice president January 28, 1964
The Honorable Stewart L. Udall
Secretary of the Interior
Washington 25, D. C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
This is in response to your invitation for suggestions toward
formulation of a program to foster orderly conservation and development
of the Federally owned oil shale deposits.
We recognize that there is no present need for increased pro
duction of domestic oil from shale oil, but are convinced that there is
an urgent need for accelerated laboratory and field research to develop
an economically feasible method or methods of producing such oil. We
have estimated that a minimum of ten years of serious effort would be
required, and reliable forecasts indicate that within ten to fifteen
years domestic crude oil production will be unable to meet the demand.
It is our opinion that any wholesale leasing of oil shale is
premature at this time and would neither give the required incentive for
necessary research and experimental work nor secure an adequate return
to the Government. Without prejudice to our pending application, we
suggest the following approach, which will require legislative author
ization, for your consideration:
(l) A portion of the oil shale lands, including both the
shallow and deeply covered shale, be set aside for research and experi
mental purposes.
(2) The Department of Interior be authorized to make contracts
with qualified applicants for research and experimental work on designated
portions of such area, and in connection therewith,
(a) applicants be thoroughly screened for competence, sin
cerity, and probable ability to develop an extractive
process and place in an operational stage in minimum
time;
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(b) sufficient number of contracts be made covering both
shallow and deeply covered beds, considering quali
fications and plans of applicant, to insure competition
and work on various methods of extraction;
(c) require minimum expenditures within specified periods,
with automatic termination on failure to perform;
(d) lands included within each contract to be sufficient
to permit full scope of proposed work and completion
of the contract to earn the right to go to lease or
development contract without bonus payment.
(3) In addition to the aforesaid land subject to research and
experimental contract, the successful applicants at the same time be
granted an option to add additional specified acreage thereto without
further cost, as a bonus incentive or reward, upon development of a
successful economic method of extraction within a specified time.
(4) No one, directly or indirectly, shall hold any interest in
more than one research and experimental contract, and no such contract may
be transferred from the original applicant without written consent of the
Secretary of the Interior.
(5) After development of at least one economic method of extrac
tion, other shale lands suitable for exploitation under such process to be
offered for lease or development contract by competitive bidding without
any overall limitation on acreage holdings by any individual or company.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer these suggestions for
your consideration.
Very truly yours,













Office of the Vice President
Director
Bureau of Land Management
Washington 25, D. C. 20240
Dear Sir:
In response to the published notice in the November 5,
1963 issue of the Federal Register on Page 11,796, entitled
"Proposed Revocation of
Regulations"
and relating to the
Regulations in 43 CFR, Part 197, Oil Shale Leases, Sinclair
Oil & Gas Company desires to submit its comments and sugges
tions in opposition to the proposed revocation for the reasons
set out below.
FIRST: The interests of the public, the Government and
the industry would best be served by the adoption of rules,
regulations and procedures which would govern specifically
the exploration for and development of oil shale deposits.
SECOND: Executive Order No. 5327 dated April 15, 1930 is
no longer consistent with the public interest and should be
withdrawn.
THIRD: Present regulations contained in 43 CFR 197
should either be revoked or modified, after hearing, so as to
include provisions recognizing basic differences between pro
blems encountered in the exploration for, development of,
recovering and processing oil from oil shale deposits and
those encountered in connection with conventional oil and gas
reservoirs .
We would welcome the opportunity to present our sugges
tions and recommendations in more detail either individually
or in cooperation with appropriate industry groups to the
end that modern workable regulations may be formulated for the
leasing and development of oil shale deposits in keeping with





SLjgTC o If-ty Mobil Oil Company, Inc
150 EAST 42ND STREET. NEW YORK 17. N. Y.
March 17, 1964
Director,
Bureau of Land Management
Washington, D. C. 20240
Re: Comments and Suggestions
Proposed Revocation of
43 CFR Part 197 -
Oil Shale Leases
Dear Sir:
On November 5, 1963 notice was published
of the proposed revocation of the leasing regulations
relating to oil shale, which notice requested comments
and suggestions prior to February 1, 1964, such date
subsequently having been extended to April 1, 1964.
This letter is in response to such request for comments
and suggestions.
Studies which we have conducted have caused
us to conclude that, with the increasing energy demand
and with further technological developments, there is
a high probability that there will be commercial
production of shale oil within the next decade.
Ultimately, we can expect that supplies of shale oil
may become a significant factor in this country's
total energy requirements.
Based upon such conclusions, we have caused
the expenditure of substantial sums in the investi
gation of shale oil production research and technology.
At this juncture, we have not satisfied ourselves that
existing technology and development work have demon
strated the commerc lability of a shale oil venture,
but we have reason to believe that additional re
search and development work will provide the technology
and definitive economic parameters to demonstrate the
commerc lability of a shale oil venture. The indicated
activities and expenditures by various other companies
supports the conclusion that a substantial number of
companies share our view.
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In the light of present technology and
the lack of definitive economic parameters, it is
our firm belief that the adoption of hastily con
ceived leasing regulations, without having attempted
the solution of certain problems, and without having
available additional information and data to assist
in determining critical elements of leasing regu
lations, would not best serve the development of an
oil shale industry. We recognize and firmly support
leasing as the most equitable means for making
available oil shale deposits under unencumbered
federal public domain lands.
Among the problems which we consider
critical and which we think must be resolved are
the following:
1. Revocation of the Executive Order
of Withdrawal with accompanying legislation
to amend the Mineral Leasing Act with respect
to chargeable acres, competitive leasing,
plan of development provisions and similar
matters hereafter discussed.
2. The validity of unpatented oil
shale placer claims.
3. The respective rights of an oil
and gas lessee, and a lessee of oil shale
deposits, both with respect to ownership
of production and operational conflicts.
4. The conflict of rights of surface
users and lessees of oil shale deposits.
We firmly believe that an orderly and
thorough consideration of some of the problem areas
and means of solution will not interfere with the
continuation of the necessary and required research
and development work which has been conducted by
various companies heretofore. As indicated, the
development of an oil shale industry will require
a period of such further research and development
work. Postponement in the issuance of leases so
as to more properly consider the various matters
relating thereto should not interfere with such
efforts if such postponement does not extend over
a protracted period.
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One approach to solution of the many
problems involved would be the appointment of a
committee of qualified experts from both federal
and state governments and from industry, which
committee would have the task of making recom
mendations as to solution of such problems, ap
propriate legislation, and proper lease terms and
provisions.
Although, as indicated, we find great
difficulty in attempting presently to comment on
suggested lease terms and provisions, we should
like to suggest the following in the light of
present information and our experience in connection
with oil and gas leasing procedures, terms and pro
visions:
1. Since the oil shale deposits are
rather well defined both as to existence and
probable quality, we strongly support the
concept of competitive leasing. We believe
that the most equitable means of accomplishing
competitive leasing is on the basis of sealed
bids on a cash bonus basis only, with the
royalty, rentals and other lease terms fixed.
2. Generally, the procedures which have
been used in the leasing of offshore lands
appear to us to be an effective and practical
method of handling nominations and bidding for
leases. We should like to suggest, however,
that sales should not be held too often and
that nominations be limited in some manner.
We would suggest that sales be held no oftener
than once in a two-year period and that a
limitation of three nominations (each to cover
not more than 5,760 acres) per prospective
bidder should adequately protect the needs of
any bidder.
3. We believe that any lease should cover
an area up to 5,760 acres, the equivalent of
nine sections of land as nearly in the form of
a square as possible. This would provide a
compact block to be worked for oil shale pro
duction which we believe would be the minimum
size and the configuration for optimum develop
ment in the light of presently known technology.
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With leases of such size and in view of the
lands available, we should like to see the
acreage limitation of a prospective lessee
eliminated. It is our thought that the
competitive bidding procedure removes the
necessity of acreage limitations.
4. We should like to see the elimination
of lease provisions constituting a plan of
development. At this time and in the light
of present technology, definitive plans of
development are difficult to determine. This
would result in any plan of development being
qualified to take into account any changed
technology. Furthermore, it would impose a
significant burden on those charged with the
responsibility for making an award of a lease
on competitive bids and would cause continuing
review of the status of lessee's compliance
with the plan of development. Clearly, until
the technology is better established, this
will be a very difficult administrative problem.
We should like to recommend that in lieu of
plan of development provisions in the lease
form, the lease be for a term of ten years
and as long thereafter as shale oil is being
produced therefrom.
Coincident with our recommendation of a
lease term, we should like to suggest that the
Mineral Leasing Act allow inclusion of leases
into units which are subject to plans for
development. Any lease so committed to a unit
would be extended beyond its term while the
unit remains in existence (requiring compliance
with the plan of development). Under this type
of procedure, the Secretary would have the
discretion of approving any such unit and the
plan of development thereon, the lessee having
to commit to undertake such plan of development.
This procedure would allow the lessee to de
termine whether to commit to a plan of develop
ment at a time when the commencement of develop
ment is contemplated and could be definitively
fixed.
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5. We would recommend $2.00 per acre per
year as the rental or minimum royalty require
ment s .
6. It is exceedingly difficult at this
time to determine the proper royalty rate,
particularly in the light of the effect on
presently uncertain economics of oil shale
production. We feel that a royalty of 5$ for
the first twenty years of production with pro
vision for adjustment of such rate by the
Secretary of the Interior upwards to 10$ there
after would be a reasonable royalty. We have
some concern how properly to fix the point of
application of the royalty and determination
of market value for the purpose of calculating
any such royalty. At this time, we cannot make
any particular recommendation as to how to
handle this problem, since it is dependent
upon transportation, marketing and other con
siderations which are not clearly known.
7. The lease should include appropriate
clauses such as, "force majeure", "right of
surrender", no termination for temporary
cessation of production and generally similar
clauses to those found in present oil and gas
lease forms.
Obviously, some of the suggestions we have
made will require legislation. It is our view that
an earlier development of an economically sound oil
shale industry may well result from the adoption of
comprehensive legislation and regulations prior to
the granting of leases on a piecemeal basis. Our
experience in various areas convinces us that it is
most difficult to secure needed amendments to improve
laws and regulations where rights have vested on the
basis of incomplete laws and regulations or laws and
regulations adopted in the light of insufficient
technology.
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If you should desire additional discussion
concerning our comments and suggestions, we will be
pleased to confer with you at your convenience.
Should you consider the appointment of a committee
to study some of these matters, we would look forward
to participation as a part of industry representation
In such committee. Hopefully our representatives
could make a valuable contribution of their experience


























Tae Honorable Stewart L. Udall assistant secretary
Secretary of the Interior for mineral resources
United States Department of Interior
Washington, D. C.
Xy dear Mr. Secretary:
Union Oil Company of California wishes to take this
opportunity to comment on your proposal, published in the Federal
Register on November 5, 1963, to revoke regulations pertaining to
applications for oil shale leases /43 CFR 1977-
The U. S. Bureau of Mines estimates that the oil shale
lands in the Piceance Creek Basin of Colorado alone contain
reserves of over a trillion barrels of oil. This constitutes the
largest untapped readily available energy resource in the western
hemisphere and possibly in the entire world. It is gratifying
to note the renewed interest which the Department of the Interior
has indicated with regard to unlocking these vast resources of
oil shale held under Federal jurisdiction.
If the economic impact that the development of an oil
shale industry would have on the gross national product were to
be fully comprehended, we feel that every branch of the Federal
Government would exert all effort to make it viable.
Over 2C% of the demand for petroleum products in the
United States today is met by oil imports. These ir.porta consti
tute a serious drain on our balance of payments, which is a Eatte;
of critical concern to the Administration. Just as it is diffi
cult to exaggerate the important contribution to the defense of
the dollar that could be made by a virile shale oil industry, so
it is difficult to overstate its importance to the national
security. The Office of Emergency Planning has alerted the
Government to the danger of becoming dependent on foreign sources
for our requirements of liquid fuels. The Oil Import Program
which is now functioning under your jurisdiction was established
for the objective of protecting the national security through the
maintenance of an economically healthy petroleum industry. The
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necessity for developing the shale oil industry into an active,
productive segment of a growing national economy is not only
self-evident, it is operative.
Having in mind the objective of bringing an oil shale
industry into being at the earliest practicable date, it is
suggested 'chat, rather than revoke present regulations, the
regulations be amended to provide for the leasing of oil shale
lands now withdrawn, under Executive Order 5327, Before any
leasing is permitted, a committee, composed of representatives
or the Buraau of Land Management, the Geological Survey, and the
3urr.au of Hinoa, should prepare a leasing map of all the lands
covered by Sxecutiva Order 5327. The entire area which ultimately
may be leased for oil shale development should be divided into
bioc!T., each of wh i ca , in the opinion of tho committee, would
constitute a logical and economically feasible development tract.
It is suggested that the blocks should cover 5760 acres each,
or a block approximately three miles square /T.e. nine sections/^*
While this is 640 acres more than the present maximum acreage
permitted to be leased by the present statute, it is possible
the Department will seek an amendment to the existing law, and,
if so, this is one chenge that you may want to consider. The
blocks should be delineated in such a manner as to eliminate, in
so far as possible any hiatus or gaps between them. This would
relievo the Government of having a number of small unleased, and
unusable, tract:: scattered throuahout the oil shale reserves.
The blocks world be designated by tract numbers, as is
the practice xn leasing for oil and gas development on the Outer
Continental Shelf , and leases would be issued only for whole
tracts. Tnis will eliminate a patchwork of leases which would
result if applicants were permitted to file indiscriminately
over the area to "dq leased. Some lease blocks on the periphery
may be smaller than the suggested 5760 acres, a3 is the case of
some oil and aae leases on the Outer Continental Shelf. But each
block should be of sufficient size to justify a commercial opera
tion... Discontinuity of block areas will be encountered where
email cracta of fee acreage intrude. For those situations,
provisions -:.i:r>\\ld be made for a land exchange program, such as
ia ncj onarai- ;vo under the Taylor Grazing Act and National Forest
Service operations, where it may be to the Government's advantage
to effect exchanges of small tracts of land of equal value to
consolidate land holdings into leasing blocks- Union has
petitioned the Department of the Interior, to no avail, to block
cut the acreage in the oil shale area by means of such exchanges.
The longer the delay in implementing this program, the more
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difficult it is going to be to effectuate exchanges on the
of equal land values.
When a leasing map has been prepared and published,
designating the lease tracts by number, the Bureau of Land
lia.naoe-
r.ont should issue a call for nominations of tracts to be offeree
for lease. The initial leasing proposal should be for ten separate
tracts more or less, based on interest indicated by nominations
received from prospective lessees. The Department of the Interior
should then decide which of the tracts would be offered for lease.
Only then, and not before, should Executive Order 532 7 bo modified
to open the tracts to bo leased. The remainder of the oil shale
lands should remain withdrawn under Executive Order 5327.
The Bureau of Land Management would proceed to issue
a public notice listing the tracts selected for leasing. The
notice should set forth the qualifications for prospective lessees.
As the Federal Government's primary interest is in the development
of the oil shale resources, the qualifications should require
prospective lessee to agree to spend a minimum of $100.00 per
leased acre per year for a period of ten years, or until shale
oil is actually being produced in commercial quantities if the
lessee can go into commercial production sooner than the ten-year
term. The funds expended for research and development should be
permitted to be spent either on the leased lands or in a laboratory
which may be located off the leased premises. Not more than IC/o
of the expended funds should be permitted for management overhead.
Credit should be given prospective lessees for research and
development expenditures made for oil shale projects in the twenty
-
year period immediately preceding the date of lease offering.
Union feels most strongly that recognition should bo given to
those companies, of which it is only one of several, that have
made substantial expenditures in this field and have shouldered
the financial burden of keeping alive the interest in oil shale
over the past years. To fail to give these companies credit for
those expenditures against leases to be issued would be penalizing
them for having pioneered the field for oil shale development.
After the notice to the public that leases on oil shale
lands will be offered to qualifying lessees, the Bureau of Land
I.anagement would call for the filing of offers or applications to
lease, to be considered as simultaneously filed up until an
announced closing date. On the announced date, the Bureau of
Land Management would hold a drawing to establish an order of
priority among the applicants.
The applicant with the first priority would have first
choice in selecting any one of the tracts which the Bureau of
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Land Management has offered fgr leasing. Applicant with second
priority could then select his choice of the remaining tracts.
Tho remainder would follow in like series.
The term of the lease should be twenty years and so
long thereafter as shale oil is produced therefrom in paying
quantities. The test for continuity of commercial production
should be en a biannual basis, or a two-year spread, so as to
forestall a termination of the lease in the event of a rock fail
in a mine or the happening of any calamitous event which might
result in a shutdown through no fault of the operator.
A lease should be awarded to any qualified bidder,
individual or corporation, or a group of cither or combination
oi both, agreeing to make the prescribed expenditure. It would
place an undue administrative burden on the Department to analyse
each prospective Iczzoe in terms of r~-nonctrr cO.o croibillticc ^3
an oil shale developer. It would weigh the scales too heavily
in favor of a few cc.tpanies with great resources, and might
eliminate an entrepreneur who, though of relatively modest
resources, might possess the key for a completely new techno
logical breakthrough.
Regulations should provide for adequate rights of way
over all leases to prevent any lessee from becoming land-locked.
Each l0v..se should have designated an opp-rr.tor responsi
ble to the Department of the Interior for all operations.
Provision should be mace for requirement of permits for mine
openings
- open pit mining or drilling of wells for in situ
development .
Uo feel it would be difficult to establish a royalty
rate for shale oil truly in the public interest en the basis of
the sparse economic factors available at this time. Ihe royalty
rate should be a balance of the economic burden \thich the shale
oil operator can reasonably bear and the public interest in
obtaining _o large a return as practicable. A royalty formula
is offeree for your consideration which would provide, for
cei.pataaion of royalty at the identical point of processing at
vhich tr. . Internal Revenue Scrvioe computus value oi shale oil
for percentage depletion for income tax purposes. -his should
be at the time a crude shale product is recovered, such as
the crude shale oil from retorting, and such shale oil car. then
be correlated in value with known sources of low grade crude and
royalties ascertained in that manner. Depiction alicfar.ces can
also bo related to such values. It is suggested that the
percentage of royalty assessed should be the same ratio to
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percentage depletion for income tax purposes established for
shale oil as the
customary*
12-1/2% royalty rate bears to the 27-1/2%
depletion provided for oil and gas. For example, if percentage
depletion for shale oil were 15%, the royalty would be X:15% as
12-1/2:27-1/2, or about 6-4/5%>%,
As you know, Union has vigorously urged that, for
percentage depletion purposes, shale oil be given equal tax treat
ment with oil produced from wells. It is our firm conviction that,
if the Internal Revenue Code provided the samejtax. profits
from oil produced from shale as that on oil with which it must
compete, an oil shale industry would be in existence today. We
therefore strongly urge that you, Mr. Secretary, as the chief
architect of our nation's oil policy, lend your support to the
proposition of equal tax treatment for shale oil.
Although we believe that the matter of equality of tax
treatment is the prime hurdle to overcome before the oil shale
industry can become a practical reality, we realize that the formu
lation of a program or policy for oil shale development must be
considered together with the national fuels policy and, specifi
cally, with regard to oil imports. It is particularly important
to relate the impact of unrestricted overland imports from Canada
and the present formula for allocating quotas for oil imported
from overseas, under the Mandatory Oil Import Program, to the
prospects of shale oil finding a market.
If unrestricted overland imports of oil from Canada are
to be continued as a national policy, it is unrealistic to expect
that any refiner is going to be enthusiastic about buying shale
oil, particularly in District V, where the movement of such oil
into the West Coast area results in an automatic diminution of




It has been reported in the press from authoritative
sources that the Provincial Government of Alberta, Canada has
approved the development of a part of the Athabasca Tar Sand
deposits for the production of 35,000 to 45,000 barrels per day.
The ultimate destination of the products of this operation is
reported to be the "Cleveland area".
"Trie development and import of this oil (without
restriction) would pre-empt a market readily a\a.lable to similar
products from oil shale and would further delay the economics of
the start of a shale oil industry.
The development of shale oil in Colorado would establish
a new industry in that state and in the nation. As .a result of
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the several by-products from such installations such as sulfur,
nitrogen, coke and an excess, of fuel gas, there would logically
follow a complex of petrochemical and other industries, creating
many new jobs and payrolls.
You have expressed an interest in tho feasibility of
shale oil production by in situ processes or other ways to pre
serve aha natural beauty of Western shale lands. Lj assured va,
too,? would be interested in the development of an in situ process
of shale oil production. But we urge that the practicality of
such a process be demonstrated before a program for leasing tho
Fcsierai shale lands be promulgated along lines which would require
development by this means.
It.appoars that no practical demonstration of the in
3 itu process has yet been shown for oil sands. An in situ process
for oil shale would be considerably more complex for oil
sands because oil sands are more permeable than shale. The
operations of an in situ project in shale requires extensive
fracturing, where directional control is to seme extent not
determinative. This suggests the loss of a substantial percentage
of the released oil from downward movements through fractures
moving vertically rather than horizontally. Control cf the fire
drive is yet another technique which has not bacii demonstrated
as a practical reality. Excessive fingerir.o in the fire drive
could leave substantial quantities of untreated shale in place
which could never be processed.
It should be noted that at least one cr possibly more
commercial processes have been developed using mining, retorting
and conventional refining techniques. It is by no L.m.aeo.s neces
sary to delay oil shale development amaiting the completion of
in situ burning techniques which are only in the early experi
mental stv-ge and may not be applicable.
A final comment, directed specifically to your notice
of proposed revocation of regulations, unless it is year intention
that a priority be established for prematurely filed applications
for oil shale leases, it is suggested that existing regulations;
43 CJZi 197 not be revoked, but rather be amended in such manner
as you ultimately determine to
be- necessary to the orderly develop
ment of the oil shale resources. Amended regulations should
roitcrate the established rule that prematurely filed applications













Honorable Stewart L. Udall
Secretary of the Interior
Washington 25, D. C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
I am writing to express the strong feeling of the people of
Utah that Executive Order No. 5327, dated April 15, 1930, which
withdrew deposits of oil shale from leasing or other disposal,
should be rescinded as soon as possible.
It is felt that development of oil shale deposits should
proceed pursuant to the provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act of
February 25, 1920, as amended, under and pursuant to existing
regulations of the Department of the Interior, and in accordance
with the lease form referred to in such regulations, upon the
promulgation of a minimum of amendatory regulations.
We feel that there is no need to or justification of contin
uing a
"temporary"
withdrawal now nearly 35 years old, and that
it is important to the nation to develop a sound, economically
competitive method of processing oil shale as rapidly as possible
Under present conditions, there is little incentive for private
enterprise to devote time, money, and energy to research in this
field, when it would not be permitted to capitalize on a success
ful program.
Due to the extended lead time inherent is such a program of
research and development, it is felt that the lifting of the
withdrawal order should not wait on amendment to the Mineral
Leasing Act, but that there will be ample time to make needed
legislative changes while a commercially feasible method of
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Honorable Stewart L. Udall
/
/
Secretary of the Interior
Washington, D. C0 20240
My dear Mr0 Secretary:
ihim ls in response to the press release of the Secretary,
for e lease November 5, 1963, wherein he invited suggestions
looking toward formulation of a program to foster the orderly
conservation and development of the federally owned oil
shale deposits in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming.,
The Secretary is aware, of course, that due to the respon
sibilities placed upon the Navy by statute with respect to
the Naval Oil Shale Reserves, the terms "conservation and
development"
must be used by us in the context of the historical
Navy policy of conserving the material in the ground as long
as possible and of developing the technology to such an extent
that the possession of this vast resource would be useful and
in readiness in time of national emergency a The "orderly
conservation and
development"
of which the Secretary spoke is,
I am sure, used in the broader context as the terms are commonly
used by the industry and the Department of the Interior,
Approximately 150,000 acres of oil-shale-bearing lands are
committed by statute to the custody and care of the United States
Navyn Ideally, the energy potential of those lands should be
available to the United States for the national defense and
national security efforts . Actually, that potential cannot be
utilized until technology capable of realizing it is developed
and in being 0
It appears to me that we are now in a period of impending
progress where the twain of our missions are joined together
the Department of the Interior seeking development of a shale
industry in fulfillment of its traditional responsibilities
toward the people and the Public Domain, and the Department of
the Navy seeking development to the extent that the natural
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resource of shale would be in readiness for any national
emergency. Having regard for the present state of the sciences
and technologies involved, it appears that both Departments
should foster and actively encourage major research projects
which look forward to the economic recovery of useful
quantities of oil from oil shalea
Although it is not likely that the United States will have to
rely principally upon petroleum production from oil shale for
the national defense effort in the reasonably foreseeable
future, it should be made available for that purpose, whether
the implementation of that purpose be conceived as repulsion
of a military aggressor or as maintaining American security
during an economic conflict among nations 0 In the former
connection it should be noted that many of the fields producing
the conventional petroleum upon which the United States
currently relies for its needs are located in relatively less
defensible areas near seacoasts, and that they are otherwise
more vulnerable by their nature to damage and destruction by
attack than are the oil shale deposits 0 With respect to the
latter consideration, there have been indications that should
instability or hostility toward the United States develop in
the governments of those countries from which we currently
import a significant quantity of petroleum, those imports
might be severely and suddenly diminished or terminated,,
For the foregoing reason, the Navy requests that the significance
of the early development of the shale oil industry to the
national defense and security effort be kept constantly in mind0
Considering, first, the relationship of oil shale to other
energy sources in light of both military and civilian needs,
we draw from two sources, Resources in America's Future by
Landsbert, Fischman, and Fisher and Energy in the American
Economy - 1850-1975 by Schurr and Netscherto Schurr and
Netschert (at page 287) predict a continuing increase in govern
ment requirements of energy from all conventional sources, and
indicate that total oil consumption in 1975 will exceed consump
tion in 1955 by 4503%0 The portion of that increase which will
be required to satis fy the needs of the military services is
estimated at 3203%0 When it is considered that the estimate of
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military requirements is based upon an assumption (of question
able validity) that all combat-type Navy vessels would then
be propelled by nuclear power it becomes readily apparent
that an estimate of 32.5% is likely too low.
Landsberg, Fischman and Fisher project total national energy
requirements into the future and estimate that, in the year
2000, oil and natural gas liquids will provide 45.6% of the
total national energy requirement, up from 42.7% in I960.
The abovementioned sources reflect the consensus of many
experts that great reliance upon energy derived from oil will
continue and will grow with the passage of time, and lead to
the conclusion that the Navy, the Defense Establishment, and
in fact the entire national economy, when and if mobilized
for a defense effort, will depend heavily on oil
The next obvious question, it would seem, is from where will
this oil come. For many years, the United States exported
huge quantities of oil and oil products throughout the world .
The heavy demand generated by World War II brought a realization
to the United States that her oil resources were not inexhaustible
During this period, the United States provided approximately
60% of the oil requirements of all the allied nations. The
enormous post-war domestic demand for oil was such as to require
all the crude oil that could be produced,, At the outset of
World War II, the U S. was a net exporter of petroleum. Today
as you know, she is a net importer to the extent of about 20%
of her requirements. It is apparent that the United States was
in a far superior position with regard to oil self-sufficiency
before World War II than she is now. World War II so exhausted
our domestic petroleum reserves that it was not until the early
1950's that we regained excess productive capacity., Another
major war requiring petroleum products could so exhaust our
reserves and productive capacity as to very seriously damage
the stature of this country. Although we still have considerable
known reserves in this country, it is an accepted fact that it
is becoming more difficult and costly to locate additional
conventional petroleum resources here.
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The oil from shale may well be needed in the event of a national
emergency, but it cannot become available until such time as
an oil shale industry has been established to extract the oil
and to convert it into usable products. There is no commercial
production of shale oil in the United States today, but there
are oil shale operations behind the Iron and Bamboo curtains.
As an adjunct to the concept of oil shale as a constituent
element of a vital stockpile of strategic raw material, it
must be considered that peacetime industrial and defense
requirements of this nation may, in time, depend heavily upon
the use of shale oil.
I have been pleased that the Navy, through my Office, has been
invited to participate in the plans and discussions of the past
few months, during which your Department has undertaken the
leasing of the Anvil Points facility near Rifle, Colorado for
the purpose of and with the view toward beginning anew on major
research programs which will contribute to the over all fund
of knowledge in oil shale technology. It is hoped that we may
continue to cooperate toward accomplishment of our common goal
and that the Department of Interior will continue to find value
in our participation.
I hesitate to offer any written suggestions that look beyond
the major research phase and into the actual industrial develop
ment of the public lands, for I believe that such would venture
into a province which is singularly within the purview of your
Department. Nevertheless, I would welcome the continued opport
unity to discuss any particular problem and would expect to
contribute as much as our competence will allow.
Meanwhile, from our thorough and continual appraisal of the oil
shale situation, it appears to us that, at present, there are
three primary obstacles to early progress toward our common goal:
(1) the lack of clear-cut and workable leasing regulations that
could permit and foster more extensive research, (2) uncertainty
as to the validity of many mining claims, filed years ago, which
uncertainty precludes any use of these lands in major research,
and (3) delays in activating the Anvil Points facilities as
authorized by P.L. 87-7960 While it is recognized that all three
of these items are now within the purview of the Department of
the Interior, any assistance that Navy might provide in removing
these obstacles would be enthusiastically offeredo
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I do strongly feel that all oil shale matters must now be
handled with a marked sense of urgency. What can be done
now may be too little, and it may already be too late, but
to continue to await perfection can only, assuredly, multiply
the risk of being both too little and too late* As noted
earlier herein, moves toward the establishment of an industry
fulfilling the goals of both Departments have now gained
momentunu It seems to me that it would be the better part
of wisdom, and in the national interest, urgently to sustain
that momentum through the judicious uae oi present statutes

















IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
May 5 (legislative day, March 30), 1964
Mr. Allott (for himself, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Dominick, and Mr. Simpson)
introduced the following bill: which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
A BILL
To amend section 37 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act of
February 25, 1920, relating to disposition only as provided
in such Act of deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, potassium,
oil, oil shale, and gas in lands valuable for such minerals,
except as to valid claims pursuant to laws under which.
initiated and existing at the date of the passage of such Act.
which claims may be perfected under such laws.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa
tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled.
3 That section 37 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act of Febru-
4 ary 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 193), as amended, is hereby
5 amended to read as follows :
i
2









potassium, oil, oil shale, and gas, herein referred to, in lands
valuable for such minerals, including lands and deposits de
scribed in the joint resolution entitled 'Joint resolution au-
&
thorizing the Secretary of the Interior to permit the
continu-
5 ation of coal mining operations on certain lands in
6
Wyoming,'
approved August 1, 1912 (37 Stat. 1346),
7 shall be subject to disposition only in the form and manner
2 provided in this Act, except as to valid claims existent at
date of passage of this Act and thereafter maintained in com-
10 pliance with the laws under which initiated, which claims
may be perfected under such laws, including discovery.
With respect to any valid oil shale placer claims existent on
February 25, 1920, neither failure to perform annual assess-
4 ment work nor the lack of any economically or commercially
feasible method of extraction and production of shale oil from
lo oil shale shall constitute a basis for the Secretary of the
17 Interior to hold such claims invalid. The owner or owners of
13
any such oil shale placer claims may make application for
13 patent pursuant to the laws under which such claims were
20 initiated, and, if such application be made on or before July
21 1, 1966, neither failure to perform annual assessment work,
22 abandonment, nor the lack of any economically or
commer-
23
cially feasible method of extraction and production of shale
24 oil from oil shale shall constitute a basis for the Secretary





1 That with respect to any such claim for which application
2 for patent shall not have been made on or before July 1,
3 1966, such claim may be canceled by the Secretary of the
4 Interior on the basis of abandonment by appropriate
pro-
5 ceedings after such date and the owner or owners of any
6 such claim shall have the burden of proving that
abandon-
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altfy or jrraat. H to not defray the cot of
5J>s fsv.r.rf tw ?.h* Unlied States or the cost oi
ojwraung the program. The 3 -percent rata,
h.Tww is n compromise between a sub-
iift&nuJtlly higher rat that would be nacea-
sary
--
cvtt t.^ cot of Ut dteaatcr pro--
pwn and nonilx\Rl charge sneh as Uir*o-
tinirtlia of 1 pfrc*Tt.
J *m not wure It. Ih vt.lld to cr>asp*re SUA
d\a*i<?r (o*.o with our foreigti Bid fiauiclof
ji?cwj-t*ru?. Ciwiy the Utter are estai>Uteb*$
ui s*t tb requirements of our fortAyn
jx>!iciee. In any evrnt, rurr^nt foreign Ml*t-
ntutf) finuncles; piactii-er, coc (emplate oj me-
oi<rjUkUQj( ffbiit from grants to dollar rvpa^-
stiaie Jnartjj and harder lonn term* bn*ff
4en."%l*>t. /^i you know, tbe recent &aand~
cooait* to Warn Fttrc^m AwMtan-ce Act now ro-
q^ilrv fch*t dvalouciifn t loans carry e. RtUol-
H?im int*w**^ nut? of 2 percent ATtw the
ixUUjtl stac pasiod. For certain countrim
whici"* iiftT democtetsrated f. capacity to
lawrvJoo 1<muo a hArdVij t#iTn*, th Lnteret
r&tes on lo&na to government" have t>en lc-
oreiuied to * much Ml1'} percent.
SBA dijiAstw loons *re mnd* directly t
priva'w bualnesR end private Individual*. If
the com^mrteoB In useful, tbey ebould be
covjij-*rt with direct AID ioans to prlvat*
b>.'>aln>i> oc private per<jri6. It ha boen tb
paSicy suiti practice of th* foretfrn asalatoac*
a*rcy to rtbarjee approximately &% peroont
on *r^i!<*<5ni loan* to private borrow*
(otshw tlaaa tnt*orn*ediat.e credit instttutk>DN
wt-fflr e^rtjbta other consider* ttona preva4l).
Thte poJiv^s haa been nppUed almost wltJtwwit
pxrptVw< Klnoe JBfiK when the rxrrelopsnsat
J/0*n Fund ^a ^stAbllnhed.
Your
V*U-
of AprU 94 sugge*** tia.t. I aaa
OTlwtat.vu tii. cny \indrataudine of Uie parao-
U<* oi *tefl fcrleri feMtttanoa apoMAaa. 1
do ekv4 b*ll#vo tbU to be tint oaa aUtomit^
ttMrt/ may b ne room tor dttvtef tetr>
pvmtetten at tbe faetiu
Tbe acft terrjoe of which you apenk art
wptglbMk to Qoftminuit loans although, ac
vcu point out, the procaeda often are ueed
for
"lnduatrfal"
purpoaea. la., a power plant.
a send mine, or a railway ownad by a
Oot-
ernment entity. Typically, when the loan
fa made to au industrial entity through the
Government. AID will require as appropriate
harder ternve to be applied to the subloon.
aoxae (Xffifualon ae to the loan terms for




nrranRement Involve* a combination of di
rect loans at hard terms to the private bor
rower with an opttoo to repay to tbe Gov
ernment. If this option Is exeroteed. tha
traMactioc in its latter stages resembles a
dArac4 loan taUGovernment and the eofUr
Uxsom apply after the private borrower haa
repaid. Such arrangements are illustrated
by the Tata engineering & Locomotive Oo..
LM., and the NAPOO Bevel G^ar of India.
Ltd., loans referred to in your letter. The
farrrvm to these private borrowers were BV^
percatat, 10 years, and 6% percent, years,
respectively. When repaid to tbe Indian
Ooveraaaaat, these credits will be analogous
u> CioveritJJbAixt loans and repaid at the typi
cal soft rate The Tata Hydroelectric Power
loan also described In your letter is, a simi
lar transaction. It is one of the very few
loans, however, where the private borrower
paid \ean t&sn the standard BH to b\ per
cent. In thjw instance, the private borrower
paid S % percent.
We have concluded, under 11 the circum
stances that it would be unsound to depart
from our established Interest rate policies
To the extent ths.t the total economy In
Alaska hsw bean impaired and consequently
tisa ability of borrower to service debts has
teem leemoad by SUA has taken the follow
ing steps to meet this problem: (1) Interest
may be capitalized for 1 year; (11) grace pe
riods on payments of principal will be al
lowed if needed up so 5 years: and fill) when
iveeeaeairy, the total term of the loans will
be periods up to as much as 30 yearn In
addition, we will refinance existing Hens
(which rarely are financed beyond 12 years
In Aluaaa) under the same terms.
I believe that these terms will be more
than ample to meet the needs of the people
of Alaska. Prom my personal conversations
with b*.isineeamen and bankers In Alaska. I
believe they are of the same opinion.
Sincerely yours.
EUOINI P. ^OI ET.
Administrator.
TJ 8. Senate,
Washington, D C, April 28, 1944.
Mr KoHP. Potav.
A&mtitiatrmtor, Small Business Administra
tion, Washington, DC.
Oeajb &a. Folit: Thank you for your
prompt reply to my letters of April 20 and
April 24 with respect to the comparison I
made of the lower (three-fourth of 1 per
cent per annum) interest charges collected
on loans to the private, sector abroad under
our foreign aid program knd the Interest
r*t?;a (3 percent per annum) proposed to be
charged In the dlwister areju of Alaska by
the Small Business Administration.
I xjqow you fulLy appreciate that In raising
theea comparlBOE^ between what we do
abroad and what we do at home. I am not un
aware oi unappreciatlve of the slncara and
apeady action you and your staff have taken
and are ta&lng to relieve the tremendous 00-
noaxia burden upon toe private sector of
Alaska watch suffered such a disaster on
Good Friday.
BowKwr, I would be remiss if I did sot
Ibeod ovary effort to secure for the
e*rtefeAa private aecVnr of Ute Alaska 1
Ute aaiM teims and benefits which the
Gov-
enanesk* of the United States accords to
hiasineas and industry abroad.
You seek to differentiate loans to the
prl-
vite sector in foreign countries from loans
to the disaster stricken private sector of
Alaska on the ground that some of these
loans abroad were two st>p
loans"
under
which the government of a foreign country
borroww money from the United
States un-
aei our foreign aid program at an interest
rate of three-fourths of 1 percent per annum,
repayable In 40 years with a 10-year mora
torium on repayment of principal, and
re-
loans that money to a private corporation
In the foreign country at 5^ percent inter
est per annum All you sre *aylng Is that
tne United States Is willing to aid the private
sector of a foreign economy at the rate of
three-fourths of l percent Interest per an
num, but that the foreign government bor
rower is unwilling to aid lta own private sec
tor at that same rate, but insists on loaning
out our money at a profit which goes into
the
treasury of that foreign country
The point the foreign aid administrators
seek to make is that the foreign government
borrower wouSd be unable to repay a loan In
dollars If the termn of the loan were set
higher. The U.S. loan at three-fourths of 1
percent per winura thus definitely enables
the foreign government to purchase goods
and wrvlces to be used by the private sector
of Its economy. Any loan by the United
States at lees Interest rate than It ts re
quired to pay for borrowing money thus
flows to the rxneflt of the foreign country
and of the private sector of the loretgn econ
omy. The higher interest rates charged to
the private sector by the foreign country In
the reloanlng process are on a par with any
taxes levied by the foreign country on the
private sector
In asking you therefore, to reconsider the
decision enunciated In your letter of April
27, 1964. I must point out the differences In
your Interest rate policies as compared to
those under the foreign aid program.
The law under which you operate permits
you to establish the Interest rate on disaster
email business loe.ns st any rate from 0 per
cent to 3 percent. However, you have exer
cised no discretion In this matter, despite the
fact that borrowers in disaster ar<a6 will find
themselves In differing economic situations.
You have set the interest rate for disaster
loans at the maximum permitted by law 3
percent per annum for all cases
On the other hand. In the foreign aid
program, operating under authority substan
tially the same as yours, the program admin
istrators have announced a policy of tailor
ing the Interest rate to the ability of the
borrower country to repay with a choice of
tatoroat rates of three-fourths of 1 percent,
$V percent, or 5V, percent
Why should not a similarly flexible policy
be established for disaster small business
loans in Alaska, with Interest rates ranging
from three-fourths of l percent per annum
to a maximum of 3 percent per annum de
pending upon the economic circumstances
and prospects of the Individual borrower?
I wodkt appreciate your early consideration
of this suggestion.




OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT IN UTAH.
COLORADO, AND WYOMING
Mr.DOMINICK. Mr. President, nome-
Watt aco I discussed on the floor oi tb
Bwwiae problems that have arisen In eon-
A*tam with oil shale development In
Wo 84- -15
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Uth. < 'olorado, and Wyoming. At that
time \ charged that the actions of the
Dvjiattinent of the Interior would de~
hij'
or wholly nullify the development
of the most important petrojeum re-
source in this country Oil shale de-
7v<.vt- in that region are estimated to
hold more than 5 billion barrels n{ oil.
Tliis is the largest known oil retprve in
:
th United States and probably
the;
lames*, in the world
Several other problems are Involved in
iryJ'ig to determine whether develop
ment shal! po forward One is the use
of the Rifle oil shale plant, which only
2 year?? &#o vas Riven to the jurisdiction
of the Bureau of Min*\s. wh:Ie the oil
f>hale reserve attached to it was given to
v.h-Jurisdiction of the Navy, with spe
cific instructions that the plant should be
vwed for research and development in




Mr President, will the
Senator yieid
Mr. r*?MTNICK. I am glad to yield.
Mr. SrMTSON I invite the Senator's
attention to the fact that the Institute
of Research of the University of Wyo-
myog is in a similar situation with
re-
apect to the aame \,ype ot oil research
center a? has rven mentioned.
Mr DOMINICK I am delighted to
hear that, beeau.se it will be most help
ful. In the meanwhile, a larse number
of Industries have t?:-W] to rent the plant
to continue development work on the re
source.
The Department of the Interior,
through IU Solicitor, took the position
> that the so-called Kennedy patent proc-
:
ess. program, policy or plan whatever
one wishes to call it in terms of what
use could be made of '..he development
! with Government resources behind it, be-
! came so tortuous that it was almost im
possible for the engineers to go forward
with it. I am hopeful that that problem
'.'.fj\ be solved b'it it is not certain that
It c-.ia. That Ls onlv one point.
'1 he next question \? whether it will
be possible to develop on private iand
patents for oil Fhale that have been is
sued since the early 2920's. Only tbe
other day
then'
was a decision in which
applications far patents which have Qeen
filed under this natural resource were
rejected on the meat technical ground
possible. The sround ww that there
had been no affidavits of individual
ae-
<*essment work n!ed back in the early
5830's; and that although the Supreme
Court had said that the Government did
tt.ot have jurisdiction to
challeng* this,
raevertbeJesa, the fa^i thai the applicant*
had not appealed from the adverse
jSoci-
sion of the Department barred them from
using the Supreme Court c*w.
Tteere-
Jore, all those sr^Ucataon* were rejected.
In addition, it was pointed oat that
there were also a number of other
de-
formes which would be uaod by the
De~
parUttMit in the event the court found
the Department wa wrong on this one
technicality
Tne third point i* the question of the
develoir*nent of the leasing prograrfl on
public land* containing oil ahaie.
Kkc-
utive authority is now available to tJba
Secretary of the Interior kc take action
on this point, but he has flatly refused
to do eo. He ha* flatly refused to exer
cise this power, is still asking for pro
posals, and is still Raying, not only pub
licly, but privately, as well, that it will
be some time before any development
will take place so far as public lands are
concerned, with the ability to lease them
for experimental and development work.
This morning I wish to pro a little
further into the question of the patent
applications.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the morning-hour limitation, the time
available to the Senator from Colorado
has expired.
Mr. DOMINICK Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may proceed
for 3 additional minutes, because I be
lieve this matter is extremely important.
The PRESIDING OFFICER With
out objection, it is so ordered.
Mr DOMINICK. In 1963, a lawyer
very knowledgeable in regard to the oil
6h*le problems wrote to Representative
Aspjwali, as chairman of the House In
terior Committee, and outlined the prob
lems he was having in prosecuting pat
ents for oil shale before the Interior De
partment, and pointed out very clearly
tfiat the Department was taking pori-
tlom. one after another, calculated to$
no more than delay the decision* a to
whether the applications should be aent
to patent.
For example, after 1946, when he
originally made the applications, from
1958 to 1982 the Department claimed
that certain claims were invalid because
of ?ack of discovery and abandonment:
but. in 1962 the Department suddenly
abandoned that argument entirely, and
went back to the technical argument
which has Just been used as the basis for
its decision still reserving to itself the
right to challenge whether there had
been adequate discovery, whether the
claims had been abandoned, and so
forth.
Because I believe the letter outlines
the problem very clearly I aak unad-
motiA consent that it be printed in the
Rkcors, in connection with my reraaj'feA
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the Rrcod,
as follows:
LEsnsat. Schmidt et Vam dm,
Denver, Colo., March 2$, 193.
Mr Watn A&pinaix,
Chairman, House Interior Committee.
Dkas CoHoaaaaMAM Aopinall: Please ac
cept my heartfelt thanks tor your taking the
time to visit with me on my recant trip to
Washington and to dineurn the ever-present
problem of patenting the oil shale claims In
western Colorado.
The complete frustration of shale ciatiwranfes
truch aa John W. Savage and Tall Rrtl la at
tempting to procerus their patent
apiptSaa-
Uons through the Department off tntxinr
arias from efforts en timet consuming a* to
dafy diwrlptton. AmaslngiT tmcugt^. ttaars
Id relatively little land left on which pafcvaft
applications are pending or ma nwMfla,
and yt vra eeernln^iy cannot obtain acttaa
that would clear t*p thta protlera omen ael
for all from the DopArtmant of lnftnrVw.
We hare been working In our ofllo* jt> one
matter In which the Department of IntarW
filed a contort In IMS aUMgIng that tbm
clatssa ware vctd for lack of (Uaccrrary aad
abandonziumt. ThJe cherje cam* only after
Utm fcompiets patent appltaatttm had ta*a
made and the fee* paid to the Government
In support of s.Ud application. All through
the hearing which commenced In September
of 1960. the Department of the Interior vig
orously contended that no dlacovery had
been shown on any of the claims In ques
tion, even though a sample of oil shale from
one of the claims involved ma actually
retorted at the hearing and oil produced
therefrom in all of their briefs filed In the
matter, they continued this contention until
In a reply brief filed on February 26 1963.
they suddenly switched their argument and
stated: "In the proceeding* below, contest
ant | the Oovernment | yigoroualy argued




man No 13 However full candor upon the
basis of the full record and the facts recited
in the P*reeman decision, contestant must
now admit and concede that the contestee
has established that a discovery within the
Freeman criteria was made upon Hoffman
No. 13, and that, within that criteria, the
claim should have been declared tube
valid."
This admission comes after 5 years of In
tensive work vn the pe>rt of the contestee
and his counsel and the expenditure of
countless man-hourr and dollars.
Amaa:lnRly enoutjh, the regional solicitor
for the Department is now asking the De
partment to overrule the Freeman v. Sum
mers decision of some 30
years'
standing and
the decision which our cUente and other
shale claimants lit western Colorado have In
full faith relied upon and under which de-
olalon many thousand* of acres of land*; have
bean patented for oil shale In Colorado
In February of 1962, the Department re
jected some 17 applications for patent of oil
shaJe lands on the grounds that coutests
had been filed against the claims In question
in the late 1920 s and the early 1930's alleg
ing a failure to do annual assessment work.
Aa Is known to everyone familiar with the
problems of oil shale In western Colorado.
literally thousands of theee contests were
filed at that particular time An appeal
from one of the** contests resulted In a de
cision by the U 3 Supreme Court in the
ease of Iekes v. Virginui-Colorm&o Develop
ment Corp.. 296 V R 039 (1936) wbfcek
that the Department of Interior
out Jurisdiction to bring such contaafts.
Court stated "*o far *s the Government
concerned, the failure to do assessment work
far any year was without
effect."
Aa a result
f the Court's decision, the Commissioner of
the General Land Office Instructed the Stag-
tartar in Denver. Cclo , by letter of July at,
19S5, as follows:
"On June S. 19SS. the Supreme Court de
cided, In the case of Iekes v Vtrginia-Colo-
rado Development Corporation, thai the
United States had no rtjetot to declare oU
ahale placer* null and void because of fail
ure on the part of the claimants to perform
annual asseaamant work thereon, and on
June 24, 1935 the Dayaartsnaut. la tan* cam of
the Shale Oil Co.. Denver, mineral applica
tion 042652. recalled and vacated 1U decision
in the Vlrglnia-Oolorado Development Cor
poration case, and overruled its previaue de
cisions in conflict with the Supreme Courtis
decision
"
The Instructions from Washington to Den
ver contained In tbe letter were "you are tn-
attracted to clone out on your records and
tzransmlt to this office all conteat caesa tn-
wrfvlng solely the question of a failure to
perform annual aaaecament work, and failure
to resume work on oil shale plaoara prior to
tfea date of a challenge by tbe United States
to tna valid existence of tiba c&aima. where no
answer turn bean filed by the
claimant*."
Throughout tbe yeajr, the Department
aontanued to recosrnlwe the validity of the
(Supreme Court's decision In numerous re
plies to letters of Inquiry from person* who
howuHW aware of the old contests. Furthar-
mnr*. the Department of the Intarlor issued
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pt nu M. e(>rozlCAt^lf 96.060 acres oC oil
hti" land in vaetOem Colorado whore the
id -n tical cnv.rjfo hAd been filed (failure U>
fi<> aawwaniem work; where the claimants
h:wl failed to answer the charge, but whleh.
I*?*'
wae held to be without authority by vlr-
tiire of t.h Supreme Court's decision.
"hei.. uvddenly in the spring of IB&3, too a
comolete revwsai of Its previous poslttf.-n. of
ainost 30 vear standing, the Departmant
suddenly claimed that the invalid proceed





The Oet>*t.rt*rien t wwiroi determined to <te-
fwit ir.rt estorte of the shale claimants by ad
rr>tals'wMr harassnient. A further llluarra-
uo*> o* thair attitude Is illustrated by the
f A.c.t ; .t wis*-,* h venfld statement of mining
cltlm* nt inu; flld pursuant to section 7 of
th<r net of August 53. 19M (6fl Stat 708). ott
*u*ut 3r7. 1963, the. manager of th Colorado
I.atua OftV"* rejects ths statement, on Decem
ber 23. Ifcfla. on ground* Identical to those
ud toy Uu) D*rrUnent to reject patent
up-
plkguOons in February of 1982 The land
of$ manair?r nuu> that the claims Involved
ware subject to com t.est Nn 127&0 coirn if need
Ji.ni 1G. li*31 He admits that service was
*ttemp"wl on only four of the eight claim
ant* ir.vi.Urad in t-ba claim*, and furthv
atafaa that th* contest charges were the same
that U- .Sup.-*sne Court held In the Uk.es v
Vir0imf\~Coiovtnio Development case that tha
X">ep*rtJty>fint cf Interior vm without Jurisdic
tion to *>-\K,f He further rejected the veri
fied statement of mining claimant baasd
upon contest No. 12790 despite the fact that
contelz*d In ths official files of the Bureau
of Land Management In Derive:. Colo., was
a letter dated August 16. 1936. from the
retflcter of the Denver office to the
Commie-
aloner of the Genera! Land Office In Wash
ington. D.C transmitting the t mU t record
in No 1278and stating:
"Your above-co.ptloned letter cf May 28.
1931 directed hdverae proceedings against
the Ohio Nos 1 to 50. Inclusive, oil haie
placers, to which content No 12730 was as
signed. Your letter 129C9B9 N CRB of July
29. lpr.r,. in
it- the Mountain rt.it.es Mineral
La/xd Company et U , instructed this office to
Close nil cwu.f. of ad. er f ;;roceodlMCS against
mineral locations or entries where the charge
was failure to perform annual aasew.ment
work en the claims Cot. test v>"$0 Is closed
on the records of this oTire





Claimants have not been advlaed of this
action as they have not filed answer to the
charges
**
Further, the content docKrt sheet of the
I>itv*r I/md Office ehows that an entry was
rruwie on August '4. 1985 "Cane closed be
cause of instructions given by loiter )(&*<&)
7- -S5 in contest 1182a under Supreme
Court decision. June 3. 1935, Irkes v.
Virginia-
Colorado Developmrut Corp. record to GLO,
S A C adv!sd
"
file Department--. I iution In light of their
own record.*: wmhs iiH-'riv fantastic. But
ever, in >re fanta=iic :< the thought of future
r.roci^wp
r*t|ul'-w'
vi t nose shale ciuimants
to obtain the patens wh'ch are Justly theirs.
Fne liepftrtment h*s in>-en every Indication
that should the appeals Uiken to the
Dtree-
t>r f ill. we would then have no choice but to
continue on the ..diinnip'railve level in an
appeal
*<" 'he r> :tv ry arid then perhaps to
t\\e court* A.r*um.nz tht we would ulti
mately ln this matter in the courts,
wn
thr. must return U\ Departmental action
which is indicated to be the filing of addi
tional charges su-.-h hh lock, of discovery and
ahfijidonment on alt of those claims. Assum
ing that, thin Is done and taking prior
es-
\wT.mre ae to the rapidity of hearing
prooe-
oure*. these claimants could conceivably be
lookinr? to 20 to 30 > **n of additional
bat-
tiinK with the Department of Interior over
wasters which svaryon* in was tern Colorado
baa preattmed war* finally settled almost SO
Tart a$o.
The retfonal srtlcttor in s letter of
trans-
mitteJ on February M. ltU. to ths Director
of the Bureau of Land Management in
trans-
rnlttinf a reply brief In on* of ths
contests
In which we irere Involved, stated: "Since
preparation of this answer, the U.8. Circuit
Court for the District of Columbia has
reached a decision, dated February 14. UW8,
In ths case of Gabbi Exploration Co. v. Uaall.
!fo 1*? SOJ1 Said decision is pertinent to some
of the problems Involved in subject contest
and r-ppeal. and your attention Is Invited
thereto.''
This Is a fantastic statement and
carteinly a most back-door method of
at-
tecoptlng to bring in a nonappllcable court
decision
In all of the claims which we know of
which are being processed before the Depart
ment, the only question that was raised in
the contest back in the late 1929 era was
'
failure to perform assessment
work"
but,
In tbe Qabbe case this charge was made




)n the District of Columbia stated In the
Ctobba decision, supra, "It is true that the
Buoreme Court dfd hold tMat failure to per-
forrr. aaneaement work may not be the basis
for holding unpatented mining claims, In
valid; however, this does not affect the
onarge that plaintiff's mining claims had
bean abandoned. The two charges are sepa
rate and
distinct."
Ths Department obviously Intends to
at-
tenos>t to smear the other shale claims pend
ing before It with the Oabbe decision when
in truth and In fact they are in no way
rotated.
Unfortunately, due to the limited re-,
\ south* of people like John Savage and Tel!
; OrU who have literally devoted their Uvea
In working to develop the full potential of
oAl shale development in Colorado, the De
partment of Interior may well, by Its ap
parent program of delay and harassment,
eventually defeat them. To us Justice cries
oui. that this must not be dono. We
sarneKtly request your help In telling our
story '.o those persons who inui t ultimately
understand this.
Sincerely,
Richabd M. Schmidt, Jr.
Mr JDOMTNTCK. Mr. President, in
addition. I have before me a memoran
dum from the Secretary of the Interior
to the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management. The memorandum is
dated April 16, 19fi4. and it very clearly
sets forth that the Secretary of the In
terior has told the Solicitor's office and
the Bureau of Land Management that
there are at least eight separate defenses
which should be comide/ed by ihe Solici
tor in trying to determine whether patent
applications on oil shale arc or are not
valid.
No 9. and I think this :s important
is as follows:
Pending contest proceedings which have
heretofore been suspended for any resi&oii
should be reactivated, and diligently pursued
in a manner conslsten; with these lnbtruc-
tlons.
The effect of the memorandum and
the eftVct of that decision are not only
to oast doubt on the possibility of going
ahead wflb private developments on the
oil shale, but also to cast doubt on exist
ing governmamtal patents on existing oil
shale land.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President.
the Senator from Colorado yield?
will
Mr. TX>MINICK. I am glad to yield.
Mr. SIMPSON. Has the Senator from
Colorado any figures with respect to
the
amount of money already spent at Rifle.
Colo., and at the University of Wyoming
and at other points in our State, with
respect to the development of these
resources?
Mr. DOMINICK. I have not, but I
know that many millions of dollars have
been spent there.
Mr. SIMPSON. I believe it would be
well to have that information placed in
the Rbcokjd.
Mr. DOMINICK. If I can obtain It.
I shall do so.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con
sent to have the memorandum from the
Secretary of the Interior printed in the
RtCOHD.
There being no objection, the memo
randum was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows :
VS DfTPAJlTMKMT OK THt Il^TrBJOS.
Omci or THt SscarTARY
Washington. DC. April Ifi. J964.
To Director. Bureau of Land Management.
Charles Stoddard.
Through: Assistant Secretary. Public Land
Management. John Carver.
Prom: Secretary of the Interior.
Subject: Determination of rights to out-
stsndlng unpatented oil shale mining
claims.
The decision regarding the validity of some
257 oil shale placer claims which were can
celed In prior adverse proceedings has been
issued today, since several current oil shale
cases have been suspended pending this de
cision. I am triklng this opportunity to pro
mulgate Instructions to the Bureau of Lend
Management regarding the determination of
right* to outstanding oil shile placer mining
clnlms.
1. Foi the protection of both the public
Interest end Interests of thnee who may have
valid rights to the lands in question the
Euro..u is directed to .dentlfy all rem.lining
unpatented oil 6hale mining claims In the
States of Colorado. Wyoming, and Utah, and
to rwpln proceedings In each case In which
it appears that the claim may be Invalid.
As to such cases which are not now the sub
ject of contest or of patent application, the
Bureau will, as soon as possible initiate pro
ceedings to test the adequacy of the dis
covery on which the claim Is based and to
ntwert any other ground fnr contest which
might be Justified by the facts
2 In determining the validity of any given
claim, the Burenu Is lnstr,- ted that the
claimant had the burden of proving 1 1 that
a valid discovery has been made prior to
February 25. 1920. the effective date of the
Mineral Leasing Act, or (2i that mineral had
been exposed or found within the boundaries
of the claim which, although insufficient to
constitute a valid dis -o\crv. wn*. connected
with or led to a vahil discovery after Febru
ary 25. 192). as n result of work bci'.fr dili
gently proscuted on nld dn'c and diligently
iontinued thereafter to such discovery. See
Mineral Leasing Aft. (hapter H.V *-.'Uon 37.
41 Stat. 451. 30 i; s c !0:< and Oil
and Oas Regulations, circui.tr No 672 i re
printed as amended to Oct :"* \9J0. 47 LD.
437 (19201 And see. t/nion mi Co v Smith.
249 U.S. 337, 34fl (19191. Unitrrt State* v.
Ohio Oil Co., 240 Fed '.J<>fi <DC Wvo 1910).
and StarJtf v Mackey 60 I D rw'.i M<i49>.
3. To qualify a* valid the discovery mint
have been such, on the date, a w,is made. a*j
would Justify a person cf ordinary prudence
In the further expenditure of lab* r and
means, with reasonable prc*;pc< t ol suf-cosp.
In developing a valuable mine. Castle i\
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H/onble. 19 LD 4&A (!*). Cfcrtaraa* V.
MtUrr, lf7U. !X3 (Jttd).
4 Tn applying tha test of Atooorsry, ths
Burwu should otaee-v? ths foUowtag guM*>-
Odm.
t a) The fact that any given dapceU a? odl
shale may be a v&iuabte rosewros for fwture
uas does not rander the dtecovary valid unAsr
th mining lairs vinloss a person a* arrttaary
perufteno* would be J^isOAetf In t& fVtrtHer
aqpandltvre erf laoor sad naana with the
m**oeukMs prospect of aVrreloplng a valuable
wito*.
(b> Ths finding ur exposure of an isolated
bftt c* Ktln^ral or quantMess of low-grade
miswwal, not connected wtth or laartlng to
"aluafcte mineral depoclte, will not In Itself
be onctafcdared a sufficient discovery
(e) Ths mtraeral deposit actually found or
*x.rMsadi by the locator must tteslf have baan
of such character as to meet ths test of dis
covery without regard to other physical evi
dence or Information not obtained from
within tha boundaries of ths claim from
wfelcb. the existence of substantial value*
beneath ths surface may be Inferred.
5. In furthev oontest proceedings, tho
Bureau will ra>>* the question of the oo-
xiomle or rs/mroarciaJ Fahie of oil shale , as of
tha Urn* th<t claims wer* locatM, as one of
the element* in the application of the stand
ard test of diaooracy discussed above. The
lacte of any tsconomloaUy or oommsrelally
feasible method of extraction and production
cf ohato oil from oil shale Is a relevant.
although not necessarily decisive, oonst^sra-
Uon in determining whether a discovery was
rasato. In this regnrd. the mere showing of
aa outcrop of the Mahogany Ledge, In cir
cumstances which heretofore have provided
b basis for patent, will no longer be ac
cepted a prima facie evidence of compliance
with the raqulreaaenta of the mining law*.
This does not mean that the claimant Is re
quired to demonstraae the Immediate mar-
katabtlity of oU shale as In tha oaae of cer
tain ncmmetellic mlneraia or widespread or
common occumuice.
6, Plenty should be given to the disposi
tion of pending contest proceedings and
claims involving land within the Naval Oil
Shalt RawM-ves Nos. 1 and 8.
7. Until further notice, appeals from de
cisions by the bearing examiner or land
manager will continue to be referred directly
to this office for consideration and final de
cision. Consideration should be given by
the Bureau to other methods of expediting
contents and appeals
(J. It Is recognised that some expensive and
difficult procedures may be necessary to
assemble the jreologlc, economic, and other
data necessary to carry out these Instruc
tions in full. The Bureau will cooperate
with the Department of the Navy, the Solici
tor's Office the Bureau of Mines, and the
Geological Curvey in assuring that ordmrly
and efficient procedures are followed in as
sembling the neoeraary date It 1,1 also rec-
oRntr.fd that ft may become necessary to
secur- tne Bervioen cf experts now outside
the Government service to obtain necessary
htFto-lcal and economic data. However.
where poss'.bte, th services of the esparto
in the Bureau of Land Management, Bureau
of Mines, and Geological Survey should be
.'ully utilized
9 Pvndln^ contest proceeding*! which have
heretofore been suspended for any reseon
should be reactivated and diligently pursued
In e manner consistent with these Instruc
tions
Kttwaxt L Udall.
Secretary of the Interior.
Mr DOMINICK Finally, Mr. Presi
dent, I have before me an editorial from
the Daily Sentinel, at Grand Junction;
the editorial is entitled "Aspiwall Blasts
Interior on
Shale."
The editorial is par-
tlcularly pertinent. It agents to me, be
cause It points out wry clearly the fact
that In almas* every Instance In which
the Department has had anything to do
with oil shale, the net effect of Its ac
tions ha* been either to prevent Immedi
ate development of this resource or to
postnocte it ao far Into the future that
It would seem to be almost impoaalbJe to
get thlc resource developed Into a
useful product for American consump
tion.
I ask that the editorial be printed in
the Rxcosto.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the Record,
as follows:
(From the Grand Junction (Colo.) Dally
Sentinel, Apr. 20. 1M4)
Aspinaix Blasts Irmnuoa ow Shalk
W.ujhiwgton.Chairman Watts N. As
pinall, Democrat, of Colorado, of the House
Interior Committee Issued a blast over the
weekend accusing the Interior Department of
giving him misinformation about the In
terior Solicitor's decision rejecting 287-3o oil
shale claim applications in western Colorado.
The decision was finally announced by In
terior on April 17
Both Aspinall and Senator Para H. Dotti-
intic, Republican, of Colorado, belters tfcat
the affect of ths decision will be to prolong
litigation of these particular elalnts for many
years, because It was based on only one
ground : That the claimants lost their inter
ests in the claims because they did not appeal
rulings of the Department In ths early
thirties voiding the claims for failure to do
annuel assessment work.
Thus, when the claimants go to court to
appeal this opinion of Interior Solicitor
Frank J Barry. If the courts uphold any or
all of the claims, the Department can later
reject the claims on another ground. When
that decision Is appealed to the courts, and
If the courts again uphold the claimants, ths
Department can. at an even later time, re
ject the claims on still a third ground. And
so on
It was exactly this situation which As
pinall had sought to prevent. Richard if
Schmidt, Jr .. of Denver, chairman of tbe
Unpatented Claims Subcommittee of the
Colorado OU Shale Development Committee,
was concerned about this problem several
months ago and wrote a memorandum about
it to the Colorado congressional delegation.
'
What Aspinall and the rest of the Colorado
. bongremlonal delegation sought was a dsol-
jjtlon from the Interior Solicitor stating all
krf tbe grounds on which the claims might be
rejected by the Department and the Depart
ment's opinion on each ground Then if the
claimants appealed the Interior rulings in
the courts, all departmental objections to
tlie claims could be settled In one court
test.
Aspinall talked over this point with In-
! terlor Secretary Stewart L. Udall. with In-
terior .Solicitor Frank J Barry, and Wallace
f L Duncan, the Barry aid who drafted the
, Interior Solicitor's opinion Aspinall said
.
that it was his understanding that Interior
had agreed to dispose of all objections to
,
the claims In the Solicitor'* ruling.
But public land law experts and AarrjMLL
and Domikick and their legal aids all agree
that the Solicitor's opinion Issued April 17
did not do that.
"This opinion Is different from that which
X had b*en led to
expect."
Asmnall told the
press on April 18. "Interior did not change
its position on Its initial draft on, this
opinion one iota from the way It stood early
in the year.
"Instead of clearing title to these claims,
this does absolutely ths reverse of that.
Tfcls opinion will have the effect of continu
ing to harass the claimants because of
the
long road of litigation ahead of them, so
that they will finally give up and the Fed
eral title to the land ultimately will be




"This is another handicap in the develop
ment of these lands, in line with ths Ideol
ogy of the bralnstormers who oppose pat
enting of public land. The Department Is
holding a club over the head of these claim
ants. It will take years to patent this
land."
AsnwAix said.
Barry's opinion covered either 357 or M5
claims on either 39.712 acres or 40,992 acres
of oil shale land in Colorado Interior itself
did aot know on April 17 which figures were
accurate on the claims covered by the Barry
opinion.
Asptkall said that the Barry opinion
proved the absolute necessity of establishing
in this Congress a Public Lands Laws Re
view Commission (PLLRC) to review all
public lands laws Otherwise, he said, the
Department will stop all patents on public
lands and will "try to hold up the develop
ment of mineral resources by private enter
prise."
Aspinall is sponsor of the PLLRC
bill which passed the House on March 12 by
a vote of 339 to 29. It would take the Com
mission several yeurs to make Its study, come
up with recommendations and get them ap
proved In Congress, however. So. although
the long-range effect of the PLLRC bill
might aid the all shale claimants, it would
provide no Immediate relief
What upset Aspinall particularly about
ths Barry decision Is that "this was the sec
ond time that I have been misled In recent
wsifcs by officials In the Interior Department
on direct questions which I have asked. The
first time was by Buz Bennett relative to the
filling of Glen Canyon Dam The second
time was by Barry and Duncan on this (oil
shale) opinion.
"It Is not the province of executive de
partment officials to withhold Information
or to mislead a Congressman In answer to
direct questions asked by that Member of
Congress I know that this has been done
for years, but It has been practiced very,
very little against me over the years
"
AapmALL said N B Bennett, Jr . is Assist
ant Reclamation Commissioner. He Is
widely known as
"Buz.''
Mr. DOMINTCK subsequently said:
Mr. President, earlier today I discussed
some information I had received about
the oil shale problems in the West, which
are extremely Imiiortant. I did not
have enough time then to finish the
statement I intended to make I ask
unanimous eonsent that what I am
about to ray may follow immediately
the remarks I made earlier today on this
subject
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered
Mr DOMINICK I had said that the
Secretary of the Interior, through his
action in denying patent applications
on oil shale land, based on a small tech
nicality, without including any of the
other defenses that were available with
respect to those claims, has substantially
delayed an opportunity to determine
whether private Industry can proceed to
develop probably the greatest natural
resource in the entire country.
Aa I previously stated, the United
States has probably the greatest volume
of reserves of oil or petroleum shale re-
aervee to be found anywhere in the
world. The action of the Department
of the Interior has greatly delayed us.
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I placed In the Rkcosd earlier today a
memorandum from the Secretary of the
Interior to the Director of the Bureau
of Land Management. I wish to com -
ment on that memorandum because If
it is followed. I have little or no doubt
that by a policy decision made largely
through the Solicitor of the Department
of tht Interior the whole body of mining
law of the United States will be changed.
not only with respect to oil shale, but
also with respect to every other mineral
that exists.
As Senators know, there is now an
opportunity for people to do exploratory
work, and d they find valuable minerals.
to locate a claim, do their work, and seek
to take out a patent
Ther" has been an increasing tend
ency within the Department of the In
terior to try to determine what is a val
uable mineral in terms of whether it
can be produced immediately at a com
mercial profit.
Four of the additional tests which the
Secretary of tin- Interior has instructed
the Erector of the Bureau of Land
Management to use in determining
whether new patent applications are
valid reads as follows:
* In applying the test of discovery, the
Bureau should observe the following guide
lines.
(a) the fact that any given deposit of oil
shale may be a valuable resouroe for future
use does not render the discovery valid under
the mining lawn unices a person of ordinary
prudence wmid be Justified in the further
expenditure f labor and meana with the
reasonable prospect of developing a valuable
mine.
If one is dealing with oil shale in an
area where the rirwi.ipmenl wmlc on
economical methods < f obtaining oil
from the oil shale has not been com
pleted, this directive immediately raises
the question of whether the discovery Is
a valuable one. even if a pilot plant for
procewiinK the oil fr'>m the oil shale may
be available
Subsection 'b' of paragraph 4 reads
as follows.
(b) The finding or exposure of an Isolated
bit of mineral or quantities of low-grade
mineral, not < oanected with or leading to
valuable mlr.eral deposits will not In Itself
be ccnHldered a sufficient discovery
Th;s would indicate to me that If there
were a valuable claim nnd if one could
see that It was extending into another
area, he could not validly locate a claim
in the adjoining area: he would have to
do an enormous amount of work before
he would be able to prove that the dis
covery was a valuable one and. therefore,
was a valid location
Subsection to reads as follows:
(c) The mineral deposit actually found
or exposed by the locater must Itself hars
been of such character as to meet the teat
of discovery without regard to other physical
evidence or information not obtained from
within the boundaries of the claim from
which tbe existence of substantial values
beneath the surface may be lnfe/red
So far as I can determine, this means
that the Department of the Interior is
directing the Bureau of Land Manage
ment to ignore wholly any aspects of ge
ology as a basis for evaluating a discov
ery, even when there is an outcrop of oil
shale I stress the point that this atti
tude has been taken by the Bureau, ap
parently at the direction of the Solicitor
and the Secretary of the Interior, with
recard to a number of other minerals,
not even In my own State; and those
case? are even now being taken into
court.
One of the most valuable oil shales is
that in the so-called Mahogany Ledge,
which is so loaded with oil that It la
mahogany In color, and the oil can be
taken out with a minimum of effort and
expense. It is the most valuable type of
oil shale to be found. Yet in this direc
tive it is said :
5. In furthei contest proceedings, the Bu
reau will raise the question of the economic
or commercial value of oil shale, as of the
time the claims were located
Most of them were located in the 1920's
and early 1930's approximately 30
years or more ago; therefore, it is neces
sary to project one's self back to that
period of time. In considering this ele
ment, which is one of the elements to be
considered according to the memoran
dumin the application of the standard
test of discovery.
I read further from the memoran
dum:
The lack of any economically or commer
cially feasible method of extraction and pro
duction of shale oil from oil shale is a rele
vant, although not necessarily decisive con
sideration In determining whether a discov
ery was made In this regard, the mere
showing of an outcrop of
'
the Mahogany
Ledge. In circumstances which heretofore
have provided the basis for patent, will no
longer be accepted as prima facie evidence
of compliance with the requirements of the
mln'ng laws
In other words, in a memorandum pre
pared in coordination with the solicitor
and directed to the Bureau of Land
Management, the Secretary of the In
terior is, in effect, saying, Disregard ev
erything you have done for 30 years; this
is a new edict by which we say that all
the previous rules and precedents arc to
be wholly
Ignored."
Mr President, in attempting to con
clude this presentation on a subject
which is so important to the entire oil
and mining industry. I point out that it la
essential that the proposed program be
considered by all Members of Congress
from States In which any mineral depos
its are located, including deposits of min
erals such as potash and pearlite or any
other mineral subject to the placer or
lode mining claims, so as to determine
how the new directive would affect them,
for It seems to me that this is the first
attempt by the Department of the Inte
rior, without the benefit of congressional
action, to amend the mining laws.
I believe this memorandum is a warn
ing of a development which will require
congressional legislation, in order to de
termine what route is to be taken in order
to preserve some of the mining industry,
because as certain as I am sure I am
standing here, unless we do something in
this area, the Secretary of the Interior,
with the usual arrogance he has exhib
ited to Congress as a whole, will take 'fur
ther steps along this line, to prevent any
further application of the standard prec
edents in connection with the mining
laws.
NATIONAL INTERRELIGIOUS CON
VOCATION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President.
last evening the historic National
Inter-
religious Convocation on Civil Rights
took place in the Nation's Capital, in
McDonough Auditorium at Georgetown
University. It was a memorable and
historic occasion
The audience was much larger than
had been anticipated. Persons had
traveled from many States to attend this
historic convocation. There were ap
proximately 4,000 persons in the audi
torium, and another thousand sought to
obtain admission Approximately 1,500
were in an adjacent hall, where the mes
sages of the great spiritual leaders of
the three great faiths Catholic, Prot
estant, and Jewish were transmitted by
loudspeaker to who were unable to be
present in McDonough Auditorium
The chairman of the convocation was
The Most Rev Patrick A O'Boyle, arch
bishop, Catholic Diocese of Washington
and chairman, lnterreligious Committee
on Race Relations of Washington, DC.
Sponsoring organizations included the
Commission on Religion and Race, Na
tional Council of Churchea; Social Ac
tion Department, National Catholic Wel
fare Conference, and the Commission on
Social Action. Synagogue Council of
America. Never before in the history of
this Nation has such a gathering of re
ligious leaders of our three faiths taken
place. It was truly a historic and mov
ing occasion
What was the driving force behind
this convocation? Simply this; the
prompt passage of an effective civil
rights bill by the Congress. The urgent
need for this legislation and the moral
dimension of this issue brought these re
ligious leaders to Washington to raise
their collective voices In behalf of civil
rights. Their message came through
loudly and clearly ; the t'me for action by
the Senate on the civil rights bill has
arrived. The religious leaders of Amer
ica are to be highly commended for their
courageous statement in behalf of hu
man rights, freedom, and dignity.
It was a beautiful occasion As the
Senators who were there looked toward
the interreligious choir, we saw America
as It is people of all races colors, and
creeds, lifting their voices in song an
cient hymns, beautiful spirituals, and
patriotic songs, that tell the story of
America's life, faith, and purpose. As
I left the auditorium, I said to a friend
that that was one of the most moving,
inspiring, exciting, and exhilarating ex
periences of my life
I only wish that eve ry Member of Con
gress could have been present. The
message was powerful. It had as Its
purpose a more beautiful and a more
wonderful America.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con
sent that the program outlining the
events of the evening be printed in the
Rccord, together with the list of spon
soring organizations and the participat
ing choirs
There being no objection, the pro
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IN THE HOUSE OE REPRESENTATIVES
Apkil 14, 19G-1
Mr. Aspinall introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com
mittee on Ways and Means
A BILL
To amend section 613 (c) (4) (E) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954, as amended.
1 Be it enacted by the Senate and, House of Eepresenta-
2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 That section G13 (e) (4) (E) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (68 Stat. 210), as amended by the Act of June
5 30, 1960 (74 Stat. 293), is further amended to read as
^ follows :
7 /EE) the pulverization of talc, the burning of magne-
S
site, the sintering and nodulizing of phosphate rock, the
fur-
9
nacing of quicksilver ores, and the retorting or substantially
-0
equivalent treatment of oil shale;".
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DRAFT OF PROPOSED FINDINGS OF 'SSffiSJKifTEF'ON
-PATENTING-
#8EBTmE*5
,,,_ GOVERNOR'S OIL SHALE ^BKssWWBgr ADVISORY COMMITTEE
1. Prior to the date of the Mineral Leasing Act,
February 25, 1920, it was possible to file a mining location for
oil shale placer claims under the Mining Laws of the State of
Colorado and the United States. Many such claims were filed in
the years 1916 through 1920, and particularly in an area throughout
Western Colorado covered by oil shale known as the Green River
Formation. The largest number of these claims were located in the
Piceance Creek Basin in Rio Blanco and Garfield Counties, Colorado.
The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 recognized existing claims
but precluded the filing of additional claims.
2. On April 23, 1930, fourteen prominent mining attorneys
in Denver, Colorado, addressed the following letter to the United
States Department of Interior:
"Even in the past the obstacles, delays and heavy
expense, which have been encountered in practice
by oil~shale placer claimants have forced a general
feeling in this region that it has been the policy
of the Department to defeat every oil-shale claim
possible.
"We believe that no governmental policy of conserva
tion of oil shale for future governmental leasing
can justify the confiscation of property rights and
investments in oil shale placer claims established
under laws as construed by the highest courts of the
land and as understood by the people of this mining
region and is administered by your Department for
the half century proceeding the leasing act.
"We believe the claimants are entitled to a fair,
impartial and judicial investigation of the facts
upon which their applications for patent are based,
as they were before the leasing act. We believe
they are entitled to an impartial determination of
the legal questions which arise after they have had
a chance to be heard.
"We believe that claimants who in good faith and in
keeping with the long established practice of the
Department, have made a substantial compliance with
all the things required for patenting these claims,
should be able to obtain their patents without long
delays and excessive expenses. There is a general
feeling that we have not been getting detached
judicial consideration of these matters, either by
the Denver Field Division or superior officers in
Washington.
"After the leasing act, the attitude and position
of the Department underwent a radical change towards
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oil shale claimants. The government for the first
time assumed the attitude of an interested litigant
against every oil shale placer owner.
"In practice, under this new and changed policy, the
Department became the adverse claimant, the prosecu
tor, the Judge, and jury, all in
one."
The excerpts of the letter set out above are, in the opinion
of this subcommittee, as applicable today as they were in 1930.
3. Subsequent to the complaints made by people interested
in the patenting of oil shale placer claims in the State of Colorado
in 1930, the attitude of the Department of Interior was apparently
changed, for during the late
1930s
s, the 1940 's, and the early 1950's,
oil shale patents were processed in an orderly and fairly expeditious
manner .
Although there is relatively little land left on which
patent applications are pending or can be made, the complete frustra
tion of shale claimants in attempting to process their patent applica
tions through the Department of Interior arises from efforts so time
consuming as to defy description.
40 In February of 1962, the Department of Interior rejected
some 17 applications for patent of oil shale claims on the grounds
that contests had been filed against the claims in question in the
late 1920 's and the early 1930's alleging a failure to do annual
assessment work. This charge was used as a basis for rejection of
the applications despite the fact that as is known to everyone familiar
with the problems of oil shale in Western Colorado, literally thousands
of these contests were filed at that particular time and some 70,000
acres of oil shale claims were later patented which had these identical-
charges filed against them. Further, an appeal from one of these
contests resulted in the Supreme Court of the United States ruling
in the case of Wilbur v. Krushnic (1930), 280 U.S. 306, and another
appeal in the case of Ickes v. Virginia-Colorado Development Corp.,
(1935) 295 U.S. 639, where the Supreme Court of the United States
clearly stated that the Department of Interior was x^ithout jurisdiction
to bring such contests. The court stated:
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"So far as the government was concerned, the failure
tc do assessment work for any year was without
effect."
The court in the Ickes case stated:
"Under Section 2324 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C.
Title 30, Sec. 28), the owner is required to perform
labor of the value of $100 annually, but a failure
to do so does not ipso facto forfeit his claim, but
only renders it subject to loss by relocation. ThTe
lav is clear 'that no relocation can be macie if work
be resumed after default and before such relocation'.
Thus, prior to the passage of the Leasing Act of 1920,
the annual performance of labor 'was not necessary to
preserve thu necessary right, with all the incidence
of ownership above stated, as against the United States,
but only as against subsequent
relocators.'
So far as
the government was concerned, the failure to ao
assess-
m^nt_:ork cor any year was without effect. v.'.icnever




otieer requirements aside, the owner became "eruicled to
a patent:
,
even m some years annua j. assessment
Tabor heefbeen omit tea.
"
(Citing Wilbur v. Krusnnxc,
suora) . C^rphasrs supplied) .
The Supreme Court stated:
"Plaintiff had lost no rights by failure to do the
annual assessment work; that failure gave the govern




The Supreme Court further stated that the challenge to the
valid existence cf the claim must have some proper basis and that
insofar as it concerns the charge of failure to do annual assessment
work "no such basis is shown".
The Department of Interior has long recognized that these
two Supreme Court cases held all contests such as those cited in tbe
Manager's decision null and void and without authority on behalf of
the government .
As a result of these decisions, the Commissioner of the
General Land Office instructed the Registrar in Denver, Colorado, by
letter of July 29, 1935, as follows:
"On June 3, 1935, the Supreme Court decided in the
case of Ickes v. Virginia-Colorado Development Corp.,
that the United States had no right to declare oil
shale placers null and void because of failure on the
part of the claimants to perform annual assessment work
thereon, and on June 24, 1935, the Department, in the
case of The Shale Oil Company, Denver, mineral appli
cation 042552, recalled and vacated its decision in
the Virginia-Colorado Development Corp . case, and over
ruled its previous decisions in conflict with the
Supreme Court's
decision."





ft o oyou are instructed to close out on your records
and transmit to this office c 11 contest cases involving
solely the question of failure to perform annual assess
ment work, and failure to resume work on oil shale
placers prior to the date of a challenge by the United
States to the valid existence of the claims, where no
answer has been filed by the
claimants."
5 There seems to be little reason for the Department of
Interior to withhold action on the appeals taken by the shale claimants
to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management for a period of over
two years. If the Department plans to rule adversely to the shale
claimants, this should be done promptly and expeditiously so that the
shale claimants may seek redress in the courts.
6. The Department of Interior should move with all convenient
speed in processing patent applications. There is no valid reason
why patent applications should take as long as eight years to process.
7. The Department of Interior has in some cases filed
charges against claims alleging (1) lack of discovery, and other cases
(2) abandonment, and in still other cases (3) failure to do annual
assessment work. The Department has further indicated that should
the contests be decided adversely to the government they would then
reserve the right to come back and file additional charges against
the claims resulting in additional litigation. The Subcommittee
recommends that the Department of Interior, if such charges are to
be filed, do so at one time so that the shale claimants may litigate
all matters at issue in one hearing and be spared the expense of
time and money in litigating each issue separately.
8. The Department of Interior has indicated that it desires
to overrule the case of Freeman v. Summers, 52 I.D. 201 (1927).
Shale claimants in Western Colorado have relied upon the Freeman v.
ummers decision and under this decision thousands of acres of land
have been patented for oil shale in Colorado. The Department owes
to shale claimants the duty of consistency and should not change
the ground rules to the detriment of those now processing their
applications. 1
9. Any program of leasing for oil shale claims cannot be
fully developed until such time as the question of existing claims is
4-
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settled by either the granting of patents to the claimants or a final
determination that the claimants are not entitled to patents. While
the number of claims that can be patented are relatively few in number
and cover relatively little ground in relation to the known area of
oil shale reserves, they are geographically located so as to prevent
the issuance of valid leases in many areas.
CONCLUSION
It is the conclusion of the Subcommittee that the Department
of Interior has been guilty of extreme delay in processing oil shale
patent applications. That the most charitable view of the
Department'
j
action in the past few years would cause reasonable people to believe
that if the Department is not deliberately attempting to defeat all
oil shale claimants by tactics of delay so as to cause such claimants
to give up their quest for perfection of their property rights due to
lack of time and money, that they have effected the same results
inadvertently. That an effective oil shale leasing program and
effective development of an oil shale industry in Western Colorado
cannot come to pass until such time as the Department completes action
concerning oil shale claims.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard M. Schmidt, Jr., Chairman
John Savage-Frank Cooley Oil Shale
Patent Advisory Subcommittee
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